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Abstract

This study is an attempt to set fortn and examine the

pattern of affirmative social criticism discoverable within and

among the ideological Norld War II novels. It is an optimistic

and affirmative pattern. It is a pattern painstaxing and careful,

complete with ferocious contempt for corruption and folly, but, de-

nying the futility of a struggle wit» man's tendency toward evil,

culminating in iaith and hope in the dignity and goodness of the

individual.

As the first step in tne study, I have distinguished be-

tween tne ideological novels and filose whose primary concern is with

the objective portrayal of combat action and psychological upheaval

resulting from combat, or those whose insincerity or superficiality

allows them to be classified as pseudo-ideological. And as the second

step, in order better to clarify the ideological position of the war

novelists, I have placed them within a historical context, within the

tradition of American social criticism as it has developed from the

Muckraxer 'teens, through the iconoclastic disillusionment of the world

War I novels, and the crusading social optimism of the depression years;

and I have attempted to delineate points of comparison and contrast along

the way.

The main body of the study, irom Chapter III through Chapter V,

is devoted to the negative and positive aspects of tne ideology which

informs the war novels. Tue novelists were violently opposed to fascism,

which they found to be a moral rataer tian a political onenomenon,
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epitomized in Hitler's Germany and gussolini's Italy, but certainly

not restrictcd by national boundaries. They attack the German and

Italian brands of fascism unrelentingly; but with equal vigor, they

attack :uericans rho, actually or incipiently, are also fascistic.

They see and make sound artistic use of the ironic implications in

the use of an essentially fascistic institution like the armed ser—

vices to wage a war against fascism.

But the novelists do not stop at a simple portrayal of the

irony. They search for a positive means to resolve the dilemma from

which it stems. hey settle upon the individual who, if he is aware

of and willing to accept flls responsibility for the world as it is and

as it may become, embodies the single, reliable resolution. They

clearly believe that if the individual will not accept his responsibility !

and consequently act upon it, there is no hope; but more importantly,

they have faith that the individual's experience with war will often

convince him to act upon his acce itauce. And allied with this faith

is hope—-a hope which can only be called alfirmative, positive, and

optimistic.

Chapter VI contains a summary statement of the Conclusions

rrived at in the dissertation, and suggests briefly that one area of

further study may be a comparison of the war novels with other postwar ‘

literature, especially with the neo—naturalistic disaffiliated or Beat

novels.

The study is Concerned only with American novels primarily

because the novel seems to have been the principal means of expression
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for the serious ideological thinkers who wrote about the war, and

secondarily, because the American novel seemed the logical choice in

the necessary limitation of the discussion to manageable proportions.

This hardly to say that poetry, drama, the short story, and reportage

contain no ideological material worthy of study and commentary; nor

that non-American-—especially German and British—-war literature should

be ignored. Indeed, such work must be undertaken before any absolute

statements concerning the ideological interpretation of the war by the

creative intellect can be made.

The present study is at least one out of a large and complex

procession of steps toward the formulation of such a statement; at

best, it will be an important contributing step.
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we not Lnl; W2r3 nit don ed the inretus of rcvojt~ we ecti/el" su l1>o

it. ihis wzs ntt true of 3‘1 :3 us, assuredlg; out it was true of

most of us whf herucrcl liberal—inte;lectu:l ‘TCLEIJILDJ, of thise of

us who, it wzs 8X3dttad, would ;1t"U—3 the w 1 nove_s. Most of us wort

caught u, in the nvictcr c timisn of the JQEC'J. Ve were a, alled

by the situz:ticn in Stain, enchanted by the lromise cf the New Deal,

boundlessl; enthusiastic about the growing strenbth of organized labor,

and evoituLCly, bitter ot;cnent3 of German and Italian f33cisn. It

was thi; enthusiam, this C,timism, and this bitterness wh'ich CELJEd

the few of notd
o

4

eneraticn who embraced the Party Tine to he such

0
7

utterly undegendable Communists, and which converse13 sent many of

us into the war against fascism as crusaders in the name of social ri¢ht

and justice.u

The second reason for my astonishment is directly reatcd to the

first. I was familiar with most of the war novels which Aldridge

mentions, but I had found little evidence of the dcigot end disillusion—

ment in them which he finds characteristic of the Ho 1d dir II novel

generally. In fact, it had seemed to me before I read [ftzr the £23:

Generation, that the converse was true, that novels Like Al Th3

Conquests, The Young Iitns, and The Naked and the DocG 1:11 A the

crusading oitimism of the late 1930's and early latt's. It hw

_ (”'11)to me that Hayes, Shaw, and Mailer were ideologiw11; in raer of

 

h. The influence of 1930‘s social criticisn ufitn the war novel—

ists (some of when, like Irwin Shaw and Alfred Hayes, wore lygo's stein;

critics themselves) seems to me undeniable. But Aldridge is in con lete

disawreement. "In this analys is,“ he writes in a 1 (tnctc on ”:0 llt

"I am excluding the writers of the Thirties not because they did not

share this same chaotic and ugrootin_exyerience [as the w1itcrs c1 the

Fortieg but because I feel they had less effect and influence uAcn,

and are more distantly related to, the writing of today llng "
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war, that they aslievA that it had to be wrn, that they had serious

fears for the sofety of humanity if it should have been lost.

But Aldridge finds tiat hi1 Thy CC nq11e3ts is sinily a fair
 

imitation of Hemingway siiiuoiorasnt t at The Young Lions is little
 

more than ,ro-Jewish gro_a3anda, and that Norman Mhiler, while a,_earing

to sul ort the war for ideological reasons, i L
u

actuually so unconvinced

'1;

of the ’ustice of the crusade that he shirt tetra in the ruiddle of
J e

‘ 9

F
N
“

Tle N:Ate and the Dead, letting it end in futilit; and chaos.

Itis study began therefore out of a disagreement with Ahdridge.

C
‘
"

I turned again to hose three novels and the others which .ldridge

dealt with. I turned too, tL those novel3 which Aldridge did not have

the advantage of considering since they have 8;;eared since lQfil. I

werohedarticularly for those books and ;assages within books which

I would callideol051081"; that is, boohswhich tried to ex,lain why

the war was fouht whether it was worth fihtinL, how it might have

been trevented, and so forth. Giadually, my losition was corroborated.

I found an oytimistic, affirmative ial critic isn in the novels,

built u;on faith and hoye in the dinnity and goodness of the individual.

I found that the novelists do hold only contem,t for corrultion and

folly, but that in the very ferocity of their criticism of these

tendencies, they deny the futility of the struggle with them. I

attroached the novels only in the belief that the novelists had

tresented something more in the way of ideological conclusion that a

"gigantic zero,” and I have found not only that this is so, but that

they arrived at their conclusions gainstakingly and carefully, and

Lresented them with a clarity which can siring only from firmness of

conviction.



 

 

 

 



 

And with these findIHLS, my concern shifted nore toward what the

novels are in terns of themselves, and away from what they are not in

terms of Aldridge's criticism of then. The war novelists' affirmation,

their anger, their sense of right and wrong, of good and evil, their

sense of res;onsibility, their hoiefulness, are vastly more imiortant

as subjects of discussion--esieoially against the background of uncer-

tainty, :etulance, and individual futility which fills much of the non-

war literature of the gast decade--than sinrlv as iroof that the think-

ing of the novelists is not ultimately reducible to zero.

This study then is an attemit to set forth and examine the

Lattern of affirmative social criticisn discoverable within and axon;

the ideological Wir novels. As a grelininary stey, I have distin¢uished

between the ideological novels and those whose yrimary concern is with

the objective gortrayal of combs action and isychological uyheaval

resulting from combat, or those whose insincerity or sugerficiality

allows them to be classified as gseudo—ideoloéical. And in order -‘

better to clarify the ideological ,osition of the war nrvelists, I

have llaced them within a historical context, within the tradition of

American social criticism as it has develoyed from the Nuckraker

'teens, through the iconoclastic disillusionment of the World W1r I

novels, and the crusading social obtimisn of the deiressicn years;

and I have attenyted to delineate ,oints of coniarison and contrast

along the way.

The main btdy of the study is devoted to the negative and

Lositive asfects of the ideology which informs the war novels. T.e

novelists were violently otxosed to fascism, which they found to be a

moral rather than a ,olitical 1 enonenon, eyitonizcd in Hitler's



Germany and Mussolini's Ital3, but certainly not restricted by national

bcundaries. They attick the German and Italian brands of fascism

unrelenting1y; but with equal vigor, they attack Americans who,

actually or inci,iently, are also fascistic. They see and make sound

artistic use of the ironic inilications in the use of an essentially

fascistic institution like the armed services to wrge a war against

fascism.

But the novelisos do not etc, at a singleortrayol of the

r
s

irony. They search or a iositive means to resolv the dilemma from

which it stens. They settle uyon the individual who, if he is aware

of and willing to accc,t his resgcnsibility for the world as it is and

as it may become, embodies the single, reliable resolution. They

clearly believe that if the individual will not accett his resyonsi—

bility and consequently act u4on it, there is no here; but more

intertantly, t have faith that the individuel's exterience with

war will often convince his to act uron his acce,tance. And allied

with this faith is hose-~a hobs which can only be called affirmative,

tositive, and Oftinistic.

The study is CL-ncerned only withAmerican nvels irinarily

because the novel seens to have been the irinciral means of extression

for the serious ideological thinkers who wrote about the war, and

condarily, because the Anerican novel seemed the ltgical choice in

the macessar‘ limitati»n of the discuss ion to n: ' able .ro.ortions.
J l .L

(
L
)

This is hardly to say that ,oetry, drana, th snort story, and re,orta5o

’3 , 5
conntain no ideolo ical materIal worthy 0: Study and commentary;

 

5. Charles Fenton, 1"Introduction,” in The Best Short Stories

of WorldLir II (Dew York, l35{) is a brief (l3awe) discussion of tIe

shortstory”ofthe war as art form and as idetloical vehicle.
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nor that non-Anerican-—es3ecially German and British——war literature

6

should be ignored. Indeed, such studies must be undertaken before

any absolute statements concerning the ideological interyretation of

the war by the creative intellect can be made.

The ,resent study is at least one out of a large and conflex

grocession of ste,s toward the fornulation of such a statement; at

best, it will be an ingortant contributing stei.

 

Incidentally, Fenton agrees with me that deyression literature cannot

be ignored in studying the backgrounds of the war novelists ideas. He

writes, on rage xviii, that ‘The influence of the yroletarian writing

of the 19303 has been underestimated in tie formation of these war

writers.”

6. as Hilliam Bittner, ”Schweik Among the Herrenvolk," The

Eation, CLXXXIV (June 22, 1957), 550—52 for a sound beginning of a study

of German war novels. I am not familiar with studies of British or

other national war novels.
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C H”; E‘TER I

The serious American novels of the second World War fall into

three general cate3'cries combat adventure, Lsychological, and

ideol03ical.l The cateigcries are not mutually exclusive; they tend

decidedly to overla , hiking eosolute cate3orization a virtual imgossi-

bility. But, while it is imfiossible to find a novel which is ”yurely"

re resentative of any of the categories, it is ,ossible to reco3nize

those novels which belong redominantlv in one or another of them.

Thus, combat, either actual, retros;ective, or ex;ective, figures in

all war noveels as a necessarv ingredient of the genre; but those

novels which relegate combat action to a secondary, lerhays causal,

losition--as for exan3le, most of the fictional studies of war
on

‘

neurosis do—~are clearly distin3uishaolefrom those which are irimarily

concerned with tracing and filling the outlines of combat situations.

A similar comment may be redo concernin3 the relationshi; between the

ideological and the combat novels, as well as between and among the

novels of all of the cate3ories. However, to forestall the confusion

 

1. There are of course other ms iole mesns of trvcn17at1on.

John T. Frederick, "Fiction of the Second rIorld Hoa-," Collefie3n lish,

XVII (January, 1956), l9{—20h organizes his discussion accordih3_to:

l) books attei ti n;3 to iresent the total ex erience of a majorbase of

war, 2) books dealin3 with ex‘eriences in a sin3le branch of ervice

over an extended area of time and action, and 3) books limited info

to a brief time and relatively few characters. bblcolm owley's metho

essentially is to reject categories altoether so that he can convey t

"general iicture that,eqo131n fron all thwebooks, becomes their most

'myressive feature ." (The Literar; Situation, New York, l95h, 1. 2h).

Both of these mea-ns of 013an1sat1on are sourid and fruitiul, but neither

of them can serve my iur;oses as wll as the three— art cate3orization

I have arrived at, since th: en hasis here is to be on the fundamentally

ideological novel.
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which could result from such a con la" n~ it seems

 

wiser to deal with the categories one at a time, doiinin; and exemLIifying

each, and letting definitions and exam lcs, wherever ossiblc, icint
l

/>

u; relationshi3s.”

A coxbct—edVJnture novel is one in which the author's 3rinary

intention see;s to be to ~res3nt a clear, rJPJistic dcscriLtion of a

se3hent of CIHLTQ action. Its 3co;e is limited and controlled by the

action; it Jéjiifl ventures either cookward or forward in tine or 333cc,

exce t occasionally in the ninds or memories of its characters. It is

not concerned with a broad, Lenoremic vie? of wcr, but with the s all,

sometimes minute, s3 gents of ’t. But often, if it is an honest novel,

and is written carefull3, it can cause the rector to be aware of the

totality of c“tbut throu3h his acute awlreness of the "orient Jortrayed.

. ?. »
zurry Brown's A Vol: in ‘1 Sun“1s such a n,yel, as are Iawrence L.—

l A‘3 A 7'1; 1" ‘V 4. r l 1‘7 -~.,~ S " “ ' (‘ ;

Kihn 3 «313 On: your and lever cowian s zeach ed. A laid in the sun -

is the story of the l:ndin; of an infantiy ‘latoon durin, the invasion ,

(
D

of Italy, and of the ;lctoon 5 movement toward the se urin3 of their

objective, a farm house six miles inlani. The lctocn is a veteran

of the African and Sicilian ccm_ai3ns. Its one ins: ienced men,

  

;. It would be ieractical even to list the autiora and titles of

all of the novels belonging to each category, let alvne to summarize or

discuss each of them. I have selected those which were received with the

greatest agtroval by critics and reviewers, and which, at t" " tine, .

admittedly most clearly illustrate my 30ints. I htie t.at not b

many good novels have been overlooked; I am certain that, excc,t where

they have been used to illustrate something valuable in a 3Lod book, no

bad novels have been included.

fit} 0-117}

3. Harry Town, 5 Talk in the Sun (iew York, 1944).

b. laurence Krhn, fible One Four (DenVer,{§old], lQEP).
 

5. Peter Bowman, Beach Red flew York, 194;).
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Lt. Rand, is hilled while still on the lending barge, end the role of

Llatoon lee er falls to Sgt. Lorter, whose nerves are beginning to give

way. The glatoon moves tut, setting directions from a heir of Italian
1.1

’
3
‘

(
U

a {
0

I
3

9
3

soldiers who a ering ei H18 sly toward the beach in an effort to

3 they ambushC
D

surrender. Combat ex erience Lays off for the iletcon

and destroy a erman armored car; but the action sends Porter into

mcnbat fetiuue. The ilatoon leaves him behind to wait for the medics

end :rtceeds under the commend of Sgt. Herd. U;on reaching the

siide cf the house0 (
.
1

1
.
1
.

c
+

(
U

’
1

objective, Nerd leads a Letrol to cover the a;

and is cut down by German enfilading fire. The tletoon continues under

the commend of Coriorel Tyne, and the story ends as he leads the attack

on the farmhouse across an Lien field in the face of the machine gun

fire that had killed WErd.

The stor; is nearly as matter——of—fectly gresented as this ilot

summery has been. Brown is interested rrims-1‘ii“; in the iresentaoiun

of action; his message, if it can be so celled, is six that, given

. ' " HM - ‘10 £14.." '. .. , r -. .11 -—),‘L: W “mtg. .«

an carerience‘ glbu; Oi leltlflb men, en, :GJLcoch -en oe achlchd

desiite minor intcdihents like arncred cars and iossible cetesoro,hes

like loss of leedershir. He is not Iroerfndizi1; for the Arericen

soldier and his ”will to win"; there are no heroes in the no e1.

He is singly telling mlennly a truthful story. This is the frinci*el

reason that the book is so short (l3? “3333), as it is the reason

that Able One Four (l0? rages) and Beacl Red (lZB Iages) are also short.
 

Plotting and characterization need not be nibllr con lex ii the action

is inherently dranatic end if there is no grand messese or moral

invelved, or if the euthcr is concerned only with ingediete causes

and their effects.
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8. . Du oer s o1e1hdctn is e csse in Loint. another author—-

- . -3 ...3~;.- .A;l,.-.3 I... 3 ...,“ -... .. ,, . wr. .... . -, -.

exsn1.e closciv 111t-r s c1ct1tnsa1d LQQChV, night even flaV: dud into

. 1 ‘ '\ ~ ~3-—‘ I, A xi " V R a 3 P "7. ‘\ ’1 1 ,v 44-. 7‘ ‘ n . ‘ "' I I '~ 1 r.‘ ~. 1r 1 . -

his re—w r‘LJinqlr and seeling c; a ~o1‘ OI inferse ire n3»? t0 €x1e313

‘ ' a , ‘i "In so “’er‘w'] -. ..3 : ...l '. ,, . v.1. ,,3- _, k-- ‘r‘r' 1 . 3, _ ,1 .3 _; 1 _- r g

nlb CK“_ "1:1 0'- . Ll u 3.11 ‘ .L..13_ .1"; L.“ l urv;-~,1) 1-13 I: in ‘ICthbe GHQ. .-....o .LleLu "‘

81*1ven~"3, then lets the attack tn the arnored car gush

’his is not to say that the conbat adventufe ntvelist cannot

and does not lt’k into the mi ds .f his characters,* W'nitti”nthen to

ex ress attitudes and ciinicns, and to ccam: 1t on their awn mental and

emot’enal C“nditicns. Brown relorts the theu5hts both of Cor;. Tyne

and Srt. Ward, leroitting Hard to disccorei, just before his death,

Ehe funnv th’n; was that the” we 3 net verv much con—

cerned with Jhat was facing them eh1ad. Lech ,0mi his (Mn

' *sires and wishes. Itey Refit these Lersona:

, their hinds, as the; ha” alwads done

ever sincr trey come into the gray. The war was incidental

' Centered into them, Cf course, but it

“" There had been too many years

wefore the w:1r hid cone alon

11311 ries, he ctud wihdraw intr.
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wall; in the sun is toward, and only toward, the climactic skirmish

at the farmhouse. and thus, finally, the advance into Gerha 3 by the

tank destroyer clinexes with the a nearance o1 two Tiger tanks which

ic1;, thu1din5,‘ Huns5ry and Do; 33, andH
i

demolish Toshy's 5un, killin

gushing S5ec aver the edge beside Porter

None of the mental and emotional crises, none of the wk3' we

fi5ht talk, means a;ythin5 in the li5ht of the fact of combat. These

are sim5ly not reflective novels; they are novels of action. If

Brown, {ahn, and Bowman had shifted their enthasis o the reasons that

the w.r Was Dein fought, and had offered a jud5nent or a considered

0 '1

05inion of those reastns, their novels cculd be cate5crized as id (
L
‘

105ical. If on the other hand, they-had been concerned grimarily with

their s-ldicr‘ minds, with war as a traumatic ex5ericnc3, we would

have what I have choan to call 5sycholo5ical novels.

Three navels stand out as ‘v*no05i al rtudies: Vance

Bourjaily's The 3nd of M3 Life,*3 fiilliam Hoffnan's The TrUmvet U —
“flu-“...“.  

'3} fir

l4 . . - l - . l

blown, and Prudenc1o de rereda's fill the Crls we loved. )
..u—-———————_——

All three

books are concerned with m3ntal difficulties, with war neurosis ag5ra—

vated by the 5rctlens of youthful self- consciousness. COmoat and

ideology both are subservient to this 3m5hasis. If anything, the

 

13. Th3 End of wry Life(New York, lyhT). Aldrid5c feels that to

book since This Siieofi-rad;‘ e hzm cau5ht so well the flavor of youth

in wartime, and no 00-x sine3AForewell :3 Arts has contained so ctmxleta

a record of the loss of that youth in war. Actually, Bourjailly has

written the one—volume, contenorary 35uivalent of both.“ (After the

last Generation, 5.121). There is little doubt that Th___.__e Egg 3:; A“Life

can be made to su55ort Aldridxe 's th3.is, but hardly conclusively enoubh

to warrant such extravayent 5raise.

     

 

lb. ‘18 Trumget Unblown (N3W York, lth).
 

15. All the Girls We Loved (New York, 1948).
 



 

A5;chticgic-l n;v;; ;5 :vcn war: a; manuar; ph.n the nghfict adventur:

novel, :Lr ids Junie is Jinip;¢ :nm 3::‘ ;1: d a; the Hihuil ruactign of

cne individucj pr myr. Huwcxer, :«urjully
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fer elnout all 5;;uj;rs: find ikc 4;;§:nt conga fit spend :cr the wh113.

1;; it; gtr‘r oi" Sljnrzx‘ G35 F.1d three
v

 

fritnds, Pod, F,3 k, iti chny, wk: jLin the Irizigh 3:13'in Lfrica 35

ambqunC: drivers. Thzir 01:; t in jginl-¢ i; twgf;li: to find

adv;nLur3 and go rs4e;t

 

;L:ir rLLn, aidin
k4)

"I'd 11".: LO 7,;1, Ll; mi.) uzij out if 11' 4;;4;:n."‘ “jinn-3r GAL,

in Jgurc; Cl 3:;LiLJ, Luh?'y LI: recumpt: 25.3. cud Skinncr CUJWUIS,

"'SkLnnur Gglc in dqarch [I a nic3, thorcuuh
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cLuas Lo fgsn trab his anctiLn a; ambthnce driver 14

worthwhile in hunéniivricn tzrns. Red, in an att;n.t to rig: acuv:

latent honn;uxu;l tgnicnciss which scldier Iifc has gncgurr

 

dessrts,

liLe a lactar dag St. flnthrny, seehin; seflvutitn among the Frans in

the d34 rt. Eenn; discovgr; thjt he ua;icv:s in fihe w,r even more

strongly ‘usgb tTJHSELT tpLhtn Freak, strcn;l
‘ ‘ . _. A: It, ,1. L
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It lets 1cu feel that gcu have chOsen to try war, for the laughs,d

that ycu're at war voluntarily. I'm sick of fee_1n5 that way, Skinner.

Hj . . . n 7 I"

IMaybe the infantry wil. knocn 1t tut 01 m3.

F1eak has something to hold to, Rod something to run from, Benny

sonething to run tc. Cnl? Skinner has nothing. “'I don't think I

(
‘
4

ant it hntcked out cf me,'" he rc5lies to Benny. ”'I think it's the

o w L . : 3—6 ~ 1 o -

only thin; that kee5s m3 011ve." But Sninner 1s wron5. His attem,t

to hold onto the a3t thrtu5h a continuin5 rejection of c nvictions and

beliefs amtunts actually to a rejection of life itself, and his mind

rebels. H3 is subject to attacks of acute derression durinb which he

retreats utterly into hiiself, ierformin5 his duties mechanically,

almost 0; letml; out of connection with th3 world around him. The

attacks

turned life into a sort of lon5 endurance swim. You took a

ltt of deal treath; and 5addled altn5 the surfxce, in the

sunli5ht for as lcn5 as you cculd. Then ,ou be 5ran t ti r3

and you lust breath and be5an to sink, and at first ytu re—

sist3d siniu;, but 5rsdually the fi5ht went out Lf you.

And vou iloated down into the d31k, cold deJths, where the

sun could no lon53r reach sou. 19

While in the dSBLS of one attack, he writes iarancic loetry: HConsider/

The feeling of death/ Inherent in the btdy./ My body, your body, all

CV, - . n 1 o - -«

bodies./ Built 1n.“ And he thinks of su1c1ue as ”an intellectual

'sition, the inevitable result of thinkin5 thin5s throu5h to the

 

17. Ibid., 1- 212.

8. Ibid.
 

19. Ibid., 1- 198.

21. Ibid., 5. 105.



 

 

But he always rises out of the de ths, throu5h the Han5over of

of life once(
1
.

listlessn33s, to float bucyantly qun the cgnical' rfac

a5ain. niw3,s, that is, until wa. itseii tokss a hand in investin5

him with a sense LI res onsibilitg. He has a brief affair with an

army nurse, to whom he has CLHMUHICELCd his own careless attitude

oward life, and on a dare, they borrow a 333: and drive close to front

line action. A German Llane s cts the vehicle and stra1es it, hillin5

the nurse in.3tant-V. Skinner ends in frison, with a year s sentence

and dishonorable disshar a before him.

The accident has a much more far—roachin effect tn Skinner than

the jail tern or the dischar5e, however. For the first tine in the

novel, he truly feels his res onsihility toward another human hein5.

His affair with Johnny, the 5irl, had been simile and unconllicatod; he

had not loved her. But this fact only con,ounds his sense of 5uilt——

he had not cared, and not carin5: he had acted stuiidly, and his

stuiidity had led to tr:15ic destruction. He glun5e3 again into

deiression, but this time he knows it is too deer for him. He may

rise out of it, but never into cgnicisn and irresonsibility a5ain.

And even more in ortantly, he dues not want to become his old self

! 22I Q ~ _ . . o ‘1 3 a

once more. 'I'm becom1n5 dead,'” he says, regoctin5 his old ir1ends,

including the 5irl whom, as a civilian, he had ircmised to marry.

'Identity is a funny thin5, and I'm losin5 it. .kinner Galt

is on the we3 out. He had his day, now he's oin5. When I

get out of her I' ll be someone else. Poor Mad Galt, ier-

hats, or Sailo-LGl't , or Vir5il Galt, or even Galt the Ri55sr.

But I'll oe To; Ga. I'm sure of that. I'm sick of Skinner.

He' 3 too GLd damn clever, and he hurt a lot of ,305le.'53

 

22. 1113., 1- out.



  

 



 

He returns to his C311, to await in5atiently the listlessness cut of

which he will not syring until the metamor5hasis from Skinner to Tom is

(30171}.th E3 .

ihe End cf My Life, for all its grinness, is actually an o,timistie
-_-.

 

novel. War exierience has not done as much tg_Skinner Galt as it has

done for him. He has fou5ht the discovery of himself, and this had been

the major cause of his ysychclogical uiheaval. But war has forced him

to face himself, as Freak and Red and Benny had been forced to do, and

now, finally, he is to change himself. His lsychological u, eaval

has been a good thins; the war, if anything, has made him a better man.
Q

Tyree Shelby (313 ng,_,.et Unblcwn) and .11 Figueira (1.11 the £11sz
  

E§_loved) also are drastically changed by their war exieriences, but in

a quite different sense from Skinner, and with entirely different

results. Because Skinner was selfish and irresionsible from the outset,

there is a tossihility that he may im,rove, may rise from his own ashes

once hi3 war-in35ired ,sychc305ical troubles have destroyed him. But

Shelby and Al enter the war far more aware of their human resionsi-

bilities than Skinner. Sielby volunteers as soon as he is old enough

to be accegted into the army because it is in the tradition of his old

Virginia family to fi5ht America's wars, and because it is ri5ht to do

at

so. Al tastes the following quotation from Lenin to his footlocker

tooI

Man's dearest tossession is life, and since it is given him

to live but once, he must so live as not to be seared with

the shame of a cowardly and trivial last, so live as not

to be tortured for years without buryose, so live that

dying he can say: 'All my life and my strength were given A.

to the first cause in the world-~the liberation of mankind.'¢5

 

he Trum,3t Unblown, 1. hB.2h. r
s

 

25. All the Girls Ee_loved, I. 9.
A.
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War—born 1"cnolo5iccl difficulties estroy shelby and Al utterly.

fihile Skinner sits in his cell awaiti th3 listlessness han5over out

of which Tom Gait will be born, Shelby sinks deeier and deeyer into a

deire33ion out of whi::h it seems he can never rise, and Al guts a

bullet in his brain.

Slelby, a medical cor;sman, is assigned to a veteran Field

Hostital unit in England, awaiting the in»a:3ion of Franc . The unit is

made ufi rrimarily of Kentuckians2 who had been thTOUéh the African and

Sicilian caniaigns, who, while not ,articiyants in combat, had been

witness to the tremendous carna5e of conbat, and who have reacted not

c viciousness. It is as if theH
.

c
f

F
”

with fear and humility but with sad s

blood and gore have so jaded their apiietites, as if evil has become so

attra.ctive to them, that they get no gleasure exceLt in violence. The

officers have long since lost control of the men. In the first tlace,

they are dectors and nurses inr-ebl of command exce t in gursuit of

their duties; in the second tlace, they are as morally corruit, and for

much the same reason, as are the men. Cagtain CO5er, neither a doCtor

nor a medic, is the comxany commander of the enlisted . He is

fundamentally a good man, but, cau5ht between the ccrruition of both his

sukeriors and his char5es, he has Jadually comrcmised his ability to

command iractically out of existence. By the time Shelby joins the

unit it is actuMly commanded by two enlisted me ’ a drunken brute

named Blizzard, nd a lhysically, mentally, and economically rcwerful

law unto himself naned Petras.

 

26. Hoffman uses this symbolically, ilacing Shelby, the civilized

regresentative of the Old Dominion who has voluntee ed as a 5entleman

to fight in his country's cause anon5 the sava5e regresentatives of the

Frontier, brawling brutes, fiQtin5 for the sake of fi5htin5, not

only un-realistic but anti—idealistic.



 
 

 

 



 

 

Blizzard rates the men according to tou5hness, forcin5 them to

"I

fi5ht among themselves under 5enalty of fightin5 him if5 they refuse.

Shelby refuses, and eve rg' nL;ht for a month he is 5ummeled by Blizzard,

until finally, susJecting She lay of heJir5 reorted him to CO5;

Blizzard beats him badly enou5h to send him to the hCS5ital. Co5er

takes sositive a3tion and court martials hlizzarr, but he can only

‘

5ive him comrany 5unishment since the gen are too fri5ht :ned to testify

‘ 1

.he o.lrnce of the novel, lizzaId remains a 5nysical
J

a5ainst his. For

threat to She loy,, tauntin5 him, 5rinnin5ly 5ronisin5 retribution.

But retribution is 5tst5oned by the invasion of France.

Sigflriicently, once the unit 5ces into 05eration, nea harmony 5revails.

Althcu5h there is a 5reat deal of drinkin5, as long as the wounded,

the bleedin5 and the dyin5 are bein5 brou5ht in, there is no carousing

or mayhem. An air of sullen satisfaction settles around the unit, and

it 05erates with suireme efficiency. Only She ll;, two other new men,

Kem5er and Silver, and Moody, Shelby' s hi5hly intelli5ent and sensitive

tent mate are disturbed by th carnage. Moody be5ins drinkin5 very
v 5.)

(
U

heavily. The other three,with Petras' hel5, desert the unit and

try to join the fi5htin5 troo5s. But as they cross a brid5e under

fire by 83’s, Silver is killed and Shelby is thrown into shock.

Only Kem5er 5oes on. Shelby is returned to the hos5ital, inca able

now even of asce,;inehe carne5e bylun5in5 into it.

his own cowardice, with theU
J

FlCEd with what he inter5rets a

corru5t viciousness of the men and women of the h0s5ital, and with the

horrors of war in t e 5erson cf the torn and mutilated wounded who 5our

in each day, Shelby 5radually sli,s into defression. His world re5els

a sense of duty, and(
u

hin, but there is no esca5e from it so he 5rasT
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be5ins his own destruction. He cannot esca5e, as Moody does, into

alcoholisi; nor can he adjust in Moody's terns: ‘You 5ot to learn to

3 ee5 or theU
)think in terns of sin le thin 5. Think of beer. Think of

way a ci5arette testes. You 5ct to learn to think of thin5s isolated.

That's what survival is. Think of sunshine.'”L( His sense of ri5ht and

wrong, of 5pod and evil are too stron5. He cannot stay and he cannot go

and he cannot turn away. ihe a robot, he works tirelessly am<n5 the

wounded, and finally, amcng the tortured bodies newly freed from concen-

‘tration camLS. He is isolated, cut off from the world around him by

re5ulsion for it, and out off from the innocence that caused the

re5ulsion by the evil surroundin5 him.

And symbolically, the unit too is isolated. At the war's end,

they are sent to bivouac in a lar5c, bo5gy meadow in the heart of

Germany. Gradually, the troc5s around then move out, until finally,

after many weeas, they are ctm5letely alone, a 5arently for5otten or

consi5ned to a sort of limbo. There is no hos5ital work to do. They

are ordered to build a road throu5h the area, and each day they di5

and haul gravel, and each ni5ht the road disa553ars, sinking irre-

trie ably i to the bo5. Inevitably, the sadistic violence be5ins a5ain.

5ack runs once more; beatinas and knifin5s are common5lace,
\J

(
D

Blizzard'

but now the situation is much worse than it had been in fin5land. The

hoS5ital cha5lain who had exhorted the men to reform is discovered

consorting with a farm 5irl in a field, and is driven trouserless to

suicide under the wheels of a train. Petras desi5nates himself commandant

of a nearby villa5e as yet untouched by Allied trto5s, and 5overns it

for his own 5rofit. The nurses and doctors gradually esert the unit,
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finding their way gresumably to other hos;itals for reassignment until

Certain Goger is the only officer left.

and Petras have become friends, largely because Petras

’
1

es ects Shelby's abortive attem,t to join the infantry. He takes

Shelby with him to his village; he tries to talk Shelby out of is

deyression by lointing out to him that in the final analysis, the

only law that o,erates is the law of the jungle, and that a man must

learn to live with it and use it for his own yrofit. When the inevitable

showdown between Blizzard and Shelby occurs——Blizzard had stolen a

gicture of Cotton, Shelby's girl, and defiled it, goading Shelby into

attacking him--Petras intervenes, and a tremendous animalistic battle

results. At the end, Petras has broken both of Blizzard's wrists

and destroyed his manhood with a deliberate kick. COger is unable

to ate; the fight, as he is unable to Erevent Petras' desertion once

on

the fight has ended. "'Aim to survive. That's the whole secret,‘"¢u

Fetras advises Shelby as he leaves.

But for Shelby, survival is hardly simile. 'His honor, his

grinciyles, and his illusions have all been either dirtied or destroyed.

It remains now only for him to contribute wilfully to his own des-

truction, to Lunish his world by funishing himself. Moody's alcoholism

becomes acute, and Shelby failing to get him hosiitalized, trades

regularly in the black market to keeg him suLLlied with drink. While

on one of these errands for Moody, he is offered an orgy by a whore

in exchange for lenicillin. Utterly fascinated, not so much by the

woman as by the evil she reLresents, he s eals the ,enicillin from a

medical warehouse, and loses himself for three days in comilete
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debauchery. When he returns to the unit, he finds that hoody in

des eretion had drunk wood alcohol and died a tortured, lonely death.

Moody's death brings the unit to the attention of authority, and,

rescued from their Limbo, the men are ilaced on rotation lists to be

sent hone.

The shcck of Moody's death is too much for Shelby. Hidden by
ti

*
4

C
,
"

"uilt, scarred by gonorrhea, the tan le synbcl of his guilt, faced

one .nd bearing with him his{
3
‘

with the frosLect of eventually roi
x.)

~

sin, his guilt, and his scar, he breass down comrletely. At the novel's

end, he is under ysychiatric care, and has been furloughed against his

wishes for thirty days. Adjustment seems iniossible. His father still

believes in honor and justice, but Shelby has been the victim of the

yack; his girl is still grin and yretty, but first Blizze"d then a

German whore had defiled her. They no longer have a common ground;

there is nothing they can even talk about. The fog of melancholy

settles around him, even more thickly, and in the final scene of the

novel he can only gaze at the darkened sky above his larents' brightly

lit house, thinking hegelessly that 'it was a long, a very long way to

Guilt, growing out of a strong sense of resytnsibility, ,lays an

imiortant Lart in Al Figueira's mental difficulties too. However, Al‘s

guilt is not ireciLitatod tr abetted by hatred of his own conrades as

Shelby's is, but by love of them . And his is a rational, not an

emotional or borrowed sense of resmonsibility. Shelby entered the war

to fulfill tradition and because of a vague feeling that it was "right"

to do so. Al entered it because of a firm belief in its justice
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reieeted for ,hysical rensens, tut Sidney went and was killed. Feeling

himself at least ,artly res onsible fer Sidnev‘s death, feeling more
0

than a little cuilty that he the has not died, end feeling es weZI that

(
L

Sidney's death should ntt have been in vain—~thot the

is a wertgy cause to die in--Al eventually ccnvinces the United States

0 -~, I . _ $ , ‘ ‘l _ . . . ' . , ’ ' " -. \

Arny to take hin, ajthbu h he had been turned down tWice as sF. He lo

,lacsd in AS'P to be treincd for Intelligence service, and for a time,

it seens that his guilty feelinys are to be ex ieted. He forns very

close relatitnshi,s with his 7o low soldiers, ,vrtieulerly those with

rcblens; he becomes 9 sort of father confessor for then:

'Every ne pf then had a rob en. Maybe, it ‘was because I

hild ’3- ;l" «DJ-'7’ '11 773333Jf; “out I altar-£3 313.1: mid. to hit that kind.

rf guy and like then~~end I g 1-‘-

he renin;s o1 furltudhs, guys osinw their girls) a buy

I

who didn't hnve a friend in the wor

r
d

Primarify because if the nature of the confessions, Al CLLC t;

the conclusion that not ever; seldier ‘ is e ri ~roarinb anti—fascist.
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hertee. It 13 wer which brinQ3 Skinner melt to face hineelf; it i3 war

which 13:33 Shelh, intt the £3133hen chernel htuse which is the field

hoebitel; it is war which 31113 Sidney, and Madistn and Ezrnetto. It

i3 wer whiah dIlV:d the herte3 of the3: three new13 over the brink Cf

dee air, 33 it is w:r which dr1Ve3 S and Porter over the same brink,!
..
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Tle not of war is i.:rt1::'I;~‘3-‘<i a3 hateful, brutal, and cruel in all

of the war ntve13 Lf wn3t3wir c-: erry; an: the Viciou3ness cf wir

fl 1 ’ .‘ I Iv '. ~(I. "‘ 'o‘.’ ‘ “1‘1‘ - 1‘- ‘I r‘, -. I ' ’ "\ »' ’. -

31,3131 no nan. The blame, 1111.: 210.111 A3113: 13h in The YouhQ L11 n3,
 

V\

i3 killed; 30 are the huncst, like lt. Heurn in The Naked and the Dead;

30

the 630d, like SQt. EinQ in The Cruseier3 and Dinny Kentaylis in The
 

’I

Fig Wer;57 and the Qifted, like Alon Newconbe, aloe in Tie LiQ war.
 

Death, 1estruction, mayhem, meiminQ, the t11Lr3 of battle fatigue ere

lortr3d3d in novel 3f;:r ntvel. and there is no oomIen3atinQ Qlony

5
»

available to ee3e the la n of body or con3cience. The ConQre3sionel

\.- - 3 I ~- .0. A~ - . ‘ l I .,_-

Medal cannot 1e5131e m3d13on and Bernetto 1tr 31 Fiaueria. The ‘dremetic
(3.1

0 F: “a 1 1

mo: d of we11— h-ere-we— ‘1~1Qain—oif—to—theuwar3"3 exgre33ed 05 Jonn Herne
\.1

 

3h. Irwin Shaw, The YounQ liins (New York, 194’;)
 

‘ ‘ x 9 .- a ‘v 1 .r- J K

PHIrnVn Vbiler, The Pukeg and the Dean, (new York, lyet).L
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Stelen Heym, The CV33-iev. (Eoeton, lgho).
 

7. Anton Myrer, The E33 fie (New York, 195]).
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33. The Gallery (138w Ycrk) 1927)) i' l
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Burns in one cf the first :erson ”Premenades” in The Gallery is stifled
A.

 

rayidly by the stark reality of the moral a d ,hysical de‘3n313tion of

Leo.le caught U3 in war. Major Cary Fitzgerald, a Catholic chatlain in
.L -._/ J.

Willicn Fridley's A Time to GC Hm;, has a run—in with a rude, sullen P13.
———.-——-—_-.—————-

named Enrth. FitZQerald has Wtrkcd with 3i um dW:ll rs, and he thinks he

understands E.rth 3 rtuen333. hut 3n checking Earth's record, he finds

that he comes from a Qccd fenily in Des Moines, Iowa, is a high schcol

graduate with a GI; 3f llL, has Llayed baseball and has been a scda jerk.

He i3 an id:ai Americcn 00,, the sort best Qualified and mtst esirible

tc bear arms fer the Qlcry and lreservaticn of the nation. But he is a

rifleman veteran of actitn in Ncrth Afr ica, Sicily, and Anzit, and war

has changed him violently: E'Fitz felt “uddnly weak, and very

Irithened. With an almost involuntary mcvement, he sat down abru,tly

cn a duffle baQ. R33t1nQ his elbows 3n his knees, he covered hi3 face

with his hands. Oh, Father, he said 3ilently. Oh, merCiful Father.

How many? How {11:11.}?“Jj

An even mcre vital denial of any gretence of Qlory and adventure

which war mith make i3 given by Danny Kantaylis tc his new wife, Andrea.

"'It's all w"onQ,'” he says:

'I don't see any Way out of it, I don't see we've got any

choice new exceyt Q3 all the way, kill as many of them as

we can-~hut it's all wronQ, just as wrch 33 when Jesus

said it was. Or the Ten C3mnendnnt 3 either. And anythinQ

that ma‘kve a ciQ, glorilied deal out of killinQ is r3tten

throth: 5anything; at all. It's a fcul, dirty, cruddy

business....And it's only right we're dcing it in a lousy

cruddy junnlr too. Perfectly fitting and ,grcier....'4L
35*")

 

39. A Time to c Hume (New York, 193.),1- 65-
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But in s5ite of their 5;rtre5r1l_ of war as vicious and hateful,

none of these nOV3list3, ntr, as far as I have baen able to discover,

not one of all the war navelists, h3s tek a firm ideol(;g'cal 53cifist

stend. None of theii h33 seen the war as a result of a ce5italist,

imierialist JItt, or as a ccu5 executed or bankers and munitions

makers, as some of the dcrld War I novelists sew their war. None of

them has :53id wr W33 5 od, but neither has any cf them ex5 res.3 3d the

05inicn thet this wer was being fought fur evil reasons or ends, or

that it should not have been fought at all.

Indeed, the novelists felt that d rldEar II W33 fought for bood

and substantial reasons, that while the destruction and 53in Were

saddening and bitter, they were not was eful and unnecessary. I135

belieVed that the5 ftught on the side of the right and the good; they

believed in sacrifices, and they acce5ted them, in sarrtw 5erhe s, but

not in bitterness or embarrassment.

If the novelists tend to examine seriousl5 the ideas and brin-

ci5les which 5r3c151t3td the wer; if they questitn certain of the values

which motivated the actions cf individuel soldiers; if, u5cn concluding

"that thetMiehas come for 'ultimate' social l05alties end 5clitical

hl

decisions,’ they offer constructive social criticism, their novel“

may be labeled ideCIOQical.

 

b1. Irving {ewe P211tics and th Nov1 (flew York, 195“), 5. 16b.

The total 5assace fr.m which this 5hrase Was taken is worth5.r of cuotstion

here as a L'neins cf adding de5th to the d11n1t11n of the idetloical

novel which I am using: The Jowth of dc01355 is closely related t

the accumulation of social »ressur3 s. It is when men no lonber feel

that thC5 have adequ.ate choices in their st5las of life, when they

Canlude thet there are no longer fossibilities ftr honorable maneuver

and com5 romis33, when the5 ‘ecide that the tine has come for 'uitiwe.te'

social lo5altics end 5oliti‘al decisions-~it is then thet ideolt:£5

begins to flcurish."

 



 

This :::ate-cr*~r, line the c m a L adventure and the :sycholtgioal
..L

 

 

categories, is sLmawhat Lupihoiv In the sense that non: Lf the novels

in an3 Lf the CL”t2 ies is 1acifistic Lr even im1licitl3 ex1rcssive of

the notion that the all1sd cause was unwoth3 or evil, all NLrld war II

novels are ide”.1 M.cal. Certainl3, the fundamental motivation of Al

FigueirL s actions is idCQlCLical; however, De kerb

with ideolc53, but with the fact that Al 3 social consciousness and

ccnseouent social criticism become inner directed;

although many combat adventure novels, like “

ideClC
":2"-

realistic i,L11"i‘,r'La.;.*..a.l of a segment of combat action.

CCane 2l3. ideolLri cal novels contain combat as 13rt of their
v

r a stud3 of the results of such inner—direction.

L 2 concern is not

the novel is

can; Red, contain some

 

ical co:n;n.2ntar3, their basic 1urgose remains an objective and

nature as war novels, and many of the novelists are intinately ancerned

with the “s3cho .1 CLl 1..roblezns of their 1rinci1al characters.
‘-

But

the controlline factor in categcrizing them is em1hasis or 1oint of View
x.)

or intention. The ideL Lgical novel is oint3d1;v’

argumentative and conclusive in its conceytion, its ferulation, and

its 1ur1ose. Combat action and 1s3cholo1icar1roblems suoserve and

contribute to ideological argument and conclusion.

But this definition and these exclusive remarks

1in down the meaning of the word ideclogical as it

and often

‘

used here.

ideolozy of the serious novelists 18 born out of much sincere soul

searching. The difficulty in resolving the 12radox inherent in the

conceLt of necessary evil leads to an 2132 ant lack

assurance, and Lon«lusianLs in ideLlog3. This is

of clarity,

est reflected

in the ambivalent treatment of the 1Iaradox itself in Inan3 of the

ex1iicitl3

do not quite
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referred to anove, Lnere are alsL 1assapes wniLn must be constiued as

1ro—war-—descri1tions of Gestaio torture technique in a Time to Go Home,

of the horrtrs of concentration can1s in The Y an; Lions and The Lru—
 

saders, of the ra12-hurder of a little native girl b3 three Jafianese

T"

soldiers in Tie rig fl;r, for instance.
 

(
D

These ntvelists are not so much concerned with resolving th

,aradox as with understanding and ex1laining it; or with making certain

that their resolutiLns take into consideration all of the ramifications

and com1lexities of the 1aradox. The word ideological as it is used

here a"51lies to novelists who are not satisfied with rat answers, whose

ideol033, thou;h ultimately conclusive, is not based on sim1le assum1—

tions of right and wrong, black and whats.

Certain Warld Jar II novels were based on such assum1tions.

They aggear to be ideological, but their social criticism is Lften

blatantly sentimental, the 1roblems they 1res2nt and their solutions

are most often over—sim1lifications, and their ideology-~assumed and

accegted rather than leded out of serious dLubts and guesticns-—is

more correctly termed 1rc1a¢anda. It might be sensible, before

entering the grolongcd discussion of the ideological novels 1,lanned

for the succeeding chaiters, to examine a few of these 1scudo-’deo-

logical books. Such an ezanination should hel; to clarify the

he reasons fLrd
.

definition of the term, and should suggest 1artiall3

the selection of certain novels for discussion and the neglect of

certain others.

1 r.
p 1 _ 4 (i I V , _

John Hersey's A Bell fLr no? o is 12rha1s the best of the
 

 

'* ,7. . 1 .".‘n,

L2. . Bell iLr Adano (hew Yarn, ljwu).
 



 

 

.pecudo—ideological novels. It is concerned with the rehabilitation of

.’ conquered Italians along Anerican democratic lines. The flag is not

waved too often or too hard in it, but the fact that it is not waved

is too heavily underscored. America, Herscy'maxcs clear, for all her

i
“
)

gruf ness and occasional mezmxms has more than her share of Christian

goodness and charity. Adano is a city in Italy whose bell had been

melted down by the fascists to make bullets. The bell comes to stand

as a symbol for the pre-fascist Italy; its replacement symbolizes the

resurrection and restoration of the old Italy by hmerica. The plot and

the "gimnick" present many opportunities for sontimontalizing and

prepagandizing. To Hersey's credit, he does not take them all.

1

hor does Llliot Arnold in Tomorrow Will Sing,43 a novel in which
 

Italo—American relations are strained because of the natural mistrust

of a conquered people for its conquerors, because of fascist propaganda

that Italians are persecuted in America, and because of an economic

slump in farming. An American Air Corps sergeant of Italian descent

resolves all of these problems in addition to curing Italians of their

prejudices. He suggests and successfully puts into operation a sort of

farm couperative; he plays over loud speakers one of hayor La Guardia‘s

Sunday speeches to the Italian people, proving thus that there is no

nationalistic intolerance in America; and when he is robbed of the

cooperative‘s receipts by an unregenerate fascist ex-soldier, and is

accused of the theft himself, a large number of converted Italian

character witnesses leap to his defense. The novel ends on a high

note: every American finally knows what he is fighting for.

 

L3. Tomorrow Will Sing (New York, lth).
 



 

 

 

Hersey and Arnold flOt well 1nd draw characters convin(:inlJ, so

that, despite th«3i1 cver 5i:qliiication, A Bell ftr fidano and Tomorrow
 

Wil' §jnv convey an air of sincerity that almost conlensates for their

lack of de th. But within the general classification of ,roiaganda

novels there is a large sub—grcui which owe their reason for heind

to the oversthlification; they exist on the surface. Th35e are the

"gung-hoy c01het novels. They embrace the naive ideolou'cal :ssumzticn

that America is always Iléht and always good, that therefore her cau5e5

are worth fiahting for without question or arfiument, and that anJone,

ally or enemy, who is not with her is definitely against her. There is

a good deal of sentizdentalized dging, heart-cf—Qoldness—beneath—a-

gruff-exterior, and Joetic justice in them. Most of them came out

early in the 1%ar, riding the wave of sent inmental zatriotism; but there
4..

r~

have been some rather successful ones, like Leon Uris' Battlecry

L5

 

and Janos J nes' Frtn Hire to 3territ J' since the war's end. Both

 

agfear to be seriously realistic and to have in,ortant ids”lb cal

1

backs ounds, out ooth actuall; detend for most of their effectiveness

on the rflung-ho” tradition.

In E3Ttlehrv a wayward youth returns to and marries his gore

first love, leavinI t.e Scarlet Woman drirging tears into her martini.

A meek, beskectacle‘ (hence, sensitive) marine turns out tc be every

bit as tough as anyone else in his com any; and, although he is killed,

the whore he has converted to a straiaht and narrow lath lives on,

a ture testinon:1l his endurinw voodness. An enoittered one—leiIed
11$.)

hero finds Jeace as the husband of an Australian war widow, u,on the

 

M4. Fettlecry (New York, 1353 -

MS. From Here to Eternity (New Y IX, 1331).
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for his aglcucncmt. With Lhe attccx on Pearl ngbpr, differechs,

some of t1;n murd::cus, awnU 1h: soldier; alga: :xr, bccumc Lost in Lhe

;ur5uit cf 1 grant; Obi: th; defcub of an ingidicus Fee. Th; army
V,

32315; thrre is a W3? to L3 WLD, and tne usn 10w have a ~ur‘Oqe for

 

existiHQ. Jgngs’ ngic agsug tficn déCU; to bu thgb Lh€ i¢ n: such

*‘ ' ,. c“ a "'1": “a ‘r ”1:“ u 1') “w’~ ‘ ‘w’v‘l'W' ~ 3 :M‘ ‘ ‘ ’7' 1 1 ’ J ‘ 3.‘bfllno no m Lw¢ LC”. Vrf- m by“ “04g” Ahfi MC “v, wnu nc w¢Jfi J_15 nnJ

elcchpligm, and Judisn.

 

‘ay out Cf toidcnc133 tc whzrin .

 

And he will _sricra vw war Vecausc 1; is, ahgvg all alga,
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Eut the book wh:T_ch incor Lrote3 ne 9rly all of the bad asiexts of

H w I" 7- 1‘ ‘ I—v ‘ N L -. ‘ ' )f ' ~4r 1‘ . ‘f‘ I‘ ' ~" ‘9“ . 9' . ' “:—

the «un1—no , 5oCdUb-lGGOLLQli-Ll Lo9b51L5359nd3 novel—~wn1c m15ht

J .
0

.

in fact be CLnsidered archetgial-—13 Hohort Skizncre 3 Valley of the

$33!.

This is on Air C513 3tory about a EEM crew fi5htin5 the war

in the P9c ific. 133 511n9 13 named ”The He9rtle33 H3ri ie,” and it and

its crew “50 throu5h hell” 1i5ht1n5 for D1Lcrzcv and for thze American

. Individual members of the crew thi;k about why they fi5ht and die

1

$
1
4

L
C

(
,
1 ‘
9

while thsy fi5ht and die, and they kill in h9;;y this-one's—for-my—

buddy ven5;eanee.

Blood wos rurnin5 down Kris' face and across the front of

hi5 diSL‘LCJ;d:.18le 0

Kris o shed his eyes sli5htly, 93 if he had never QLened

thI9a wider. ”John, drive them into the water, blow them u5,"

he whisgersd hoarsely andfithen his e333 closed. ”Sl3u5hter a

J. n -. 4U

5eneretion, he 5le9ded.

And 93 John ,regere3 to avenge his ded muddy he thinks

...:ro5ressin5, unhurr 1 ed thou5ht3 that told him victcry was

near and yet begond his time. He had known it since that

afternOLn on the road in Ohio. It hcd oeen his com5ulsion

to enlist. Of course. llet was it. He had al_most known

it all the time. i ey hed for5otten wh9t AneriL:a mo9nt and

those who bec9ne alert Quickest, i‘cU5ht CJiCKVS , sacrificed

readilV. It W93 33 3i5nle and ri5ht and inevitaole 33 th9t,

he realized. men who han loyalty and oeliei and freedom,

know df9th, too, for death, rightfully acquired, contains

these.‘7

And shortly thereafter, hevin5 aLconili3n3d her mission, the ilene i3

destroyed by twc fi5ht9r3 (takin5 one of then with her, hC‘WLv31)

”Lilqen who ride on the Win53 of theThe crew dies 5loriously, and

 

 

A7. V llcy of iL: 31; (New York, 1333).

be. 1311., 5. 16o.
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heavens listen for the h 1113, kflCWlfé her 3irit WLS infiniteféU

Brown, 1CW1(., Kehn 3nl 0her fine cc1t13dvcntu1- nOJeJlOLo wire

aware that such sentiner1tel romanti3i3n i3 unrealigtic unier combat

conditions, and either didn't enylcy it or, like Eownen, syecificelly

dieevowed it.

7ut there is ;et a Letter exem;le ofSLdmore‘ s desire to

irC;353ndize. U;Ln reechin; its i:5 la nd b:3e at the outset of Wt ovel,

the H rrie i1 sur“runled by news—starved soldiers who yelt its crew

"round crewsmen, a fether of

two, anLHie3 anxiously whether or not the allC.Unent he.3 been incree3ed.

"'They're voting on it now. It's in Congress, I think,'" he is told

He hurries ewiy tt get his tools, for the Heryie muet be readied ftr

I-

combat, and SLidnore writes:

Hener H rlen Killer, ,rivete 3nd handyman, Visualized the

distant and high machinery of fr 3 wovernnent at work for him

and for Mary and litte Ros- llen 311d fcr the new bo;, Homer

Harlan. The whol~ governmntwas thinkinQ of him and tho

he loved and they were guinb to teke care of them. His family

would be secure now, until he returned, and for the first tim

in manths tee43 re n down his cheeks as he iraye ; the hot wells

of gratitude and relief youred from his quiet eyes. His ireyer

was single. 'Thenk you, thank you, thenk you,‘ he reheated as

he arranged each tool in an orderly row. It was herd for him

and the thcusends like him to love or to hate violently, and

now that hatred of an enemy was constantly growing in him, love

only ce:;e in inirwount and overwhelmin¢ waves, icuring

itself out in gratitude for its own existence and with it now

were all the unc::iected wcnders of free government, of men

noetin in conr33 to hell their fellow men. The relief was

a glor ous thin, shining about his eyes and he Licked u, his

tools nhis cellrused hends and turned tcwerd the met. The

giant1shi; rested there, her sides and wings bronzed by the

sunset. He had never seen one look so dignified and iurgoscful.

'I'll helL fix her u he said tc hi;nse li. 'I'll fix her uf

for Congress .‘2'
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This sort cf writinf is [re a indn ‘Csinv es ideology. The

charch3rs er3 stock, 33 are the reader resignses. Valley of the Sky

was written at e tin3 when it was Lessible to :ut an frat? ricen into a

GI uniform and make him i-sc facto a ri ht~tninhin5 here. Most of the
 

Lre-wsr snti—Kezi novels are guilty of the scme oxArsl,£liIic3tion for

[7/5.

many of the 3.1 reasons. Jchn St3inb33k in The Moon I3 Dcwn," fcr

  

examfle, could gut a cnnracter into a German uniform and make him auto-

matically a villain; or could invent a collaborator and have the reader

understand that he is thcr3fcr3 a coward; or could give a women a baby

and/or a deed husband3nd che her ler 33 estable of magnificent heroism

in her own right. The stock resicnse is the stock in trade of suc

novels as The Neon Is Down and V9ll33 of thesky, and of the many

 

"guns—ho" novels, most cf which are much worse than B tt ecry and

From Here to jwcfnltg It is less the stock in trade of the slithly

more sericus g33udo-ideologicsl novels like A B311 for Adeno and
 

Tomorrow Jill SW;, but here too, the stock resicnse has been too

blandly ayp3aled to and menifulated.

But the serieus i'éolcgicel novel is nct a s3ntin'ntlized

ecceitence without Question and lroregetion without discriminatitn cf

old clirmhs and tircd truism”; nor is it singly a r333li3tic acccunt of

combat action tr gsgclolricrl dif “culti33. It is an attenbt to

blend these in r3dir311ts 3 isticellv with firm ideclogicsl convictions

into a conclusive idslogical statement. Th3 ncvelists are intent ulcn

a re-examination and a re—eveluation of the fundamentals and ba‘es of

the American ideology, as w3ll as of the ideclc;; of the tctal

Western world. The war, as a stlu 13 with fascism, s3rves as a
C.) L)—

 

52. T13 Moon Is awn (Ilew York,19M)
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‘H.PTLR II

In l;L4,fithni 1%IIIer 1ubliIhId Sitnztiou Kernel, a ntn—fictitn
 

reiort of his travelI fron 11m; can; to arm; can; in iursuit tf facts

and etn051here ft? a sereen1la; zhieh he was writin5.— Besides sone

ether run—tf-the~nill deIcr tion Cf various kindI of training frth

1arntrto1s thrcugh tanks; besides a rather intVi‘etin re ort cf In

intrview w_th:Hlie Pglc, and Icme rather Iu,o”f1tiIl s_eculetiun

about the reistnI behind the war, there 13 que hithy interes‘in;

disouIILn of the Servicemen's awareness ti, and Igngethy with, the

reasons.

Miller resents "the wide—siread, wiIV~5uy nttion that Belief is

unneceISery because we have no men in the army who are effected either

way by such feettrs.“£ Although he is trtubled because 1'never in a J

of these calculatitns attut the scldier can I honestly bring in the

socio~tclitioal context of this war. I can't seem to find men who

betray a social r251tn5ibility for doing or not doing an3thinb,"3

still he canntt agree with "’he% wise guy writers" for whtm ”war

rs are suigosed to be(
"
u

is not su1tosed to make any sense. boldi

suckers. Neither can he agree with those wht think of the soldier

mentallv he1 1835 Lu:_y, a literIl dtgfaee stoieellyQ
”

U
)

I "
T

L
J

:
3

O
J

0 '
—

suffering the buffetings cf a fate he does net understand, a kind of

l. IIil ler, QWIU‘tILn No rmel (373w Yerrk, LL1). The motitn

iiCture Mas Ibl Hie Ifi'IC'S,11115 'LCI‘J Cf G I. JOE}.
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Belief

wer. Their novels or: d;dieat:d to ire;

defending the Eel_iei. While it is true

are meet of their 3;redoxe3resolvable,

this engenders i3 hcxeful. Theirs is a

with little of the wi33—3u3 about it.

even hate the services, seeing bitterl_3

by their very nature, militeted a3ain3t

convictions. The 3

of ehgr33sion; they

J- . 3 43 0 13 (N

ayathy among the intelligent. otean

inability to make l.o«icel

‘JVED 586thou3h he may

hCDC3, he 33y congronise by reducing

And Shaw's Mic.ael :er ex;lein3 to

.1. 1,‘ 3 4‘.,.(.
4 1‘ r:

oLlL huge,

cal novelists

to the ne‘eegiu'

in the hour Cf crisis, 33 they hel

the servicenan'

erxicss denied freedom of mavement,

life t

i3 horrible.

in Leneiel held to the

of a sugteinin;

d to the nece33ity of the

andcunding, challenging,

th3t onl; throubh iron3

still the lain and sorrow

oort ox ennui3hed otimism,

dept of them di3dein and

thet the servi3e3 theiselves,

ideulcgical

of thouhht,

encouraged ignorance among the idncrant end

I¥33'm refers to the soldier's

sen3e out of the 3inll things that ha gen

clearly the sense within the larger thin33;

“the minimum e3sentiel3."

Louise why he dce3 net r33ent

hi r:3'eet ion fox COS: "'Yhen I went intc the grmy, I made u; my

mind that I we3 iutting myself at the Army's disLC3al. I believe

in the war. Tnst dole

 

Inill., .-,

l3. This 3ubject,

zetion the the services were

struggle, will be di3cussed at lm‘

and the irc n3

1‘.-7 r :1-

en t ngan I biliewe

Shaw, The Ynunr Litn3 (New Y*

an essential

nbth in 3 Int

in the Army. I don't believe

licit in the further reeli-

inredient in the ideolebicel

3r Chi}:t3r-

in3



he

in any Army. You dLfl't ex,ect iustice out of an L;m3, if you're a

sensible, grzwn-u; human being, you only exreet victor;.' lb

The ideological novelists hated not only the servi'es, tut,

itself. "'Fidhting a Wsr to fixp
l

i
i

p
:

"
5as mentioned earlier, they hate

something works about as good as going to e whorehouse to get rid of a

' H ‘ L

clay, says Red in The K;ked end the Dsed31/ and Alan Newccmbe, just
 

before he is killed, thinks: HThe gentle and the noble died in war;

the brutish survived and were increased. There was the truth of the

matter, if truth there wes....“

But neither Heym nor Shaw, Mailer nor Nyrer, nor any other of

the ideological novelists is what Miller would call a wise—guy writer:

one who sees war as senseless and the soldier as a sucxer. le

O'Neill, gentler, newly ennobled, does survive, and so do Helen and

Andrea and Newconbe's mother; and Red is not Heern or Toglio and he

does not know General Cumnings and therefore cannot be aware of

Cumminbs' defeat through victory. And Heym ound that "In the hour of

crisis,” the soldiers ”,roved themselves citizens of the Reiublic3"

and the most ingcrtent sentence in fibiteker's steech is ”'I believe in

the wer.'"l{

 

'9 . . > ‘I ‘ . O r—.'

lh. The Younfi Lions, ,. 3c{.
 

l5. Normsn.hhiler, lTe Na’ed and the eed (New York, 1945), L- 57o.
 

¢

l6. enton Myrer, The Big Jer (New York, lQSJ), ,. 391.
 

l7. It is difficult to deternine just what Miller means by

wise-guy writers. He refers not only to those who see war as sense ess

and soldiers es suckers, but also to those for whom “It is becoming

quite fashionable to shut out all ,cssibility of causatitn and merely

deal with the effects in art” (,. 176 . Thus, he may mean the combat

adventure novels, which are certainly not ideological. But non—

ideology does not constitute counter-ideology, end such wise-guy-ism

as Miller refers to is ideology. From the context of the hook,



— -— l -11.... -. - v, _
 

mThe sentence is in5trtent as n ex ression not only of Shaw’s

liberal-intellectual attitude toward the war, but as an indication

of the attitudes of all the ideolo5ical war novelists. They belichd.

They criticized the services; the; criticized certain enlisted men and

I

most officers; they hatedthe necessity of acting lite animals--but

they believed in the war.

This b;lief moi-2es them unique as social critics in this century.

The Ere—World Her I liberalintlLctuels were violently Lacifistic.

with Mirx, they felt that the Common Mln could only lose, never 5ain,

in a GagltalistiC-luLofldlluLlC war, and they egiosed without quali—

fication Arnerican interventicn in Burte in 1917. Ey the time of

intervention, th3ir attitude was extremely un503ular; and before the

war had ended, their ,ublications were outlawed and their writers were

. . . . . 18 . . .
1n Ja1l or otherW1se sile.ced. but the1r gac' f1sm informed the

 

one would think he had screen writers in mind; but on the surface this

see sgreiosterous, since there had not been a movie about the second

World War u; to 1944 which ;ortrayed soldiers as suckers—-nor, come to

think of it, has there been one since 1944. Still, he could have meant

screen writers who suecialized in the serit—comic and/tr “gun5—hoH tvxe

of movie co-ssc1r1n* Jillian Bendix. Or he coul_d have been loolzin5 very

3efly into vseudo-ideolc5ical novels lice Valley of the SKV. It is

yossible to intiarirefi Shidncre's 0V3rsin lis1n‘w‘ro-.anda as wisc—5u3—i3m

if one e"sun3— —or lurcw3-—thet the author is too inbnll1;ent to beli'v—

what he has wr1W'.en. CertainlJ, Harlan Miller is a sucker, and the war

1

L
L

as Skidnore sees it throuh Harlan Miller's eyes is S3nseless. Certainlg,

if Shidnore we:nted sustl, to convey this imgressitLn, he very ne1rl;

succeeded; and cons 3cncntly, he certainly Quuelifies as a wise 5n;

Miller does not is:ntify th3 wise 5uys; he 5give3 no evidence, and there

is a stron5 su,.1c1un that some of his evid3nce is iersonal—-thot he

knows how certe in writers think because he gnows the writers, not

simily their writings. Suifice to soy that I hrve 1‘o 1nd no evidence of

u ....~, ..-, 1., ,. .. ._.~ ._ 1,, 4. ..1 ._ . a», 1 .

Wlob‘bdj-lom""bg enJ of Llller s d-11n1t11ns——Ln Eng o1 oh: lflo01351co

novels I have chosen to write atcut h3‘3. Eut, it nust o: e:tlsis’c, all

_‘ l 1‘ a“ .5 r” w__, 1, r} J, 1 _‘_- 5 - 1 53-“ .9..‘- o .1. 1.." LP,

Of thebe nofels thi UCCH 5uollslea since 1/Hs, one date o1 Sl ticn

 

q

1‘: 0 I'll? l .

   

f1 -.. - . ~ -— a! ‘

m - '13 -. r337, . ”1'... -,,.- ..* ,, , :. ! »- CLI.".1‘

lo. 033 7 1s31 o. nloecut, lie nulscxl l‘V?g 1n ore Ln12~b cont“;
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ideology of the serious world bar I novelists. Ernest Hemingway, John

DosPassos, Thomas Boyd, William Larch, in the 19PO‘5, and Humphrey Cobb

and Dalton Trumbo in the 1930‘s, denied the necessity of war and glowered

pessimistically upon the hope of peace. Instead of the anguiehxicptimism

which characterizes the World her II novels, theirs were permeated with

an angry disillusionment; instead of a firm and steady hold on Belief,

the novelists of the first war wieldcd a slashing iconoclasm from which

no beliefs were safe.

Frederic Henry is possibly the clearest example among the heroes

of World War I novels of an American fighting man who hadn't the faintest

notion why he fought, though he knew very well what he was not fighting

for. Certainly, though the viciousness of Dos Passos and Trumbo among

others is lacking in it, the classic statement of disillusionment with

war-born ideals is made by this Hemingway hero:

I was always embarrassed by the words sacred, glorious,

and sacrifice and the expression in vain. ‘He had heard

them, sometimes standing in the rain out of earshot, so that

only the shouted words came through, and had read them,

on proclamations that were slapped up by billposters over

other proclamations, now for a long time, and I had seen

rnthing sacred, and the things that were glorious had

no glory and the sacrifices were like the stockyards at

Chicago if nothing was done with the meat except to bury it.

There were many words that you Could not stand to hear and

finally onLy the names of places had dignity. Certain numbers

were the same way and certain dates and these with the names

of the places were all you could say and have them mean any-

thing. Abstract words such as glory, honor, courage, or

hallow were obscene beside the concrete names of villages,

the numbers of regiments and the dates. Gino was a patriot,

so he said things that separated us sometimes, but he was

 

liberal-intellectual milieu. See also John‘waite, "hasscs, 1911-

1917, A Study in American Rebellion." Unpublished Th. D Thesis,

Department of English, University of haryland,l9h9. Waite reports

the pacifist case clearly, and in addition, reports accurately the

events and their dates leading up to the padlocking of The basses,

the key publication in the pacifists' losing cause.
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an unirinci led etmircniser shtuld he noted here as a irime ex5resuien

of the ideclu5ical Ct.c;usiens within the serious Merld J1r I ntvels.

The refrain from “The chse of1A1~rr3n,' one cf the vi5nettee in

11;9:

(Wars and kenics on the stock exzhn3,

meshine5unfire and arson,

bankruytcies, werleens,

starvation, lice, cholera and tyrhus: ~55

good growing weather for the House cf Mor53n.)t3

is altered in "M333t3r Vgeletnj'encther Vignet 3, to read: ”machine

,-- 1 0' 13 r; d r')‘ "1 / ““LI‘ 1— (3-:— ',--f -. ' 3 3 hr‘] _j r‘. ' ‘v “ -u o I . -' F) It] '1 ‘1- Va”

5un 1111 en eretn/ 3L11J1titn, 11L1, c 113r1, EJLnu1,/ 011 wes lhflio

as a deeeriitien cf the atmts,h3re in which the V31 ailLs T131t, w1

written. Des P13303 Ctntinues:

On 1ril 30 Jher 3r Cleneneee and sherier thyd

G30r535"""L hin Wilson) into their 3013 three curd 5ame

the, called the Council of Ftur

On June 28th the Treaty of Versailles was redy and

Wilson had to 50 back heme to exulain tL the i07121111n3

Wht‘d been 51h5:in5 u on hin me1nwhile in the Sen1te

and Hensle and to sober bublie 01inicn and to his fath3r'

God how he'd l-3t himself be trimmed and hCW far he 'dwe

the world safe 55

fer democracy and the new Freedcm.

(
L

1 LI"' 'im;e‘“e "The Bodi of an American " Des P13333In 3 tiird v 51 tt , J ,

angrily vilifiee tie war, the army, duty, Letriotiem, ené all of the

thin53, fee l..le, and ideals which came under attack in the idetlcgicel

.s. The vi5n3tte is concerned with the selecticn and ceremtnieusL
_
.
I

ncve

entonbment of tie Unkwn Sold1‘131‘; it closes in bi ter ire y:

The clotdran into the 5rcund, the breine eczed out

of the cracked 3 ull and were licked ur by the trenchrats,

the belly swelle and raised a ceneration cf bluebottle

flies,

1,
1X

1

CL

 

. 13119 (11w York, 1932) 1- 31L.

49.[
‘
5

23

2b. Ibid., 1-
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MC)

and the incorrugtibleJ< 1eton,

attitude, occurs

terribly wounded

OCCUI‘S

heroic

can't

words again:

I went

bility

stznd it....

and the cere and (in oun<lled in

lailgzlz’

they took to Lhuubnosur-MeIne

and laid it out n:at in a fine CCI in

end teox it hzne to God' 3 Countr on a be eshii

end bori' ed it in a J3Ioolneuus in the IiemoIiul

tre in the lthoOfl [it‘inul C‘q3t31¢

drained the 03.d Glory over it

the bugler 1:33:d tals

. Bku Herdinb :reyed to God and the dirlomets

‘he anerals and the eduirels and the bresshets

Lolitieiens end the hendstmely dressed ladies out

' Ctlumn of W'shinattn Post stood uL

e

scre;s of dried vi

)++—‘

LIL)-

:1 £11.11}. uLl(.23

tth:ht 11Lw beautiful st' dOld Glory God's Country

U0 ha‘v-L‘ tile Dubler 1151;} t;it was 3 and the three volleys

made their ears ring.

hexe been they iinned the

the M:deil.e Milituire,

the Belgium Cr GIerre, the Itelien :01ld m3del, the

VitutBe Militure sent by Queen MeIie of Rumanie, the

Czeehtslovek War cruss, the Virtuti Militsri of the Poles,

a wreath sent by Hamilton Fish, Jr., of New York and a

little wahium {resented by a de;utetion of Arizona red-

skins in Wer;ai1t and feathers. All the Washingtonians

brtuht floweis.

Where his chest 0.

f" ‘n, ‘1 r‘ c" ‘. :' ' 1 “‘ S‘I 1‘ ‘4: I]

vUaneoolun1_ m3uel

Neodrtw Wilson brought a bouquet of

I

A somewhat similar scene, c0nve3in¢ a mare thaIn somewhat sinilur

in Ni. lliezn MSMICh Con I K. One of the heroes is

1

and tr3§;ed on the barbed wire of no-men's land. It

..

to him that there will be Irnytrs and sgeeches over his dead

body, and cries 'I can‘t stand the thought of thetl I

I never Wunt to hear military music or hiéh soundinb

I went to be buried where nobody will ever find me.——

,- ,5

o -1 . .. '3a 2 r \ _ ‘ 1 v

to be eréd out com; etely...' TECH he QCdtrLLS all i.0331-

of identifyin his remains and convin3es e symiethetie German
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ldier that he should Le *ut cut of his mi3ery, and dies with the

whistered stetement on hi3 lii3: "'I have Lrohen the chain.... I

I 122;?

have defeated the inherent stuLidity of life.

Mireh, like Dos P333t3 again, and regre3entetive of the other

angry war noveli3t3, ce3tigeted "Chri3tian geoLJe who trey in their

churohe 3 for the destruction of their incni33, and lelii the barterity

)l

r

;

C

K“:

I'C‘ T

a So‘dirr3, the rave rend DI.G
)

oi their 3ol.d ierr3 b1:onze.... In Thr
 

Skinnr hemLined the feet before an audience of wounded and crin led: ii

3tl‘i3r3, that the JJL:3 had not crushed Germany oth.letw:l 3 then he

' ' ' 3 r‘ 'u ‘1 I . . 9

led the sin inx of the n’nn ”btend UL Stend Uo itr J33u3.‘
\, 3/ J ’ 4 , .4.

Neither 3id3 could win 3ueh 3 war with 3ueh teoile e3 th33e

noveli3t3 de3cribed. There w33 no sens: even in fighting; there Wes

‘

nothing to fith for. Frederic Henry and John Andrews 3333rt; the

her e3 of Coi;3:“ K fight on, 23 do the men in Thoin3 Bogd‘s Throu;h

A"

.<

the fiheet; \SSSlfllStlS, belieVing finally that they fought Ior

nothing.

1

And neither 3ide did win. The ience, 33 well as the wlr, wes

a tremendous failure. A3 Frederick J. Htffmen iut3 it in The

Twenties:

The tostwer generation fel.t honestly Hi7*t it hid been

victimized by a gross and stu id do liilon. Nothing

Genuine hid cone out of th- war. nericn olitici3n3

had refu33d to 'oeezt the:'r re n3:ioiJity in a world

32ue (which, 33 it was ilotted at Ber33illes, seemed

uhw3rh,oe3n5w3,) and had ch03en i3o etion

had Ade fools CI tho3333v33, 3nd invoived the stun; in

C
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L W! nct d 3;r1*31 th3t th: i»31£i31, 1nL33d the Lrtsl idcc~

JL:13L CCQLCUQ‘ L1 33; 13—dcr'd N.r I 30c131 critic“ infLrucd the

leOlL" L1 Ln: war AL._1aLtL. ELerc wc1L 315nificant diff3r3n333

howeer, 31333 L1: V r nLJ3113t3 wcr3 Lan31nd 1'Lh an artLLl ccni t,

"3 hi) 1113;;

53ncrutltru

53331m13tic r33u1t3 Lf the 5r3vwer 1d

effect, lrLOf th3t t

53n313ti:n W33 d3structiv 3

ccncern2d w1th Lutt FL“331n5 3n 1&3OLL

destiny a3 theyw3r3 with tear1n5 dew

Md 05y which had ir3vailed 1n the

1nt3llectualttic1a, wh13h had cause

and "won The; disowned the vslues

H

became "lest. They 311ng5 t3n3010u3j

H , - . .- .r 1.. 1° ..1 ,_

.da -~3 L311~ 1n nLtL1u5, butV

 

 

noth1n5; a belief in the free, iccncc

31. mh “V3Rt13s (33w York, 1

A 3! 1 Pik)
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a1;

u‘h Ln owcd_ 1 5r33‘ deal to Bid

cru33d1n5 ftr 3231 ch3n53, th33

th3; L 3 the disillu3icn3d,

301L513t3‘ gr3d1ction3. In

h3 1nucl;1'.'31;3r3 1133 ba;(311 CL 11

3
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*11J wr3 nLt 30

y which hd iredicted their
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Passes were eith3r muckrek335 ncr lecnoclasts, but a littlD of each.

L7k3 thsir i113diet3 _red3c:3sor3, they afitickii tie id32 s :f the

n _, w. , u 3-x ,- .. at: .5 ‘-., - ,, a r -, --. '

ROLUO.LLL:, UbiiLAldli ftmfiw‘gb wtmwz mar: bjfiu:5:JMG.LK3LQOHEJJ ‘the

situaticn WCJ agr: seriuus. Sinclair Igwis' Genrgc F. Ecooitt and

' W 1") j C O V F) ‘ .. _.

t}5\, qu:3V $10.1

.. ,-|,_.-_. JR, . 1 , :n ‘- ‘1. A,“ , w ' ‘ . — ._.,3 ., . .

nuanrJLLro, Luair LL,\_L.1L31 Ellhdolb ng on La: c133” otxupwie, Ln

' .7 w. ,,. ... .. .' _ _-»~ A .. ..z « .. ‘Q .~

500191 and 33.n3440 LDU inlso; an

On in mt (n3 (3 (he JObt signifi» uh dLJi”lc:tion5 i3 CiAC“nf

far thL d3;‘ession writar, unlike th: flu~vrvucrg or th: iconcelastS;

concentrated gsrticularly an thg in&ividu;l manbers of minority

22 3'
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trcu o. mxlpht o Likyil TLCHIJ “ or JrLSil g DLVVJ CLhcn Ludld
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net have been cre:*3 LJ Scent FitZQerald or by the Hemin;w;y 01
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TFL odn * ob u4vva“ cr 1; crcitec, they w ul& have to have bean
 

misfit crybabics li‘;3 Rowe :COhn, cr misfit cli1b3r3 like ng
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Gatsby. fior cculd thlj have h-3c3n c 31:3 by th: social critics

cf the “3313, foL of whtse message was that a man'wes a man, wheth3r

I

white or black, Jew or gentil3——end his only encny 33 cegitalism.

But, undouotcdlg, tic 3ocinl critical tr;dition estaoli5h3d b:

Ugton Sinclair, Max hastnan, and Nichael Gold, uircctly or indircctly,

constitut3d a tremkndous influence on the d35r3ssion ntvelists. In

Ar,‘ '3?)

v1

‘1 v I J

Dubious t“ttl£, t 3 intxr—cheitere of Grc;33 I fireth, Farrell's
 

l. ortre al of the cvil3 cf gatcrnalien in the instance of the Uittn

2;

Oil and RCfinln COHJHHy in My Deys of finger,“ all attest t: the

ideolcgical icrsistence of the muc:raker r3itrn trc.dition. So too,

' '1 pn~ ‘ f 1w I 3"

HIS-3 liC'm DCO E30900H
.

U, do the following i3w 1

"M333tcr Veclion":

In Saattl: the wobblies whose lecd3rs were in jail,

in Scattl3 the wobbli3e whcee lcod3r3 had b3en

lynched, who'd been shot dcwn like dogs, in Seat le the

wobblics lined four blocks as Jilstn 1335 -.3d, etc d silent

with th.3 ir arms folded staring at the gzeat lib:rel as

hawwas hurrin no.3t in his car, huddled in hi“ e 03

h?arIi with int iQuc, one side of his foe

L

b

3

.‘

C
F
“
:

)--

ThorInch in overalls, the workinvstiffe l: him 5333in

silence after MlLthe other blocks of handcloping and

kl)

letrictic chcrs.

Evident here, as elsewhere in 1919, is the heavy strain of

tacifism.which L3nctret3d on into the social critical literature cf the

1;,1 11’;

1930's. Paths f lcry and Johnny ct His Gun retreecnt most0 l l

 

 

 

36. F. Scott Fitzcrtld, The Greet G tuby (flew York, 193;).
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37. John St3inbecn, In Dubious B ttle (flew lorx, lJJC).
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n of this attitude.
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d

,cwcrful argument that war is e ccnsunnnte

evil whic i.r-.3:33nts an occasion for the eruiticn of evil in all min,

French soldiers irr Lowpmm-,

German (siticns. The

icers. It concerns the execution of five

guhishment is crdered b? a vaingloricus

General to ccv:r the fcct that the attack should never have been under-

hh
taken. The men are nct cowards. The Cencrsl's erer reads that one

\

men frtn each of five units should be selected icr executicn as en

r .3 V.‘ ,I_ _,'._ , -.‘.. ‘.L (.1-

eX'Sirl-L/LC‘ ’ L40 LL «.3 .1: :u U 0 Ella.

‘ q LL° 3~~ 3- A
trial, are suoiitsed tc 3

thnny Got His Gun
 

cf G cry. Johnny is en I

five are chcser by lot, and after a token

liring squad.

is even more bitterly Jscifist than Paths

:en'ricsn soldier who, as the resuLt of a

shell burst, is s horribly

| v 1" J r f‘ i‘ I." (I >‘
’—

1350, stcmecn, li~32 or b

F

N.)

ritiful hasliet case. He has no erns,

nHe He cennct see, hear, 3 33h, feel,

or taste. He even lacks identity. His Lainful memories cf hone,

UV

V

his econized here that his family and girl cclieve him deed, his
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in this coca are 113*

”hmvevel", if the rat;
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sed on CtUil c11c1tstnces. In a mute,

e “hiricte‘s, units, and iluces menticned

L

author
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suoéesced de .UCJJ. L 3 c1;323 des ccn3,iLs c: GJere, b3 R.—G. Rzeu,
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Ies Lusi_les °ur 1 33,. ' 31313 end Daniel de
 

new Yarn Times '1 only 3,

FRiNCH nCLUIi 5SHoT FOR

GEMS nacn'; and L: mug,

le, bv J. Gautier Loi

l
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:re, or Piul Allurd; e s eciel deslatch to 413
 

iyjh which a; :3ared under this headline:

MUTIRI IN lflli; HIDOJS OF TWO JIM -YIRDS OF (

by blanche Miu;as, cne of the widcws who

.1 - 1 .3 _ .7‘. .. ,,-_ 01. ’

'dfid, 'Did sucn thinus reeLl; he,ien. the

answers, Y33,‘ and refers him to the follcwinb sources which

obtained exoneretion of her husband's mencry end who was awarded dunn;3s

cf one franc.

.‘ r 'L.",. .--:3' J..."‘ -

L4. A Slmllur situeLLon 1

War II novel, The String;
 

error is merely cLV3r3d uh;

s JLres ensed by N3d calmer in hi-

Innd. Here however, +enerel Millccn
-MM

no cffic ers or men are made sce .eé
L

 



 

 

tessionete desire for desth, end his equeliy viblent desire to remain

alive so thist he may be .lcced on disglsy as an object lesson to his

fellow mcn-—ell enlist the I:dsr' s Sxfl ntn not for Johnny, but for

145
Johnny es s Lflleldt er3unent.

 

'5. Cozsidereticns cf stgle are cctuallv outside the urviw of

this lePqulL howeV3r, one is almost renuired to sew sonetnin snout

as he tells about these two novels. It is .133 ior a novel to be

t30 ideoloo;ic:l, and to becOhe t a tr33t tr e SSFflUn

then a war}: 01 art. Ang3r is '3r vrcwin3 out of riohteous

indignation ccu;led with a esire to iroLsHt the indignation and anger

t

e

1
.
4
.

(
1
"

in others. The novelis 's e1sonsl Ctnvi-ction1 15y enter too ircrni—

nently into th3 stch, 3 cho' s and Trumob' 3 co} and whilethis does

not nec3.f;sarily names: the messcoe-—rsth;3 r it me; strc%nthen it-—

it can harm the artistic effect con3idreol; The doomed characters

in Eiths of G;;r;:, for exui; e l‘1 L38 heir d3gth as they come more

andmore to rcéresent ways to fees in ustic 2nd dssth. T’1e Gnersl

t

j e

is a caricature throumhout. Onlv CugtW° 'tienne, the dei ense

attorney, is endowed with what might b 13d human cheructexistics--

,ity, love, hate—-but Cobb shies sway fron the Cegtsin' s ioint of

view, as if f38ring thet his 1L3sebs mith get lost in the individual.

And Irumbo s JLMh;1; is end r31eins a iecifist er3ument, not a human

being. The 31't1wtion is too abnormal; JGhHHJ'S thoughts and desires

too ,erf3Ctly in t1ne with the bLOk'S messe;e. This is most

3 L333 after ls3e Johnny denounces his sacrifice as

unnecessary, denies the validity of the war's causes, and wishes

his fate ufon the :3r.etrutors of we The book's ending, sus enseful

and yowerful though it is, underscores the fund1hcntul difficulty
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which the ideo10“ical ntvelist fac3s when he tries to make his work

botha3r;uqentctiJslr conclusive and artistically eccerteble. requently,

he feels he must choose between these as alt rnetives; Tgumoo chase the

former. Throuh exercise, Johnny strenthins his neck muscles to the

ioint that he cen to, out Morse cl:de nesseres with his heel. After many

tries, he gets somcc 3 to understand his, end “who: his re w.3st to be

placed on disvlev. '11e b ok ends as e curt reiusel--in the names of

lstriotisn and.cod 13te—-is ts333d but on his forhesd. The reader

cannot hel: being didC:QClntdi and even snbry; but neither can he helt

disbelieving in Johnny.

Sihily, yet lrofoundly, because their i‘eol

not run counter to the Josition of the nejorit; of Amer

1 a

c
_
+

k
?

:
1

¥osition did

cons, the World

JEr II novelist we seldom faced with this art V”L sus gum3nt d.ile1no.

There certainly was a vest dilference between the liber l-i'ntelle tuel

and the stenlerd hncricen deii.nititn5 of f,3L13n End. de1ocr3cy, but there

was also a basic e;rcencnt t1et the wer h;d to be fou; t in order t;

grotect one by destroying the tther. Thus, the novelists' idethQical

gosition did nct ne3d the violent defens.3 end aLLIO;Qthat the Lscifism

of Cobb and Trumbo needed; and thus too, 33w Jorld Ker II nCval ere

failures as works of art because oi a tsndcncg to seihcnize, whatever

their other 31or1ccsian M be
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cf the Jtrld war II ncvclists: That fi5htin5 the w:r——end winnin5 it—*

n O
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was a irimer and worthwhile

hut siecificelly, e5einst whom and e5einst what we“e they fi5htin5

And wes it only C59inst so1e«hing;; were they net for sonething es well?

 

Since the wer bs5sn,” Arthur M ller wrote:

cur most brilliant statesmen and writers have been trying...

to frame a statement, a 'neme' for this war. They have not

found it end they wil l ntt filid it beceuse they are lookin5

for s‘n‘"n1n n1w.... From the f'irst day cf this war we should

heve understcod that the kind of thin5 we fi5ht for is e

very old thing. W1 fought for it in 1776 end in 55c/, and we

found the words for it then, and they are Lerfectlb 5ood

words, easy to undcrstsnd, and not at all old—feshione

...The words are nct 'iree enter,rise,' as the well known ads

for our big industrias meintein. Ktr are the words 'Kcew

flmcricen the 85m35' as a certain automobile conwny insi5ts

nserlt every wcc: in the netionel mn5czines. Ifieit her the

leoiic offimeric3 nor those of any other nation ever fought

a war in crde to hoe; everything the sene, and certainly

.r er free enter5rise or jobs.... But we did fight

two wars ftr our Belief. and th5.t B;li: says, singly, th5t

e beliewve all men are equal. we really believe it, mtst

of us, 5nd he :e.use e gcwerful force hes arisen in the world

dedicated to mflking the 5e05le of the world—~us included--

unecuel, we have therefore decided to fi5ht.... We believe

that everythin5 will rot and decline and go beckwards if

we are Iorcsd to live under laws the-t hold certsin notions

end 110 es to be inferior and without ri5‘hts.

 

DC It seems elncst mendutory to note the stertlin5 ironJ eLEJrent

ath this obviLus shift in attitude. 529 vindicated comfletely the

iznistic iconoclesm of the l9zbs' social critics, but resulted in one35

thc 5reatest Lericds of social ortimism in American intsllectuel

st

0
.
)

‘ene

U

.ory. The 193ts belief in lositive action, in the justice of

ncrete causes, was not a reaction to 5cs5111sn, but was a lo5 eel result

it. The iconoclssts had been iroved correct; now action was necessarJ

In the same we5y, the 192Cs :ecifists stand in e ceuse—to—effect relation-

shii to the ”t elli15ere nt World Her II nCVelists. The second wsr was fcu5ht

to (rotect the «Lins which hc.d been won as a result cf the social stru5-les

(f the l)3t.s— soru;_les which hd oeen motivted DJ the vindiCCtion oI the

ciel criticisn oi he lQZLs. Jithin twentJ years, the term

liberal1 We success1ull\ reddelined so thet it ceme very neerlv to mean

its old self. Eut even more emezin5, the rdeiinition

is acnensncnt with the old d‘linitltn, the new seemed

J to fL.llow fron the 01d.
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the exact o;:os1te c

was not a result “f

indeed, necssCri
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51. Miller, SitUC Liln Hormel, 5. let.
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though it

‘t of the matter. 3 thin it are the imlli-

on the Irinciile cf equalitg,

the Ercgerty of theof inequality is excluschlJ

The auricus novel'uts hadcrxl tin: Jajéflhqdd.

such either-or, bluck—white argumcnts and con-

ewzre that the ideological conflict was far more

’3otu, that evil was ntt the excluuive grovince

Cf th3 enemy nor good of Aneriee and her allies, and that consequently,

the single stat;

behind the war 8 143

ment of and solution to

l W

the ;rotlem of the reushns

The noveliuts fought fascism wherever and under whatever circum—

stances it

greceding the war.

the crime of lettin:

might occur, as many of them hc'

m1

0

in Germany and Italy.

121311

ideological ccnvictions hclu

ensuing Che
J.

organized according to the novelists' o,*ositicn to and criticism

German und Italian fedcism, their attacks

621,5

_;"“J I

. :.-4- . n_. ‘n.. .» .

loldLJu, fcoCIloi‘fl J.)

lfl”§

,C'I

J, C”.

must cX,iate their built ftr the rise of

fought it frr a decade

accused 3c —ccnteredncss and comglecency of

ucism rise and flourish in America as well as

r ‘ fl 0" -~',~‘, r "H‘ :7 ‘a‘ ".‘.’ ".-

fhuo all men ouuaeu the no euoltJ

a crime aLuinet humanity and the

of the crine, are teuic to un understcnding of the

tern are detailed discussitns cf these foints.

"3 and 3X5re¢scd bv'the wur novelists. The

They are

D

(A.

on what might be termed

AmeriCun fascism, and the nature cf their constructive criticism as it

is emhcdied in their belief that all men, as individuals, must acce,t
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5:. It should become e,gurent through the dL cussion that these

novelists have hud some very imicrtunt thinos to sav; th3 t none of them

are, in Miller's te°ms, “wise-UV writers.” Neither are the; Cvnccrncd

only with en cbj3ctive torrowel cf violence, as mtst reviewers of

their novels seerl to l:ve felt. find, unfcrtunately, as some criticu

seem tc have also Iclt. ihe discussion will show that John T. Frederick,

for exemle, was nct lockin” closely cnou;h at the novels when he

Cherred the ncvel s35 with ‘ioilurcs in vision, failure to see in the

horrible Junle L Wur the root and leaf of humun meaniné. For too

man of thesewriters, the suricce of ex,erience is enouh, the surrfnce

is all.” HFicticn of the Seetnd Nerld Wdr,” C llegg .n{_Lh, X‘III

(Junusry,llyfic), :~ Eon. v\
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Chapter III

In general, the ideological novelists who wrote about the

European war mistrusted, feared, and often hated the German enemy.

Lt. Garnett's Company in The Strange Land had come close to capture
 

in the Ardennes fighting, and Garnett reflects on what might have

happened had the Bulge battle been a German success:

Right now the two Jews in my platoon would be

headed for Dachau concentration camp. That's

waere they hang living men up by the collar bone on

meat hooks. Or Belsen concentration camp. That's

where they turn loose ravenous dogs on naked

Jews to tear off their genitals. In Poland the

Nazi exterminator squads throw little Jewish boys

and girls into concrete mixers for a joke. At

Ravensbrueck the women wardens whip the breasts

of the most beautiful Jewish girls until there's

nothing left but ribbons of flesh.1

This is admittedly a paranoic reverie; Garnett is on the verge of

battle fatigue. But, with only slightly less emphasis upon the

sensational aspects of Nazi sadism, Stefan Heym and Irwin Shaw por-

tray at length the horrible conditions of a German concentration

camp on the day Of its liberation,2 and Heym describes the wilful

murder of fifteen American prisoners immediately after their sur-

render.3

 

1. Ned Calmer, The Strange Land, F* 330.
 

2. See The Crusaders, pp. boo-76, and The Young Lions, pp. 672-80.
 

 

3. The Crusaders, pp. 366—67.
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These were Hazi crimes; the SS was in command of both cons

centration camps, and Col. Pettinger, who ordered the execution of

the prisoners, is a Party leader. But the rdinary German, whether

soldier or civilian, was also an object of mistrust and fear.

Lt. Garnett's thoughts continue with: "Those are the Germans. Those

are the people we're fighting. Every one is as guilty as the next.

It's the disease of a whole people. And nothing under God's sun can

ever cure them."14 And Lt. Stillman in A Time to go Home, retreating

from the Bulge battle with only some forty men left out of an entire

infantry battalion,

now understood, what he could not have known be-

fore-—that the Nazis were fighting fiercely and

with courage and passion for their cause. They

were not a bewildered mass praying for deliver—

ance. There had been no blacx-clad SS troops stand-

ing behind those soldiers moving out across the

valley today. Those greensclad troops were

fighting for the base creed of the Nazis with . . .

intensity of conviction.

There are very few instances of sympathy for the German peo-

ple, or even for individual Germans. There is none of the'World War I

attitude prevalent among the ideological novelists that Germans are

human beings, even as you and I; that they were duped by their leaders;

that they were guiltless tools in the hands of clever and unscrupulous

men. 'W'lliam Smith's Last of the Conquerors6 is the novel which comes
 

 

h. The Strange Land, p. 330.
 

5. William Fridley,‘£ Time Eg'gg Home, p. 10h.

6. 'William G. Smith, Last of the Conquerors (New York, 19h8).
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closest to expressing this idea. It is a story about Negro occupation

troops and their acceptance as equals by the German people though they

are discriminated against within the army. But Smith is concerned not

so much with absolving Germans of their guilt for the war, nor with

praising them as tolerant, enlightened human beings, as with condemning

America and Americans for their unenlightened intolerance.

Edward Loomis' mg g}: 3 lag? is a soul searching work in which

an American soldier, George Leggett, sick with guilt for the killing

he has done in the name of duty, tries to eXpiate the guilt by be-

coming the protector of a German family. Leggett finds however that

the Hesse family, while it is willing to accept him as guilty, even

to forgive him, will not accept at least an eq1al amount of guilt for

their own part in the war. At the end of the war, he is assigned to

guard a Displaced Persons camp; the majority of the inmates had been

liberated from concentration camps. It depresses him terribly that

these people must still be locked up, that they cannot be freed be-

cause there is no place for them to go. He tries to eXplain his feelings

to the Hesses, but they cannot sympathize; to them, Displaced Persons

are evil simply because of their displacement. "The typical German

reaction!" Leggett thinks. "People who are not Germans are bad people

to begin with; people who are in camps behind wires are the worst kind

of bad people. And the Germans know all this because they've been

taught it by their masters."8

 

70 End Of a War (I‘Ietv York, 1958).

8. IMd” m ah
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ggett comes eventually to the conclusion that the war was

right and good because through war a man is made to face himself. "'It

is a hard thing to decide,'" he tells the Hesses. "'To fight in a war

is to hurt other people, and after a war it is hard sometimes to be-

lieve that the world is better for it.'"9 Then in a burst of expiatory

eloquence, he tells them everything: how it felt to kill, the joy at

seeing German corpses, and the sudden oppressive guilt which descended

upon him when the war ended. But his hopeful expectation that the

Hesses will accept him, after his confession, understanding and for-

giving him, thereby_showing that they understand themselves and there-

fore meriting his forgiveness in turn, is not realized. They reject

him, fearfully, even scornfully; and he knows finally that their atti-

tude is their own, not something imposed upon or fed to them by their

masters. "Leggett was suddenly angry. 'You Germansl' he said. 'You're

always the same: You never learn; anything that happens to you is a

crime, but a German can never commit a crime: Oh, neverz'"lO

At the novel's end, the reader is aware that it will take

Leggett a terribly long time to learn to live with his guilt. But he

is aware too that Leggett's realization of the basic nature and motives

of the German enemy is the first large step toward reconciling himself

to the necessity'and worth of the war.

 

9. Ibid., p. 23h

10. Ibido, pp 239-140.
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Italy was never the physical en my of America that Germany was.

For all practical purposes, she had retired from the war in Africa by

the time Americans arrived, and the battles of Sicily and Italy were

fought against German troops. She was not an ideological enemy compar-

able to the Germans either. She was certainly a fascist state, totally

undemocratic, and political terrorism and reprisal were common occur-

rences while she flourished; but certain other outer manifestations of

inner evil--slave labor, persecutions of Jews, concentration camps-were

not so common. These were largely German, Nazi-fascist refinements.

Furthermore, the Italian people did not seem to the novelists

to be as guilty of the crimes of their leaders as were the German people;

consequently, they were not treated with the same harshness. There are

Hesse families in the novels concerning the war in Italy. John Horne

Burns, in The Gallery, finds an attractive sort of Weltschmerz in the
 

 

actions of the Italians-—love is sadly beautiful, hate is sadly bitter,

sin is committed knowingly but with infinite sadness. They are naive

yet terribly sophisticated children whose naivete is far from innocence,

but almost equally far from guilt; they never believe that sin will solve

their problems, but they know that innocence will not solve them either.

"'Sometimes,'" Michael Patrick says:

'I like you Byeties better than I do my own. There's

Something good and gentle in most of you. Where

are we going in this war? I don't know, for all the

orientation talks tney used to give us. There's

something about Italy and you Eyeties that gets me.

There’s dirt and poverty here. But there's something

else that gets me. Seems to survive your battered

towns and your bitter men and your degraded women.
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Why is all this? Why must it be? Something

terrible has come into this world.'"11

Alfred hayeS' Liza,12 in The Girl on the Via Flaminea, is
 

 

one of the good and the gentle who is morally and psychologically

maimed by the war. She sins hopelessly, in order to prevent the

dirt and poverty, becoming the lover and pretended wife of an Amer-

ican soldier whom she had never before met. Her friend, Nina, con~

sort of.knerican officers, arranges the liaison and convinces Lisa

of its necessity and rightness: "'One doesn't live as one likes to,

but as one must. Go through the city. On the Corso, on the Via Veneto,

on all the bridges-—it's the same. Everywhere the soldiers and the

women. Why? Because there is nothing else, cara.mia, except to drink

and to make love and to survive.'"l3

But the argument is not convincing enough. Lisa submits, but

finds no happiness in her role as hired mistress. Even though Robert,

the soldier, grows more warmly and sincerely attached to her, she can-

not help feeling that she is little more than a prostitute. And when

the American Military Police discover the deception, arrest her, force

 

ll. Burns, The Gallery, p. 10. The ellipses are the author';§ John

Hersey, 5 Bell for Adano, and Elliott Arnold, TomorrOW'Will Sing,

caught the naivete of the Italians but apparently either did not sense

or disregarded the profundity of awareness which so impressed Burns

and Hayes. For Hersey and Arnold the Italians are simply highly sen-

timental children whose hurts are easily satisfied by an obvious sym-

bol like a hell, or by direct proof like a radio broadcast.

 

 

 

12. The Girl 22 the Via Flaminia (New York, l9h9).
 
 

13. Ibid. p. 29.
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her to take a physical examination and thenceforward to carry the

yellow identification card of the prostitute, she can no longer justify

the arrangement with Robert. She leaves, going apparently toward the

bridges, either to leap or to pursue openly the profession Which she

feels she has been practicing.

In Lisa, Hayes presents a warm, sensitive human being, hurt

terribly by the war, and reacting to the hurt. There is no question

of guilt or innocence for the war; there is only suffering and bitter-

ness and failure to understand. "'Something terrible has come into

this world,'" Yes; terrible enough to hurt the Lisas of a conquered

Italy irreparably.

In Hayes' first war novel, All Thy Conquests, besides treat-
 

ing other ordinary Italians as sympathetically as he treats Lisa’-

there is Carla, who does for love what Lisa does for security, and

who is equally disappointed; there is Giorgio, whose great desire to

reattain his pre—war dignity conflicts sharply with basic drives,

hunger and shelter—«Hayes has given us the Questore of Rome, a portrait

of the evils of fascism as convincing and unforgettable as Irwin Shaw's

Christian Diestl and Lt. Hardenburg, and as Stefan Heym's Col. PEttinger.

anortant and effective as the portrayals of ordinary Germans

and Italians, like Lisa and the Hesse family, are in clarifying the

war novelists' opinions concerning the causes and consequences of the

war-~important as are the flat statements of ideological opposition such

as those cited above from The Strange Land and A Time to go Home-~it is
 

 

 

through characters like Diestl, Hardenburg, Pettinger, and the Questore
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that the novelists make their ideological argument with fascism

ultimately clear and understandable.

Shaw, Meym, and Hayes have succeeded in a very difficult task

here. They have created convincing villains who function integrally,

artistically, within the novels, but who, at the same time, so repre-

sent an ideology as almost to personify it. Indeed, a close examination

of them as they function can lead us inductively toward a definition of

fascism and Hazi—fascism—-a definition upon which not only Shaw, Heym,

and Hayes, but all of the world War II novelists in either theater of

operations could agree.1h

The Young Lions is a story of the war in the European Theater
 

from Africa through the fall of Germany. It is told from the point of

view of three soldiers: two Americans, Michael Whitaker and Noah

Ackerman, and a German, Christian Diestl. Ackerman is a Jew who fights

courageously and, at least in his own case, successfully against anti-

semitism in the United States Army. his is a cataclysmic role. At the

end of the novel he is shot by Diestl in what Shaw pictures as the last

gasp of haziism. And he is avenged hy'flhitaker in what is apparently

the first breath of a responsible democracy. Whitaker, in the beginning

a conviction—less dilettante, gradually grows into a man of sincerity

and purpose, a fitting defender and propagator of Shaw's democratic ideal.

 

lh. The Young Lions, The Crusaders, and All Thy Conquests are the only

novels—I have read in which extended characterizations of German and

Italian fascists appear. The Strange Land and End of a‘Nar have none;

nor have The Gallery and The Girl on the Via r1533n55;' TEE novelists

of the Pacific war of couFEE could_have none. This is not intended as

adverse criticism of novels without such characterizations; each novel-

ist has his own intentions and sets his own limitations, and his work

must be judged accordingly.
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Christian Diestl follows an almost exactly opposite path to

Whitaker's, traveling downward-~largely through the influence of his

ideological mentor, Lt. Hardenburg—-from the position of an idealistic

reformer to that of an irrational, nearly unemotional annual, be—

traying comradeship in the name of a cause he knows is lost, and killing

simply for the sake of killing.

At the outset of the novel, Margaret Fremantle, a young American

woman onalskiing vacation in the Austrian Alps, is nearly raped by a

drunken German servant at the inn. The next day she complains to

Diestl, at this time a ski-instructor, that to her mind, the German's

action was "all of a piece" with Haziism. After a moment of anger,

Diestl answers that'“?rederick did not climb into your room because

he was a Nazi....Frederick did that because he is a pig. He's a bad

human being. For him it is only an accident that he is a Nazi. Fi-

nally, if it comes to it, he will be a b Nazi, tooJ"15

Then,very patiently, he explains to kargaret why he believes

in Naziism, and why he feels that Haziism is the only answer for a

troubled Europe. Communism is too reasonable;'":n Europe nothing will

ever be acco.plished by reason.'" Brotherhood is nonsense; lying, mur-

dering, cheating are the only things that Europeans understand. Howa

ever, Diestl's social idealism shines through this realistic appraisal:

'Do you think I like to say that? But it is true,

and only a fool will think otherwise. Then, finally,

when things are in order, we canestop what you call

the "lying and murdering." When people have enough

 

15. The Young Lions, p. 17.
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to eat, when they have jobs, when they know

that their money will be worth the sane to-

morrow as it is today and not one—tenth as

much, when they know they have a government

that is their own, that cannot be ordered

around by anyone else, at enyone else's whim

. . . when they can stop being defeated. Out

of weakness, you get nothing. Shame, star-

vation. That's all. Out of strength, you get

everything.'1

But his amorality, his belief irleXpediency, the seeds of his later

viciousness are present in these final words:

'And about the Jews..' He shrugged. 'It is an

unlucky accident. Somehow, someone discovered

that that was the only way to come to power. I

am not saying I like it. Myself, I know it is

ridiculous to attack any race. Myself, I know

there are Jews like Frederick, and Jews, say,

like myself. But if the only way you can get

a decent and ordered Europe is by wiping out the

Jews, then we must do it. A little injustice

for a large justice. It is the onething the

Comrades have taught Earope--the end justifies

the means. It is a hard thing to learn, but,

finally, I think, even Americans will learn it.l7

At the fall of Paris, Diestl, by now a wehrmacht sergeant, is

still idealistic enough to look optimistically toward future days "be-

cause they were going to be peaceful and rich, and all the ideas for

which he had been willing to risk his life would be put into law and

made permanent and a new time of prosperity and order was beginning."18

But Diestl's idealistic hopes are gradually undermined during the

next few months. He is given the unpleasant duty, for a soldier, of work-

ing with collaborators to break up incipient underground movements and to

 

16. Ibid., p. 19,

17. .Ibid.
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arrest hiding Jews. Events and cirCInstances seem to carry him un—

controllably in the wrong direction. He is even offered the oppor-

tunitya-by, of all people, the brother of the husband of his French

mistress-to enter the black market. He declines the offer, even though

part of the justification for making it is that his own lieutenant

operates in the market.

At this point, Diestl receives leave, and travels hopefully back

to Germany, to an energetic world without hypocrisy or phoniness. But

he has been asked by Lt. Herdenburg to deliver a gift to Gretchen, his

wife, in Berlin, and he discovers a sort of Roman corruption in the new

capital of Europe that lay unsuspected beneath a facade of dignity and

ceremony. Gretchen does an important job in the Ministry of Propaganda

trying to convince German girls that it is unpatriotic to consort with

the foreign slave laborers who have been imported into the country.

She herself is a consort for members of the General Staff, and is paid

for her services in favors and in loot from defeated countries. She

seduces Christian on the very first day they meet, and convinces him

with a minimum.of effort to spend his entire leave in Berlin, waiting

for her call for service. But Gretchen is more than sexually competent

and sexually hungry; she is also sexually jaded. She returns to Christian

one evening with a Lesbian friend, and the three of them engage in a

tumultuous orgy.

Revolted, yet terribly attracted by the uninhibited evil of

Gretchen, and by his own newly discovered evil potential, Christian

allows her to use her influence in an attempt to have him commissioned
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and transferred to Berlin, attached to the General Staff. With few

pangs of conscience, Christian is willing to sacrifice his desire to

be an active part in world reform in order to remain an active part

of corruption. And this willingness leaves him considerably emptier

when, because he had once been a communist, his commiSSion and trans-

fer are denied him. The crowning blow comes when Gretchen rejects him

for the same reasons, as a danger to her position in the government.

Bitter, considerably less the idealist, Diestl returns to

France, resolved to forget his scruples and enter the black market,

knowing that whatever wealth he can gain will win Gretcnen's favor in

spite of the danger involved. But even this satisfaction is denied

him, for while he was on leave, his outfit was alerted to move into

Combat with Rommel.

While in Africa, the badly shaken foundations of Diestl's con-

victions are utterly destroyed. He takes part in the cold-blooded

massacre of an English patrol-the glory of war is denied him; he re-

treats with Lt. Hardenburg, leaving the balance of the company behind-

to defend a defenseless position-—he rejects and betrays Comradeship;

and the convoy to which he and the lieutenant have attached themselves

in retreat is bombed by American planes, so that both men wind up in

hospitals on Capri-he tastes defeat.

Thus is Diestl brought to the brink of that total disillusion-

ment which Remarque's German soldiers reached at the moment of imminent

defeat in All Quiet 25 the Western Front. He is rescued by the real—

ization that, while Africa might be lost, the balance of the Xew Germany
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remained intact; and by the lessons taught him in the sickroom of

Lt. Hardenburg, "a combination of lecture room and confessional, a

place in which Christian could find his own mistakes clarified, his

own vague hopes and aspirations crystallized, understood, categorized."l9

His mistake had been his idealism; his vague hope had been for power

at any cost.

Lt. Hardenburg, masochist (he had asked to be flagellated by a

French whore on his first night in Paris), sadist (humming tnelessly,

he had waited to open fire on the English patrol in Africa until most

of them were squatting at their latrine), grotesque (his face had been

destroyed in the bombing), devotes himself wholeheartedly to the edue

cation of his sergeant. He gives Christian no new idealism, nor even

attempts to shore up the old. He gives him instead the hard, practical

facts of Nazi-fascism.

Lying in his hospital bed, his face hidden in bandages, the

room steeped in the odor of its other patient-—a mummyhswathed, moaning

figure identified only as The Burn—-Hardenburg lectures to the visiting

Diestl:

'After this one is over, we must leap into another

war. Against the Japanese. It is always necessary

to subdue your allies. It is something that is

left out of Hein Kampf, perhaps out of shrewdness

on the author's part. And after that, it will be

necessary to permit some nation, somewhere, to

grow strong, so that we can always have an enemy

who will be difficult to beat. To be great, a

nation must always be stretched to the limits of

its endurance....It is never possible to enjoy

the fruits of war in peace. The fruits of war

can only be enjoyed in further war, or you lose

everything......

 

 

19. Ibid., p. 287
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n

'we Germans have the best chance of all. Je

have an elite of daring and intelligent men,

and we have a large, eneréetic population. It

is true that other nations, say the Americans,

have as many daring and intelligent men, and

a population that is at least as energetic.

but we are more furtunaae, for one reason, and

we shall conquer because of it. we are docile

and they are not and probably never will be.20

He goes on to speak of his wound, of the fact that it can be

turned to his advantage after the war if he enters politics-~it

will be his badge of honor, his medal. The horror of it, he is

convinced, will not repel him; the soldier lives on horror, on

death and the threat of death. Hardenburg expands this theme:

'For the purpose of our country we need an

empty Europe, It is a mathematical problem

and the equalizing Sign is slaughter....

'Wherever we go everyone must realize that

we are quick to kill. It is the most satis-

factory key to dominion. Eventually I came

to enjoy killing, as a pianist enjoys the

Czerny which keeps his fingers limber for the

Eeethoven.'21

he upbraids Diestl for feeling optimistic about the end of the

war and the coming of peace and prosperity:

"Re can be prosperous only if all Europe is a

pauper....Do I want the illiterate Pble, drunk

on potato alcohol in the winter mud of his

village, to be prosperous? Do I want the

stinking goatherd in the Dolomites to be

rich? Do I want a fat Greek himosexual to

teach Law at Heidelbert? Whyz I want ser-

vants, not competitors. And failing that, I

want corpses.22

__._.- VA

20. Ibid., pp. 238-89.

21. Ibid., p. 290.
 

22. Ibid., p. 291.
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Uncompromising brutality and viciousness are absolutely essen-

tial to victory. Hardenburg proposes that Germany should kill one

hundred thousand Europeans ("'And not Jews, because everyone is used t)

seeing Jews killed and everyone is more or less secretly delighted

'with our efficiency in that field'"23) for every day that the war con-

tinues, and should drop their names and photographs over London in-

stead of bombs. "'Killing is an objective act and death is a state

beyond right and wrong.'"2h

Pure logic, sweet reasonableness, and a willingness to deviate

from the rules-~these are the ingredients of victory and power. hey

are abnonnalities, and are the causes and effects of further abnor—

malities. But to Hardenburg's mind, the abnormal is essential:

'The German soldier has the good luck that at

this balancing moment in history he is being led

by1men who are a little mad. Hitler falls into

fits before the maps at Berchtesgaden. Goering

was dragged from the sanitarium for dope addicts

in Sweden. Roehm, Rosenberg, all the rest, would

make old Dr. Freud rub his hands in Vienna if he

peeked out and saw them waiting in his anteroom.

Only the irrational vision of a madman could un»

derstand that an empire could be won in ten years

merely by promising to institutionalize the pogrom...

'We are being led against the sane and reasonable

armies of men who could not deviate from the

rules if they burst a kidney in the effort, and

we are being led by men exalted by opium fumes

and by gibbering Corporals who picked up their

lessons in.military affairs from serving tea in

a trench to a brOken Captain twenty-five years H

ago at Passchendaele. How can we eXpect to lose?29

 

23. Ibid.
 

2h. Ibid. p. 2920
 

25. Ibid. p. 293.
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So end Hardenburg's lectures to Diestl, and, as if to

punctuate them finally, Hardenburg has Christian smuggle a bayonet

to him so that he can put The Burn out of his misery. Diestl com-

plies, then limps away from the room on his shattered knee, going

back into action, feeling "like a scholar who has finally been gradu-

ated from a university whose every book he has memorized and sucked

dry."26

Lt. Hardenburg is Shaw's symbol, his personified definition,

of Nazi-fascism. Because he recognizes and is willing to utilize

abnormality, because he is openly, GXpediently, amoral, Hardenburg

is potentially more dangerous even than Hitler. But Xaziism is de-

feated in.the end, and Shaw carries the symbol to its logical con—

clusion: rejected by Gretchen when he eXpresses a desire to return

to her, Hardenburg commits suicide with a pen-knife.

This Christian learns when, after front-line duty in Italy, he

returns on leave once more to Berlin. Gretchen shows him the Lieuten~

ant's letter and the photograph of his disfigured facevwdch he had

sent her. She tells Christian that she turned him down as tactfully

as possible, and then she heard he had killed himself.

Gretchen too is a significant symbol. No longer a glamorous

woman doing a glamorous job in a glamorous society, she is the lover

of a French Lesbian who keeps her carefully locked away from men.

Gretchen is the New Germany, slowly retreating, slowly being destroyed

both from within and from without. She is defeat; she is the land to

 

26. Ibid., p. 297.
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which the maimed and humiliated German army must return. And in her

selfishness, she rejects her responsibility for that army: "'You

people are getting queerer and queerer these days....Sometimes I have

the feeling you all ought to be locked up, really I do,”27 and

turns about to make the best of defeat in a war that was never her

fault.

Diestl by this time has become so hardened, so almost mono-

maniaCal in his acceptance of Naziism, that the corruption of Gretchen

and the suicide of Hardenburg only make him more stubbornly loyal

to a losing cause. T ere seems to be a rather serious weakness in

characterization here. Christian is hardly moved, aid his faith is

never shaken, by news of Hardenburg's death. Granted that the destruc-

tion of his illusions and ideals coupled with the Lieutenant's lec~

tures effectively have made him more a machine and less a man than he

was before, it still seems reasonable to suppose that Wardenburg's

suicide should shock him back to humanity, if only for a moment.

Still, he is consistent, and, if such a thing is possible, he beCOmes

even more consistent throughout the remainder of the novel.

He is given one final opportunity to regain his humanity.. Re-

treating, his outfit wiped out, Diestl meets Brandt, an artist, an old

friend and ex—comrade. Brandt has an automobile, and he Convinces

Christian to consider desertihg. They'notor to Paris, and move into

the house of Brandt's French fiancee, Simone. Christian and Brandt

had known Simone five years before, at the fall of Paris; Brandt had

 

27. Ibid., p. 1:26.
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remained in Paris when Christian had moved to Rennes. There had been

another girl, Francoise, and though they had dated, Christian had

never been allowed to make love to her. Francoise shares Simone's

house, and because "'You're very tired now....A little gray. And I

notice that you limp a bit, too. In tho it did not sean you could

ever grow tired. You might die, then, I thought, in one glorious burst

of fire, but never weary, never...”28 because "You're not a conqueror

anymore, darling, you're a refugee...'"29 she now gives herself to

Christian.

The chance for redemption through humility is given him, but

Diestl rejects it:

Better friends than Brandt had died beside him

for four years; should Brandt be left alive to suck

on Hardenburg's bones? The end justifies the means

~~and after the geometric slaughter, was the end

to be civilian Brandt, after three or four easy

months in an American stockade, returning to his

soft French wife, painting his silly, piddling

pictures, apologizing for the next twenty years to

the victors for the hard, dead men he had betrayed730

The answers are obvious; Diestl steals out of the house and goes di-

rectly to the SS. He even accompanies them to make the arrest.

The balance of Diestl's story is anti-climactic. In an at-

tempt to reach the German lines, he is trapped in a woods near the

concentration camp which the American Company that Whitaker and Ackerman

belong to have liberated. In a futile, senseless gesture, Diestl kills

 

28. Ibid., p. S76.

290 Ibldo’ p. S78.

30. Ibid., p. 579.
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Ackerman from ambush and is hunted down and killed by Whitaker. The

symbolic significance of the fact that Ackerman is a Jew is under-

scored by the fact that Diestl does not know this when he fires; the

death of Ackerman, the whole Jewish persecution, was simply an accident

of history. It was the result of a belief in the simple, single so-

lution, in eXpedient, capricious action; it was the result of a whole

way of thinking and living which, spawned by and living on death, had

to end in death as well. The whole final scene of the novel calls to

mind Brandt's prophecy made before Christian betrayed him:

'Maybe, somewhere, they'll collect some troops and

draw a line, but it will only be a gesture. A tem-

porary, blood-thirsty gesture. A sick, romantic

Viking funeral. Clausewitz and Wagner, the General

Staff and Siegfried, combined for a graveyard thea-

trical effect.'31

In spite of the slickness of the novel's execution-a slick—

ness which stamps it, as Aldridge points out, "with that anonymous but

universally familiar New Yorker label"32-in spite of the overwhelming
 

coincidence which brought his three soldiers together to perform a per-

fect, hence somewhat unconvincing climax to the novel, Shaw has suc-

ceeded in causing Christian Diestl to personify not only the German

army as a physical enemy, but the Nazi-fascist as ideological enemy.

And in the destruction of the one Shaw promises hope for the destruction

of the other.

 

31. Ibid., p. 563.

32. After the Lost Generation, p. lhé.
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SS Lt. Col. Pettinger in Stefan Heym's The Crusaders com-
 

bines the best--or worst-aspects of both Christian Diestl and Lt.

Hardenburg. he is utterly vicious, but completely rational. He

knows where he came from, what made him:

The men who yammered and were depressed by a

few defeats went to pieces not so much because of

nervous strain, but because their horizon had the

approximate reach of a toilet seat. When Pettinger

compared the present state, even considering all

that had happened in the past year and a half

[i.e., 19h3-hg], with his pre-Nazi days—~next morn-

ing's breakfast an uncertainty, no job, no future

in sight, tramping the streets of his own country,

turned away from the doors of factories and offices

by men who claimed to be his countrymen-~he knew

that then he had known fear; and he shuddered even

now, when he thought back to it. That had been the

real fear: the fear of starvation, of becoming

chaff, of losing one's hold over oneself, of dirt

and disease and decay in a gutter,33

He knows where he is going, and he is certain of the result:

A thorough change could be brought about only

by uprooting that permanent strata of life-only

then would the peasant, the grocer, the clerk

follow blindly, because there would be no place

for him to return. The mass migrations from west

to east, from east to west, the destruction of

home and town, the creation of a new type of man—-

the barracks man, who had no home and who existed

only to be worked and mulcted—-were the real guar-

antees of a new time. They were the guarantees of

ultimate National-Socialist victory, regardless of

the issue of battle. And the Allies, the fools,

were helping this new world on its way, by their

invasion that turned Europe into a battlefield, by

their mass bombings that daily destroyed more roots

and daily decreased the strata of permanences. Let

them come, with their fagged—out, outmoded institu—

tions, let them try to set up once more a.torld as

they knew it}. It was impossible.

 

33. The crusaders, p. 135
 



 



 

 

Yes, the storm he had helped to whip up

might be only a lot of wind; but even wind, if

it moved fast enough, coul» tear out and carry

away the strongest trees.

And later, after the defeat of Germany is complete, Pettinger is

o O

1even more optimistic. "'Play along with them}'" he advises the

Allied-appointed mayor of Kremmen:

'PTeserve for us what can be maintained. Ee-

c use, beaten and defeated, we still hold the

balance of power. But we must know where we're

going! we must have a perspective! we must

have a leadership, an organization that works

through all channels-througn what government

the occupants permit us, through business, schools,

the Church, through demobilized officers and re-

turned prisoners of war. Slowly, playing one

occupant against the other, making it difficult

for them, rebuilding only what we need, patiently;-

until Der Tag when we'll sprin forward, full-

grovm,—aEd—d-i-ctate our terms}!%

For Heym, Col. Pettinger is the complete Nazi, as was Lt.

Hardenburg for Shaw. He is cold, calculating, bitter, and ruthless

—-and not in the melodramatic or comic opera sense. There are plan

and purpose in his reasoning, in his decisions, and in his actions.

A Europe destroyed, a population without roots, an expediently hypo-

critical leadership—-these are both the means and the ends of the Nazi

ideology as Pettinger formulates it.

As allied troops move into Germany, he conceives and sells the

General Staff on a scorched earth policy under the slogan "Let a Soul

to the Enemy:" As the enforcer of the policy, he uses not only

 

3h. Ibid., p. 132.

3h. Ibid., pp. 523-59,
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propaganda techniques, but physical coercion as well. Those Ger—

mans who are not willing to desert and destroy their villages and

homes are forced to do so at gunpoint. The people of a village

naned Ensdorf, for instance, refuse to leave, and hole up in an

abandoned mineshaft. Pettinger cold-bloodedly orders the mine sealed

by a dynamite blast.

But even more indicative of Pettinger's viciousness and potential

dangerousness is his murder of Field Iarshall Klemm—Eorowski, his

commanding officer. The Karshall, having decided after the Ardennes

failure that Chttereamneruh,_h at hand, places in Pettinger's hands
 

a testament, beginning with the words "I die at the head of my troops

to save Germany." he tells Pettinger that the testament argues that

Germany's mistake had been in waging a two—front war, that the true

enemy of all the Wéstern.world is Russia, and that the next war must

find the nest solidly together in a struggle with the East. In

Pettinger, the Harshall believes, lies the hope of the new Germany.

PEttinger realizes the full political value of the document, and

realizes too that its value is greatly lessened unless Klemm-Borowski

actually dies. The chance that he will do so at the head of his

troops is good, but not perfect. Pettinger murders him, calls it

suicide, and charges the members of the marshall's staff to give out

the news that he died bravely in battle "so that Germanyznay live."36

The Crusaders is a far more complex novel than this discussion
 

of the attitudes and actions of Obersturmbannfuhrer Pettinger indicates.
 

 

36. Ibid., pp. b81-88.





For Pettinger is at the heart of the story. Directly and indirectly

--by standing as an invidious comparison or a noxious contrast-he

influences the reader's conception of and reaction toward the other

characters, especially the Americans. heym's primary concern is with

the lack of ideological certainty and with the consequent lack of

foresight and planning, on the part of the Americans waging the war.

Pettinger's dangerousness is greater or less in relation to this

ideological weakness.

The Crusaders is the story of a Propaganda Intelligence Detach-
 

ment. It begins in France, Shortly after the invasion, goes through

Luxembourg, and ends in Germany, shortly after the end of the war. The

principal American characters are Lt. Yates, an intellectual, some-

what cynical young college professor of Germanics; Sgt. Bing, a

high-principled naturalized American of German-Jewish parentage; Capt.

Troy, an infantry company Commander, a man not given to speculation,

but a man with a strong instinct for right and wrong; Gen. Parrish,

tough Division Commander, stupid, egocentric, a man of little principle;

Col. De Witt, liaison officer in charge of propaganda, and in a sense,

the General's conscience; Lt. Col. Willoughby, a "typical" American

businessman and a1nan.of high principles all of which, Heym insists,

are bad; and Mess Sgt. Dondolo, vicious and corrupted enlisted man

counterpart of'Willoughby, as Willoughby is the counterpart of

Pettinger.

Yates carries the burden of Heym's message, helped by Bing,

Troy, and De Witt. By the time these men have committed themselves
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ideologically, and have decided to act, the war has ended and the

peace is being lost. Pettinger has survived and is on his way

successfully to a behind~the—scenes leadership in a rejuvenated Ger—

man industry and a chaotic German government. He has become the

perfect physical and ideological symbol of fascism, and at this

point, Yates and Troy destroy him by causing him to be buried alive

in an old bomb shelter. but, Heym makes clear, he cannot be des—

troyed except by men who, because they are committed, recognize his

evil potential. Farrish and fiilloughby never do recognize it. Ex-

cept for Yates, Troy, and De Witt, Pettinger would have succeeded in

his plans.

For this reason, Pettinger is a far more perfect and convincing

villain than Lt. Hardenburg. And because his is integrally worked into

the plot, he is at least as Convincing as Christian Diestl. In fact,

since the element of coincidence is far less prominent in The Crusaders

than in The Ygung Eigns, one could argue that Heym has succeeded where

Shaw failed in binding his novel neatly and logically together.

Heym's success stems largely from his ability to create CON!

vincing minor characters. Prince Iasha, Mayor Lammlein, the widow

Rintelen, the German soldiers Heberle and Lulsinger are among the

large number of lesser villains through whom the gross villainy of

Pettinger and the potential evil of Willoughby are seen most clearly.

Yasha is the owner and operator of Delacroix & Cie., a steel and min-

ing industry in occupied France which has an interest in the German

Rintelen Works. Yahsa's only concern is his business; ":1 have no
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loyalty to one of the other side,'" he says fl) Pettinger on the eve

of the German retreat from Paris. "'In order t3 become a traitor,

one must have had some loyalties, isn't that so?'"37 He arranges for

Pettinger's escape at the same time engaging him to protect Delacroix'

German interests from Nazi confiscation. In.addition, Yasha works

out a similar deal with Willoughby in the event Gennany should lose

the war. The widow Rintelen is a stupid, frightened old woman whose

vision extends no farther than the boundaries of the estate which her

late industrialist husband built from the profits of his munitions

business in both world'Wars. It is she, along with her nymphomaniac

daughter-in-law, who allows Pettinger to assume her son's identity,

thus giving him his great chance to gain control of German industry.

Mayor Ldmmlein affords him his foothold in government. A minor offi-

. . ‘ , . . . u . . p . .

oial in the dintelen'Works, Lammlein 13 made mayor by willougnby. He

was never a Nazi, but was certainly a sympathizer, and for the good of

the New Germany, he plays along with Pettinger. For the good of the

New Germany too he makes the following speech to Gen. Farrish:

'...shall we judge a man by a label, or by what he has

done? Let him be punished, yes, for his weakness in

having been a Nazi -—but let him be put to work re-

building what his weakness help to destroy: We can-

not get the streetcars running without skilled per-

sonnel} we cannot begin to think of taking up produc-

tion in the Rintelen Works without the managerial tal-

ent required: Ultimately, the decision is up to you,

sir, you who have the greatness of mind to weigh the

importance of every one of us, you who have the inter-

est of the city at heart. I am sure, you will make

the right choice.'38

 

37. Ibid., p. 138.

38. Ibid., p. 553.
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And Parrish does "make the right choice." "'I have the best Division

in the United States Army, and I'm going to have the best occupation

area in Germany,'"39 he had announced, and with this decision ob-

viOusly in mind, he concurs completely with Lanmlein's argument.and

conclusion.

The materialism, amorality, and expediency of fascism are evi-

dent in the thoughts and actions of these three minor characters. But,

it might be argued, they are not literally fascists, or at least, not

Nazi-fascists. That is, none of them is a Party'memberJK)However,

Party membership plays no real.part in the definition of fascism as

the world war II novelists conceived it. Subscription to the principles

and ideals of fascism is sufficient to earn one the label. And these

characters illustrate the definition remarkably well. In fact, they

illustrate too another very important point in the definition: the

buck-passing refusal to accept responsibility for the crimes commit-

ted by and in the nane of the Party. Paula Concentration Camp with

all its horrors stands just outside the city which houses the Rintelen

Wbrks owned and operated by Yasha, Lémnlein, and the widOW'Rintelen.

Yet they feel themselves no more responsible for its horrors than they

do for the use made of the munitions which were produced by the works.

And all of them tacitly accept the evil that is Pettinger in the name

of their personal well-being, as each had accepted, on the same terms,

 

39. Ibid., p. 551-

hO. Cf., Loomis, End of a War. However, there are no Pettingers in

Loomisl novel against whom the Hesse fanily'may be set up so that its

perhaps unwitting fascism may be made clear.
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the evil that was Hitler. But each refuses to admit his responsi-

bility for either evil on the grounds that he paid no overt allegiance

to either evil--on the grounds that he was never a Nazi.

But Heym presents us with artev r clearer example of this term

in the definition of fascism in his portrayal of Heberle and Mulsinger,

two assassins whose job it is to kill Gen. Farrish. They are part of

an elaborate plan of assassination conceived by'Marshall KlaLm-

borowski to be carried out coincidentally with the Ardennes battleJll

All Allied General officers are on the list. English-speaking Ger-

man soldiers are specially trained-incidentally, PEttinger is in

charge of the training program--are clothed in American uniforms,

and are sent behind the Allied lines. The plan, labeled "Operation

Buzzard," is a resounding failure. The assassinations never take

place, and most of the assassins, including Heberle and Mulsinger,

are discovered, tried as spies, and sentenced to death.

Lt. Yates is given the job of making propaganda capital out

of the situation. He interviews the condemned men, and hears them

argue that the penalty is unjust:

'I don't want to die,‘ Heberle said miserably.

'D'you think the man you went out to kill wanted to die?I

'But we didn't kill him!‘

'Hot because you didn't try!....And do you think that

all the defenseless people that your Army, your 33,

your Secret Police have killed in the course of this

war, and still are killing, wanted to die?"

'But I have nothing to do with that: Don't you see

sir-I only followed orders: I'm not responsiblel'fi2

 

hl. Walter Freeman, The Last Blitzkrieg (New York, 1959) is a rather

poor novel written from a screenplay of the same title which is based

upon the same incident.

 

h2. The Crusaders, ,. hOO.
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Yates, angry, and certain of the justice of his anger for the

first time, dashes out at the complainants:

He said sharply, 'Let's get another thing

straight, Heberle--and you, Kulsingerz The time

has come when.men have to stand up to the things

they do. This hiding behind your superiors is no

good any more-~because, no doubt, they will hide

behind their superiors, and so on up the line, un-

til nobody is guilty but one man; until all the

suffering of the war is atoned for by one bullet

in that one man's brain. It's not going to work

that way. If you have a heap of dung, the lowest

layer stinks just as much, even though you take a

shovelful off the top. You're going to be judged

by what on, yourselves have done--every single one

of you.‘ 3

He does not convince Heberle and Xulsinger; they go to their

deaths still believing that they had been unfairly treated. But

Yates has convinced himself. It is with a great deal of satisfaction

that he records the execution for broadcast into Germany. The dis-

cussion of Yates' conversion from apathy to commitment in the crusade

against fascism has been reserved for a later chapter. But it is

important that it be noted here, for Heym's message rests essentially

upon the premise that the powerful fascist ideology can only be de-

feated by a counter-ideology just as powerful. Thus, while Pettinger

represents the physical defeat of Germany at this point in the novel,

it is only after Yates' dedicated conversion fliat he comes to repre-

sent the ideological defeat of fascism; it is only after Yates' ac-

ceptance of responsibility coupled with his insistence that others

accept it that Pettinger can be destroyed.

 

L130 Ih'ido, p. [301-0
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One of the clearest and most powerful treatments of the theme

of fascist responsibility for fascist actions is presented by Alfred

Hayes in All Thy Conquests. At the heart of the novel is the trial
 

as a war criminal of the fascist Quostore of Home. Upon the order of

tkle German Colonel in command of the city, he had submitted a list

of 350 innocent Italians-ten for each member of a German patrol which

had been wiped out by the underground-for retaliatory execution.

The 350 men, women, and children.were machinegunned in a sandpit at

the outskirts of Home. Surrounding the story of the trial, but never

directly impinging upon it, is a collection of story-portraits of

American soldiers and Italian civilians. The stories are unrelated;

there is very little interaction among the characters. But because

Hayes has selected for portrayal a significant cross-section of the

population of Home in the days immediately following its fall to the

Allies, and because the stories stand in juxtaposition to the trial,

drawing on it for their significance, the book is a unified whole.

Hate, apathy, love—-these are Home in l9h5, and behind these

emotions, along with them, explaining and clarifying them, Hayes

seems to be saying, lurks the specter of fascism. Thus, the story

of the Marchese Aldo Alzani, decadent aristocrat, homosexual, negative

and destructive force who drives his Italian Army General father-in—

law to suicide, who drives his wife into an affair with a nee-fascist

politician-~all for his personal gain--is clearly more bitterly ironic

because of the trial. Thus, too, the trial emphasizes the irony of

Captain Pollard's moral sterility; the Captain is part of the Allied
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government of Home, in a reasonably responsible position, and his

world is shattered when his American Red Cross mistress decides to

return to her husband. And the trial makes clearer the poignancy

of Carla's tragic affair with a married American soldier, and of

Harry's fruitless search for the nameless girl who had been kind

to him on the day of liberation, before the fighting took him far—

ther north to be wounded.

The story of the trial is told from fine points of view of the

prosecution and the defense. In a.dream, the accused Questore de-

fends his action by refusing to accept responsibility for it. He

points out that he had authorization ("One has one's job, and besides,

one has the authorization--" the Prosecutor had said; "the wonderful

absolution of authorization}?LL that he had fought to get it, in

fact. He had forced his reluctant superior, the Minister of the In—

terior, to sign the authorization. "That is how our life is arranged,"

he had argued: "there is a dynasty of superiors to whom one is anr

swerable, who give the orders and who accept the responsibility. That

is how it must be."l*S

In order both to explain and to excuse his actions, the Questore

argues that he had never been a very intelligent or a very gregarious

person:

'Inside me there was this heaviness, this lack of

something always....It was not that I did not wish

to respond; it was that I couLd not respond, ever.

It was difficult for me to feel or to penetrate an

existence fliat was not my own; a flower, an animal,

another being....So that I was alone inside my

 

uh. All Thy Conquests, p. 108.
 

hS. Ibid., p. 198.
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nature, always. ...in the end, I accepted this

separation of myself from the others."h6

He was loose, without human ties, without faith and with nothing he

wished to hope for. "His very defects as a human being contribute

to his success as a fascist,"h7 the Prosecutor had argued earlier,

and he had been essentially correct. But the Prosecutor had pointed

out too that not simply a psychological qzirk or intellectual inade—

quacy had caused the birth and growth of fascism (the Questore, like

Pettinger and Diestl, comes slowly to represent the party, not simply

an individual member of it), environment too had played a major role.

After the first WOrld War, Italy was economically and socially de-

pressed, and her citizens were restless for a Change, for better

times. Projecting backward, the Prosecutor sees that the ex-soldier

misanthrope "is poor; he is discouraged; he is bitter; he sleeps

badly. He is ripe for politics."h8

And the Questore corroborates the attachment to the party. A

man had been beaten in the piazza, and he was part of the crowd which

wonders who had beaten him, and why: '

'In the war it had been different. In the war one

assumed that others were responsible: the king, the

general staff, the mystical nation. The dead in the

mountains during the war were obviously not one's

own responsibility, and besides, one was always in

the war so near death oneself. It was only that

soldiers did not like to see the man they shot fall.

The falling was for a brief moment uncomfortable.

 

’46. Ibid., p. 198.

h7. Ibid., p. 108i

t8. Ibid., p. 107.
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But in the war it was different, and the re-

sponsibility was clearly theirs during the war,

but here, in the piazza, the responsibility was

not yet clear. the?

So, in answer to the restless grumbling of the crowd, an orator steps

forward to make it clear:

'They lived, he and the others, and the bleeding

man, in a time of great historical change. His-

tory, the orator wished them to understand, was

beyond good or evil, beyond scruples, beyond

questions of conscience. The nation was the

conscience. And since history, which demands

of us only the noblest of acts, the greatest of

devotions, the profoundest of loyalties, the

most rigorous of disciplines, is born out of

violence, the Party (a noi! a noil) itself,

that great instrument of history, would assume

the reSponsibility.

Violence, a bleeding man, was necessary.

The necessity, and the Party, absolved one.'50

Thus does Hayes portray the birth of fascism; through the

mind and eyes of a sheep rather than a shepherd. The Questore is

no Pettinger, Hardenburg, or Diestl; he is more an effect than a

cause. But he must not be allowed to hide behind this fact in or—

der to escape responsibility for his crimes. His stupidity, his

poverty, his bitterness may not excuse him. Nor may the authoriza-

tion. The Prosecutor asks for the death penalty:

'Twenty years, signeri: twenty years we have en-

dured these careers. Twenty years we have bled

from such authorizations. O_youth youth, they

sang, springtime of beauty: But this is the

 

 

 

’49. Ibid., p. 196.

50. Ibid., p. 197.
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harvest of their age; from Istria to the

Gulf our country lies irreparably ruined. And

who knows what terrible surgery nay be needed be—

fore we are healed? Jho knows what medicine,

bitterer than the iilnegs, may be necessary be-

fore we are well again?)l

And at the end of his dream, in a superbly ironic passage,

fie menore stands before the Pope at the gates of paradise:

And heaven opened: there, rank upon rank,

with all their transfigured faces, stood the

blessed armies of the subordinates, each for—

given identically, each washed clean of his

sin, each at last having transferred the bur—

den of his humanity to the Son, and each, while

choirs sang and doves plunged through the hum—

ming air, celestially and eternally a1thorized.52

The only element not figured upon either by the prosecution

or the defense is the people, those who had been misled, deluded, ani

finally disillusioned for twenty years by men like the Questore and

their masters. Hayes introduces them as a cynical, disbelieving, mis-

trusting Chorus:

Who knows, perhaps they will acquit:

How can they acquit? How can they dare acquit?

He has too much money, says Paolo Benedetto,

who will begin driving a bus again for his old com—

pany as soon as the directors can find some tires.

Besides, says Benedetto, they are all former fascists

themselves. Which one of them, says Benedetto, has

really clean hands753

And neither the specious arguments of the Questore, nor the reassuring

announcement of the Prosecutor in reply to the temptation to argue

 

51. Ibid., p. 109.

52. Ibid., p. 2014».

53. Ibid., p. 8.
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emotionally instead of rationallyh-—"'I will restrain myself, be-

cause in a time when justice is in disrepute and truth hardly believed

. n , . . . . . . v
in, I 11nd myself oddly belieVing in justice and in truth'"54__can

prevent the explosion of the people into violent action. They invade

the court on the day that sentence is to be passed and drag the

Questore away to retribution. A nuncio describes the scene to the

Chorus:

'...the Court itself must have been in panic. For

it was not what the magistrates had eXpected. This

was to be a trial, carefully prepared for, carefully

announced, of great political import and dignity: a

calm dispensation of the law, a ceremony of witnesses

and speeches, in which careers would be made and

reputations enhanced, climaxed at last by'a solemn

sentence handed down by His Excellency, the President,

and photographed by the newsreels. They had, all the

distinguished gentlemen of the Court, so carefully

groomed themselves for this moment, and justice, in

their hands, was to come forth, neatly packaged,

tied with their little sanctioned bows. They would

avenge the people, of course, for, after all, they

were the instruments of the people, but the people

did not wait.'55

The people beat the Questore, stone him, and drop him from a bridge

into the Tiber. A boat full of young men row out and pound on the

struggling victim until finally he sinks and drowns. His crimes have

been paid for; he has been made to accept, if not to admit, his re-

sponsibility for them.

Thus, the Questore, like the other fascist villains under dis—

cussion here, comes to a violent end. The physical enemy is physically

destroyed. But there seems to be little doubt that the novelists,

through their careful characterization of these men as ideological,

 

Sh. Ibid., p. 10h.

55. Ibid., pp. 290-291.
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not merely physical villains, are portraying the destruction of an

ideological as as a physical enemy. The army is defeated; the govern—

ment is destroyed; but more importantly, the epitome of all that is

morally and ethically hateful is punished with the deaths of these

Villains.

Fascism——the epitome of all that is morally and ethically

hateful. But the definition to be drawn from these characterizations

is far more specific than this.

For Shaw, Heym, and Hayes fascism must be defined as a pseudo—

pragnatic philosophy in which materialistic ends justify amoral means,

and in which the individual if he so desires may refuse to accept re-

sponsibility for his actions though he may with impunity enjoy the

fruits of them. And haziism is fascism plus a belief in the simple,

single solution to physical and philosophical problems--a belief in

racism, in concentration camps, and in mass murder.

But clearly, the limits of applicability of this definition

extend beyond these German and Italian villains. All of the enemies

of the 1930's social critics are defined here, as are all of the

enemies of the 1920's iconoclasts and of the reformers of the teens

-and, perhaps, the enemies of all ideological moralists from all

time. Time, Space, nationalitye-all are transcended in this defini-

tion; and the novelists, intent on making their ideological points

clearly conclusive, determined not shnply to present the reader with

fascism as political villainy, strike out at amoral, pragmatic mater—

ialism wherever they find it. They saw in such a philOSOphy the
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keystone of fascism; they saw in the presence of parts of the defini-

tion the immanence of fine whole; they saw in the tendency toward

evil the shadow of its epitome. They saw, ironically enough, among

Americans, within the businessmen's morality, the potentiality of

fascism and even of Naziisn; and, as we shall see, they reserved

their most withering attacks for this villainy which they considered

to be at least equal to that of Diestl, I-Iardenburg, Pettinger, and

the bloody—handed Questore of Rome.



  

 



 

 

 

Chapter Iv

The novelists Who wrote about the European war felt no con-

straint about sitting in judgment upon German and Italian fascism.

The Germans and Italians stemmed from a heritage which they held in

common with the rest of the Western world. The novelists felt that

fascism was evil, in large measure, because its viciousness and hate—

fulness are treasonous to that heritage and to humanity as they knew

it. For the novelists—-and consequently, for the fascists-there is

a line dividing white and black, good and evil, which Western man can

trace and identify, shaded over though it might be. The novelists saw,

and portrayed, the German and Italian fascists as guilty of perverting,

corrupting, and denying their common heritage; they saw and portrayed

them as willful criminals, and in effect, they demanded justice for

their crimes in the name of an outraged Western society.

Such clarity ofxnotive and such strong justification for

action against the enemy were missing for the novelists of the Pacific

war. The Japanese were extremely dangerous physical enemies. They

were on the defensive for most of the war, and the novelists portray

them as fighting with the ferocity of trapped animals, as snipers and

night raiders, or as foolish Eanzai attackers. They were not ideo-

logical enemies, at least, not in the sense that the Germans and

Italians were. The possible extension of the Japanese Empire as an

ideological threat, unlike the possible extension of fascism, seemed

never seriously to occur to the novelists. The Japanese soldier was

considered to be a stupid, impetuous upstart. He was dangerous and
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vicious, but only as an animal is vicious. he was hated primarily

because he caused the misery of jungle warfare; he was killed dis-

passionately for the most part, or out of a sense of self-preservation.

AS Peter Bowman put it: "Do unto Japs as Japs do unto you—~but first."l

Francis Irby Gwaltney tries unsuccessfully to soften this

attitude by letting the hero of The Day the Century Ended, Sam
 

Gifford, rebel mentally against Col. Miles' pompous statement that

"'There'll be good hunting, men,'" in his pep-talk just prior to the

invasion of Leyte. Gifford thinks: "as much as we hated the Japs, we

couldn't help thinking of them as humans. The idea of their being

gane sickened me."2 But as the novel proceeds, and the fighting be-

comes more fierce, and good men are wounded—~physically, mentally,

emotionallyh-or killed through the terror of jungle warfare, Sam's

feelings change considerably. He is hardly touched, let alone sickened,

as Terry searches through the mouths of dead Japanese for gold teeth-

once even, San watches impassively as Terry pulls the teeth of an un-

counscious Jap soldier, then dicots him through the head.3

 

1. Beach Red, p. 78. Doubtless one of the major reasons for the dis-

tinct diffEFEnces in the novelists' portrayals of the Japanese and the

German Italian enemies was the completely artificial quality of the

Pacific war. That is, the Japanese were never seen acting as human

beings; the war was fought in the jungles remote from their homeland,

while the European war was fought in Europe, much of it in Germany and

Italy; Soldiers saw the Japanese as animals largely because they did

not have the opportunity to see them as anything else; and the novelists,

I think have recorded faithfully the average soldier's attitude. This

conclusion is supported by the evidence of such occupation novels as

Machinley Kantor's Don't Touch he (new York, 1951), and James Hichener's

Sayonara (New York, l9SH) in which the novelists discover with amazement

and pleasure that the Japanese are actually highly civilized, sensitive

human beings. They are different from us perhaps, but certainly are not

animalistic, as the evidence of jungle warfare would lead us to believe.

 

2. Francis Irby Gwaltney, The Day the Century'Ended (New York, 1955), p. 195.
 

30 Ibid., p. 2b.].
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Gwaltney's assertion of Japanese humanness through the mind of his

here has a hollow ring in the light of these later developments. So

has Carl Jonas' attempts to plumb Japanese reasoning in Beachhead on

the Wind. This novel is concerned with the building of 81 airstrip on

Tartu in the Aleutians. When unopposed Japanese aircraft refuse to

attempt the destruction of the Seebee dock, Jonas guesses that they

simply do not want to risk losing a plane:

Perhaps this is a national trait...to hang onto their

proud constructions. They are so young in the world

of modern enterprise, so proud of their achievements,

and hold the symbols of their progress in such child—

like veneration. Time after time they have done this.

At Tarawa they failed to destroy the jetty thrown out

past the coral reef..the one lane which proved practi-

cable for the Marine advance ashore and without which

our men might never have landed. or at least would

have landed with three times the loss of life which

was great enough as it was, the Japs thus losing face,

island, and five thousand troops, the best they ever

had. It disturbed us all, but then we are queer

people, too. Perhaps the Japs over Tartu were simply

cold, sick of this corner of the world, and fouled

up like everyone else in the North.

Such a tenuous resolution of his mystification leaves Jonas as

far removed from an understanding of Japanese thinking and motivation as

ever. A few pages further on in the novel, a sailor named O'Higgins

discovers and kills a Japanese soldier who had apparently been landed

on Tartu for reconnaisance purposes. The description of the killing be-

trays no searching feelings for the Japanese by Jonas through O'Higgins

or any other of his characters. The soldier is stabbed with a boat hook,

then his skull is cracked with its haft, and finally he is shot with his

own gun.5 Ramirez, one of the men on the burial detail, finds some gold

 

h. Carl Jonas, Beachead 22:323.Wind (Boston, 19h5), pp. 83-8h.

5. Ibid., pp. 92‘930
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fillings which had been knocked from the mouth of the dead man, and he

uses them to play an elaborate gold-mine hoax on Krotch, the Chief

Petty Officer in charge of the work crews on the island.6

Norman Mailer introduces a Japanese prisoner as a human being-—

frightened, hungry, thirsty, grateful—-into The Naked and the Dead, but
 

Mailer's purpose is to illustrate the sadism of Sgt. Croft, not to give

the reader a greater understanding of the Japanese enemy. Croft, in

mounting excitement, bids the prisoner to sit down, feeds him a choco-

late bar and water, looks at a picture of his wife and.two children,

gives him a cigarette and lights it for him—~then shoots him in the head.7

The episode, for all its apparent sympathy for the enemy soldier, casts

considerable light on Croft's character, but none at all on the Japanese's:

Croft stared for almost a.minute at the Jap. His

pulse was slowing down and he felt the tension ease

in his throat and mouth. He realized suddenly that

a part of his mind, very deeply buried, had known he was

going to kill the prisoner....He felt quite blank

now. The smile on the dead man's face amused him, and

a trivial rill of laughter emitted from his lips.

'Goddam,‘ he said....and he prodded the body with

his foot. 'Goddam,‘ he said, 'that Jap sure died

happy.’ The laughter swelled more strongly inside him.8

Just as there are no serious attempts among the Pacific novel—

ists to humanize the Japanese enemy, so there are few attempts to tie

them in ideologically with their German and Italian allies. There is

a concentration camp liberation scene in Anton kyrer's The Big'War?
 

 

6. Ibid., pp. 133-143.

7. The Naked and the Dead, pp. 19h—9S.
 

8. Ibid., pp. 195-96.

9. Myrer, The Big war, pp. 306—9,
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the only such scene I am familiar with in all of the Pacific novels.

Alan Newcombe, Danny Kantaylis, and Jay O'neill, the three heroes of

The gig Ear, are active in the liberation. Newcombe leads a small boy

to freedom, then "this is what it is all about, he thought with sudden,

prodigious simplicity; his eyelids had begun to smart. All of it—-in

this one dirty, wasted, fearful, ecstatic face of a half-naked child."lo

Danny beats the butt of his BAR and a heavy stone against the gate until

he splinters it. O'Neill reseles and soothes a frightened teen-age

Chamorran girl, eventually to fall in love with her. All of this echoes

strongly similar scenes much more common in the European novels, but with

an important exception: The concentration camp was integral to the ideo—

logical conflict in Europe; it was part merely of the physical conflict

in the Pacific. The continuation of Iewcombe's thoughts clarifies this

distinction:

He does not knOW'me nor I him, we cannot speak the

sane tongue, he has lived his short life ten thousand

miles from mine: but he is a part of me all the

sane. One momentous, indissoluble entity we are, and

he needs my succour-—and it is just as much my need to

succour him. This is_the‘5indicationnof ourjdestinyZ:

not the high-heaped verbiage of ideologies and waspish

reasonings, the chill mask of thought, but simply in

the comforting of man Where he is in misery. For we

are all in misery, in darkness, nightwalkers all of

us, toiling, toward the liglt, the light-

 

In general, the Pacific novelists supported the war against the

Japanese because the Japanese had brought it on themselves with Pearl

Harbor, Bataan, and Corrigedor. However, it was very much a property

 

10. Ibid., p. 308

11. Ibid.
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owner's war, retaliatory and vengeful. Any depth of meaning to the war,

and vindication of it, had to be, in Liyrer's terms "simply in the com-

forting of man.where he is in misery." Nonetheless, the same social

forces which had convinced the European novelists that fighting the war

was necessary and good had also operated on the Pacific novelists, and

most of them--including Myrer, as we shall see-—were anxiously concerned

about the ideological aspects of the war. But they wrote about war in

a jungle against animals, whose intellectual position was almost incom-

prehensible to them, while their European counterparts wrote about

fighting in a civilized world against a rationally understandable enemy.

The anti-fascist convictions of both groups of novelists were identical,

as was the impulse to destroy the fascist enemy. But the Japanese were

not fascist, in spite of their alliance with the Germans and Italians.

To attempt to superimpose this western ideology upon the Eastern enemy

would have been unrealistic and unsuccessful—-as unrealistically unsucces~

ful as the abortive attempt by Martin Dibner in The Deep Six to tie
 

East and west together by having a paranoic Executive Officer of the

Atlantis commit hara-kiri.12

Still, the Executive Officer illustrates the Pacific novelists'

major means of expressing their aiti-fascist impulses: by pointing up

American tendencies toward the ideology, personifying them, and placing

them in an American uniform. The EXecutive officer expresses to

Lt. Austen the belief that "'tyranny and fear breed the highest form of

efficiency man has ever known,'"l3 in justification of his nasty

 

12. The Deep Six, pp. 262-6h. The officer is nev r named; he is simply

given his title, or called "the exec."

 

13. Ibid., p. 213.
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treatment of the crew. "Strange," Austen thinks, "to find the enemy

here. Right in the goddamned pilot house."lh

But, in spite of the obviousness of Dibner's technique, there is

little exaggeration in his Conclusion. Dibner, like very many of the

novelists of both theaters, simply recognized that the armed services of

any nation are almost by definition fascistic, and used this recognition

in a recognition scene. The services deny freedom of thought, of

action, even of conscience to the servicemen; and as a consequence, they

encourage an amoral pragmatism which may develop into a particularly

vicious kind of irresponsible expedient materialham-—a "spoils of war"

sort of attitude. Force is the weapon of the servicemen, but it is

used not only by him upon others, but by others to impose upon him a

realization of the necessity of conformity to the mass will of a power

elite. The only way to "beat the system" in the services is to become

a part of it, to move upward in the power hierarchy. And in order to

move upward one must subscribe to the moral and ethical principles ad-

hered to by the military. Hence, the successful military'man is very

often fascistic, and the Executive Officer's belief that tyranny and

fear equate with efficiency is hardly extraordinary mnong high—ranking

enlisted men like Sgt. Diestl, and among officers like Lt. Hardenburg,

Obersturmbannfuhrer PBttinger, and the Exec of the Atlantis: The

 

1h. Ibid., p. 21h.
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enemy was to be found in more than one pilot house.15

But it is on land that we fird.the perfect example in all of the

Pacific novels of the fascist mentality in operation, in Norman Mailer's

portrayal of hajor General George Edward Cummings. The Naked and the
 

Dead is the story of the successful attempt to re-take an island in the
 

Pacific named Anopopei; Cummings is in command of the campaign. The

story is told on two levels; on one, the physical, with a substantial

amount of the ideological mixed in, we follow the enlisted men of a re-

connaissance platoon from shipboard through the invasion and many skirm-

ishes, to the conclusion of the battle. On the other level, almost

purely ideological, we are given the well—organized, carefully reasoned

thoughts of General Cummings as he eXpresses them to his aide,Lt. Robert

Hearn, a right-thinking though ineffectual liberal who stands at once as

an exciting challenge to CUmmings' intellectual position and as a straight-

man for his sophistries.

From the outset of the novel, Cummings works to educate and con-

vert Hearn. The situation is somewhat similar to the relationship be~

tween Diestl and Hardenburg in The Young Lions, with the important dif-
 

ference that Hardenburg has a receptive and responsive pupil while Hearn

stubbornly quarrels with the General's ideas and tactics. But dearn's

arguments have neither the strength nor the self-assurance of Cummings'.

 

15. Cf., Captain Queeg in Herman Wouk's The Caine Lutiny (New York,

1951), to be discussed in the next chapter. Cf., also the humorous

treatment of Captain Morton in Thomas Heggan's Mr. Roberts (HeW'York,

l9h6). Note that for all of the humor in.the situations involving

Captain horton, there are serious overtones to Heggan's characterization

of him. He has no really redeeming features; no heart of gold resides

beneath his gruff exterior. He is being laughed at, not with; he remains

the counterpart of the Executive Officer and of Captain Queeg.
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The General has thought his way carefully to his conclusions and be—

liefs; Hearn is literally feeling his way. "'The root of the liberals'

ineffectiveness comes right spang out of the desperate suspension in

which they have to hold their minds,'" Cummings tells Hearn: "'If you

ever followed anything through to the end, not one of your ideas would

last for an instant.'"16

These sentences are part of one of the two major exchanges be-

tween Cummings and nearn. It has been precipitated by Hearn's protests

that the enlisted men had not received t eir share of meat while the

officers had received more than their snare. The General justifies the

situation in terms of a power philosophy:

'we have the highest standard of living in the world

and, as one would expect, the worst individual

fighting soldiers of any big power....They're

comparatively wealthy, they're spoiled, and as

Americans they share most of them the peculiar

manifestation of our democracy. They have an

exaggerated idea of the rights due themselves

as individuals and no idea at all of the rights

due others. It's the reverse of the peasant,

and I'll tell you right now it's the peasant who

makes the soldiers.’

'So what you've got to do is break them down,‘

Hearn said.

'Exactly. Break them down. Every time an any

listed man sees an officer get an extra privi—

lege, it breaks him down a little more.'

'I don't see that. It seems to me they'd hate

you more.‘

'They do. but they also fear us more....The Army

functions best when you're afraid of the man above

you, and contemptuous of your subordinates.‘17

 

16. Mailer, The Naked and the Dead, p. 17h,
——.—————.

17. Ibid., pp. 175-76.
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yranny, fear, hatred-—echoes of Hardenburg and Pettinger

resound here. And in the continuation of the argument, Cummings'

epigrammatic statements sound more and more like gleanings from

Dr. Goebbels' notebooks:

'You're misreading history if you see this war as a

grand revolution. It's power concentration.'

'...politics have no more relation to history than

moral codes have to the needs of any particular man.'

'The natural role of twentieth century man is anxiety.‘

'The machine techniques of this century demand consolida-

tion, and with that you've got to have fear, because

the majority of men must be subservient to the machine,

and it's not a business they instinctively enjoy.'l

Hearn is incapable of sustaining a verbal defense against

Cummings' remarkably facile attacks. He resorts therefore to a stubborn

refusal to admit defeat, and finally, to childish, willful actions, like

stubbing out a cigarette on the immaculate floor of the General's tent.

It is this incident which leads to the second important ideological

exChange between the two mane-an exchange which indirectly results in

Hearn's death.

Cummings sees the cigarette butt as "a symbol of the independence

of his troops, their resistence to him;" sees it as " a threat, a denial

of him." But there is no paranoia here as there was in the Executive

Officer of the Atlantis who demanded to know why the members of the crew

hated him; Cummings' reaction is coldly rational. The cigarette butt

was a sign that the kind of fear he wanted his subordinates to feel

about him, "the unreasoning kind in which his powers were immense

 

18. Ibid., p. 1770
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and it was effectively a variety of sacrilege to thwart him" was

lacking. And "the longer you tarried with resistance the greater

it became. It had to be destroyed."l9

Certain that the culprit was Hearn, Cummings uses an oblique

dialectic approach to accuse him of it and at the same time to justify

punishment. "'Have you ever wondered, Robert, why we're fighting this

war?'" he asks. And Hearn answers: "'I don't know. I'm not sure.

With all the contradictions, I suppose there's an objective right on

our side. That is, in Europe. Over here, as far as I'm concerned,

it's an imperialist tossup. Either we louse up Asia or Japan does.

And I imagine our methods will be a little less drastic.'" But such

an off-hand statement does not satisfy the General-—nor Kailer. "'It

seems to me, Robert,'" says Cummings, "'you can do a little better than

that.'"

'All right, I can. There's an osmosis in war,

call it what you will, but the victors always

tend to assume the...the, eh, trappings of the

loser. we might easily go Fascist after we win,

and then the answer's really a problem.‘ Hearn

puffed at his cigarette. I don't go in for the

long views. For want of a better idea I just

as‘ume it's a bad thing when millions of people

are killed because one joker has to get some

things out of his system.'"20

With this speech, Mailer has begun to tie the wars in the two

theaters together, has begun to clarify the fight against fascism in

the Pacific. Cummings' lecture-like retort clarifies it still further.

He proceeds, after a chuckle at Hearn's naivete, to "'explain the war'"

to him:

 

190 Ibid., p. 318.

20. Ibid., pp, 319—20.
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'I like to call it a process of historical energy.

There are countries which have latent powers, latent

resources, they are full of potential energy, so to

speak. And there are great concepts which can un-

lock that, express it. As kinetic energy a country

is organization, co—ordinated effort, in your

epithet, fascism.' He moved his chair slightly.

'Historically, the purpose of thiS‘War is to translate

mnerica's potential into kinetic energg. The concept

of fascism, far sounder than communism if you con-

sider it, for it's grounded firmly in men's actual

natures, merely started in the wrong country, in a

country which did not have enough intrinsic potential

power to develop completely. In Germany with that

basic frustration of limited physical means there

were bound to be excesses. But the dream, the con-

cept was sound enough.‘ C 1mings wiped his mouth.

'As you put it, Robert, not too badly, tnere's a

process of osmosis. America is going to absorb that

dream, it's in the business of doing it now. When

you've created power, materials, armies, they don't

wither of their own accord. Our vacuum as a nation

is filled with released power, and I can tell you

that we're out of the backwaters of history now.‘

'We've become destiny, eh?' Hearn said.

'Precisely. The currents that have been released

are not going to subside. You Shy away from it,

but it's equivalent to turning your back on the

world. I tell you I've made a study of this. For

the past century the entire historical process has

been working toward greater and greater consolidation

of power. Physical power for this century, an extension

of our universe, and a political power, a political

organization to make it possible. Your men of power in

America, I can tell you, are becoming conscious of

their real anus for the first time in our history.

watch. After the war our foreign policy is going to

be far more naked far less hypocritical than it has

ever been. 'We're no longer going to cover our eyes

with our left hand while our right is extending an

imperiali st paW. '

Hearn shrugged. 'You think it's going to come about as

easily as that? Without resistance?'

'With much less resistance than you think. In college

the one axiom you seem to have carried away is that
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everyone is sick, everyone is corrupt. And it's

reasonably true. Only the innocent are healthy,

and the innocent man is a vanishing breed. I tell

you nearly all of humanity is dead, merely waiting

to be disinterred.'21

And finally, Cummings narrows the argument down to the particular

case at ha; :

'Ive been trying to impress you, Robert, that the

only morality of the future is a power morality,

and a man who cannot find his adjustment to it is

doomed. There's one thing about power. It can

flow only from the top down. When there are lit-

tle surges of resistance at the middle levels,

it merely calls for more power to be directed

downward, to burn it out.'22

The man who stubbed out the cigarette must be made to admit it, and

then must not only be punished, but be made to crawl: "'The only way

you generate the proper attitude of awe and obedience is through ime

mense and disproportionate power.'"23 Cummings tosses a lighted ci-

garette at Hearn's feet and orders him to pick it up. After only a

momentary hesitation, Hearn obeys; and at this point, his physical,

intellectual, and moral trial begins.

Hearn is transferred, at his own request, to another section

within headquarters and eventually to command of Sgt. Croft's recon,

naissance platoon. He feels overwhelmingly the necessity to act, to

protest in some manner against fascism as represented by "Generalissimo

Cummings." He decides to resign his commission, but before he can put

his decision into effect, he is killed in action.

As General Cummings is the indirect cause of Hearn's death,

 

21. Ibid., pp. 321-220

22. Ibid., p. 323,

23. Ibid., p. 321;.
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Sgt. Croft is the willing and witting direct cause of it. On the

second level of the story, Croft equates with Cummings. He is non-

intellectual, in fact, he is only semi-literate. He is sadistic-

witness the scene with the Japanese prisoner cited above. He is a

man filled with hate and fear, as is Christian Diestl at the end of

The Young Lions. But Diestl had at least once been capable of human

feelings and action; Croft is incapable of them from the outset:

His ancestors pushed and labored and strained,

drove their OXen, sweated their women, and moved a

thousand miles. He pushed and labored inside him—

self and smoldered with an endless hatred.

(You're all a bunch of fuggin whores)

(You're all a bunch of dogs)

(You're all deer to track)

I HATE EVLRYTWIHG WHICH IS NOT IN MYSELFZh

He represents the physical aspect of fascism as Cummings represents

the intellectual, and on his own level, he desires power as strongly

as does Cwmnings. He alone has commanded the platoon since the inva-

sion and the death of Lt. Iennessey, and he so resents the fact that

Hearn has been placed over him that he purposely holds back scouting

information about a Japanese machine-gun emplacement and lets Tearn

walk directly into point-blank range.25

Thus it appears that the fascists win; Hearn and liberalism are

defeated and destroyed. Yet Vailer, interested in warning the reader

about the immanent danger of fascism, not in predicting its eventual

pre-eminence, makes this a hollow victory.

 

21‘. Ibid., p. 16h.

25. Ibid., p. 602.
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General Cummings' strategy for ending the battle of Anopopei

includes a pincer attack, frontal and rear, upon the Japanese. To

succeed, the plan needs gavy support; to get Navy support, Cummings

needs proof that the plan is feasible. he sends the reconnaissance

platoon on the scouting expedition on which Hearn is killed, and he

leaves for GEQ to argue for the needed destroyers, hoping that a

favorable message from the platoon will clinch the argument. But

while both Cummings and Croft are away, by a lucky accident, the Japan—

ese General and half his staff are killed and two thirds of the Japanese

supplies are either captured or destroyed. American troops penetrate

disorganized enemy lines, and easily roll up the flanks. Before

either Cummings or Croft returns, the campaign has concluded. But

neither of the apostles of power can clann credit for the victory.

Hearn is dead, unconverted by Cummings, at his death more a

liberal than he had ever been before. The destroyer must be ordered

back to Headquarters upon its arrival. Croft is unable to complete

his mission. The physical victory constitutes an ideological defeat

for the two men whom Mailer has implicitly and explicitly labeled

fascistic.

But Mailer does not confine his social criticism to what is

after all a relatively simplified, straight—line sort of attack. He

saw, and showed, that the real danger lay not so much in open commitment

to the cause of fascism as in unwitting adherence to its ideas and

ideals. Thus, Cummings can call the anti-semitic, anti-Negro and

anti-labor views of Lt. Col. Conn a "'kind of filth'"; nevertheless,

he does not reject the views on these grounds——"'he's more nearly right
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than you suspect.'"--but on the grounds that such filth is boringly

pointless.26 One sees that Cummings would not hesitate to use the

filth pointedly; and that therefore, Conn.must be considered an ally

of fascism though he is chauvinistically American and is certainly

not politically committed to the fascist ideologt.

This sort of chauvinism was manifested as a loose political form

during the 1930's in the "America First" and "Social Justice" movements.

Anti-intellectual, highly emotional on a primitive love-hate level,

boldly and blatantly appealing to prejudices, these movements built

their memberships out of largely disaffected, disenchanted schizophrene

segments of American society: people who could only love through

hating, and who usually were incapable of considering their emotions

rationally. The movements did their thinking for them, and used their

conclusions to feed the emotions. Because they claimed to be for good

and against evil--and claimed only this; because they posed as genuinely

altruistic guardians of national justice, their motives and methods

were beyond question. They stood as the nationalistic conscience of

the politician, until washington and Rome collaborated with Pearl Harbor

to silence them. But until they were silenced, the astute politician

could find the movements and their semi-organized membership very useful.

In Pvt. Roy Gallagher, Mailer has drawn a vital portrait of one

of those 100% Americans. Gallagher is a stupid, bitter, spiteful man,

born and raised in a Studs Lonigan environment in Boston.27 He sees a

fantastic plot by all people who, racially, religiously, or in nation-

ality are different from himself, at the basis of his poverty and

 

26. Ibid., pp. 82-83.

27. See Ibid., "The Time Machine," pp. 266—79. Each principal character
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inability to get ahead. He joins Christians United, a radically re—

actionary, semi-military organization whose members are bound together

by a mutual hatred of Jews and Communists. He sells Father Kilian's

magazine (apparently'tailer is referring to Father Coughlin's Social

Justice) on street corners; he electioneers against liberal or labor—

supported candidates for public office; he drills with old Springfield

rifles at secret meetings once a week. And after war is declared, he

attends a special meeting where he nears the following speech:

All right, we're in a war, men, the speaker says,

we gotta fight for the country, but we don't want

to be forgettin' our private enemies. He pounds

the speaker's table over which a flag with a cross

is spread. There's the foreign element we got to

get rid of, that are conspiring to take over the

Country. There are cheers from the hundred men

seated in camp chairs. we gotta stick together,

or we'll be havin' our women raped, and the Red

Hammer of Red Jew Fascist Russia WILL BE SiASHING

YOUR DOOR DOWN...

Who takes away your jobs, who tries to sneak

up on your wives and your daughters and even your

mothers 'cause they wouldn't stop at nothing, who's

out to get YOU and YOU 'cause you ain't a Red and

a Jew, and you don' want to bow down before a

filthy goddam no—good Communist who don't respect

the Lord's name, and would stop at nothing.

 

character in The Naked and the Daad_is given one of these time machine

capsulized treatments, in which some pre—war motivation for his war-

time actions and thoughts is presented. Thus, in Croft's section, we

learn that Croft had been a hunter, a killer since early youth, that

his wife had been promiscuously unfaithful to him, and that he had

killed a striker with great satisfaction while on strike-breaking duty

with the National Guard. (pp. 156-6h). And we learn that Cummings

had been cowed by his powerful father, babied into a touch of effeminacy

by his doting mother, and, in the inevitable compromise, had become a

discerning opportunist. But the compromise has resulted in near imp

potence so that his wife is unfaithful to him while he directs his

tremendous energies toward making his position within the army more

secure. (Pp. h03‘27) o
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Let's kill them: Gallagher shrieks. He is

shaking with excitement.

That's it, men, we're gonna clean up on 'em,

after the war we're really gonna have an.organi—

zation, I got telegrams here from our com-pat-riots,

patriots as well as friends, and they're all stickin'

with us. You're all in on the ground floor, men,

and those of ya that are goin' into the Army gotta

learn to use your weapons so that afterward...

afterward...y0u get the idea, men. we ain't licked,

we're gettin' bigger all the time.2

Gallagher is not an ideological fascist, he is not an ideological

anything; and this speech is not an ideological appeal. Gallagher is

a vicious fool, potentially dangerous, whose danger remains potential

until it is controlled and directed. But after the war, imagine it

under the control and direction of a General Cummings, who would

sneer at the speech while he applauded it.

Characters like Croft and Gallagher-~incipient fascists and

tools of fascism--are present not only in the Pacific but in the Euro-

pean war novels as well. There is Dondolo, the black marketeering

mess sergeant in Heym's The Crusaders, who "had a simple way of dis-
 

posing of his scruples; he told himself that everybody at home was

making money on the war, and that he had to compensate himself for

the opportunitiesre nfissed."29 He is a brute who enjoys tormenting,

physically and psychologically, the frightened, wounded, combat veteran,

Thorpe; Dondolo eventually frames Thorpe as a black market operator,

thus saving his own neck and driving Thorpe into a state of shock.30

 

28. Ibid., pp. 277-78. Mailer does not use quotation marks in these

"Time machine" sections.

29. The Crusaders, p. 163,
 

30. Ibid., pp. 166-70.
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He is anti-semitic; his opening gambit to all Jews is "Vot ees it?”

and he says to Bing, a naturalized American, German-Jewish sergeant:

'It's because of people like you I had to leave my

kids . If anything happens to them, I'll kill you.

Bunch of Jews get themselves inn) trouble, and the

whole American Army swims across the ocean. This

fellow Hitler, he knew what he was doing, and

Kussolini, he, too. Everything is wrong. we should

be fighting with them, against the Communists.'3l

And finally, Dondolo's attempted rape of a German girl is the indirect

cause of the.massacre of 5000 German civilians Who are frightened by

the girl's treatment out of asking for the opportunity to escape

Pettinger's scorched-earth policy by surrendering their city to Amer-

ican troops. Fleeing ahead of the Americans, they are caught in a

murderous crossfire of artillery, and are wiped out. Dondolo thus is

unwittingly in league with Pettinger.

There is the anti-semitism of the entire Company in The Young

Lions, especially of Sgt. Rickett, who tells Noah Ackerman: "'Ah'll

tell yuh, heah an' now. Ah ain't got no use for Niggerth, Jewth,

Mexicans or Chinamen, an' from now on you're goin' to have a pmwerful

tough row to hoe in this here company....Now get your ass inside and

keep it there....Move, Ikie. Ah'm tahd of lookin' at your ugly face.'"32

This attitude is shared by the other men.in the Company, and its per-

sistence, coupled with a severe beating administered to Noah anonymously,

on the darkened company street, prompts Noah to issue his vainglorious

challenge to fight each of the men one at a time, and finally, to desert.

 

31. Ibid., p. 37.

32. The Young Lions, p. 302.
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He eventually wins the right to his self-respect and dignity, but at

the expense of a badly battered bony and mind.

There is the anti "nigra"-ism of the self—styled Virginia

gentleman, Capt. Notes, in The Gallery. But in the same novel there
 

is Lt. Moe Shulman, on leave in Naples, who meets a Jewish artillery

captain who hates the Germans bitterly. The captain is a Viennese by

birth, but he fled Austria in 1938, after his father had been killed.

"'Lissen a vile,'" he says to Moe:

'I'm goink back to Vienna....Dis year or da next...Ven

falls the Stadt to our army...because I spik good

Deutsch, I have a high position...Lissen...I pay back

those Viennese for everytink day do to me and my

fader....I cut them up in liddel pieces if I can.

You hear me?...Dey pav.* Vait and see. Day pay. I

pay back dose doity bestards. I spit in deir faces.

I'm mekking dem eat deir word Jude...'33

When Hoe protests that such vengefulness cannot solve the world's

problems, the captain accuses him of treason to his own race and

threatens to lose his temper. "'You've already lost more than the

temper,'" hoe replies, aware that justified hatred can be as viciously

dangerous as an unreasoning anti-semitism.

There is General Mallon in The Strange Land who mentally labels
 

the war correspondent, Marks, as "Jew-Boy," and "JeweRed," and who

calls his newspaper a "'red rag.”3h And in the same novel there is

John C.'fiexel, syndicated columnist of human-interest stories. He

He is unprincipledr-Marks and Farrelly, another correspondent, rag

him about a series he did on accident insurance. "'I couldn't tell

which side you were on,'" Farrelly says, "'the insurance company's

 

33. Eurns, The Gallery, p. 322. The ellipses are Burns'.
 

3h. Calmer, The Strange Land, p. 73.
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or the women who couldn't collect the money their dead husbands left

them. It was masterly.'"35 He is anti-semitic and anti-Negro:

Maybe you can't expect to see mucn cooperation from

soldiers commanded by a Jew. Garnett looks Jewish.

He could be one of them who's cnanged his name. No

nlatter how much these liberals...would deny it,

the hatred exists. It's buried deep down. We have

our Aherican system of fair play, yes. But in the

crisis hatred comes to the surface. That's when we

show it. Garnett's men may feel it without knOWing

what it is. I couldn't blame them. It's almost

as bad as expecting white men to be led into battle

by a negro. It won't work, that's all. hitler

knows that. It's one of the things he's right

about.30

And finally, wexel is anti-labor, which makes him the complete uns

liberal. Seeing Sgt. Vorak, he flrhtuu

That's the platoon sergeant, what's-his—name, the

one who took out the patrol to bring back that

prisoner. Some kind of foreign name. Looks like

an ape...He lurks. He lurks even when he's sup-

posed to be resting. Probably was agengster type

back in the States. I may run into him yet, doing

a union series after the war.

The portrayal of wexel as an American subscriber to fascist

ideals is perhaps a little too pat and perfect. This is largely due

to Calmer's style, in which he shifts from point of view to point of

view among his characters, allowing them to speak and interpret their

own thoughts. Thus, there is a one-sidedness, almost a flatness in

Calmer's characterizations. Still, there is a musing paragraph from

the mind of his ideological spokesman, Iajor Lowell Harrod, which

 

35. Ibid., pp. 22-23.

36. Ibid., p. 229. Incidentally, Lt. Garnett is not Jewish.

3?. Ibid., p. 256.
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deftly swmnarizes the danger which most of these novelists felt was

embodied in the ficxels, the Kallons, the Dondolos, the Ricketts, the

Gallaghers, and even in the little Jewish Captains from Vienna:

General Iallon is not really a bad man. I imagine

he's basically sincere, in his fashion. He just

wants to win, and he probably believes that any

sacrifice, by others, is worth it. He's just

selfisn, a Nexel with more power. It's these 232

in the aggregate, big and little, that are bad for

the—bauntry. They're stupid as Well as selfishr_-

IE: underneath, they're scared. It's dog eat

weaker dog, in the jungle. That's all they know.

 

  

  

 

In their search for and use of power, however, Iallon and wexel

rise slightly above the level of incipient fascism, above Gallagher,

Croft, and Dondolo, and approach the airy perch of General C‘mmings'

philosophical conviction. Approaching even nearer are General Parrish

and Lt. Col. hilloughby in Stefan Heym's The Crusaders. They never

quite reach it——Heyn has Col. Pettinger as a ph;losophical purveyor

of ideological fascism, there is no need to force an American directly

into the Nazi mold39-but through their actions and words, Feym

clearly sets them forth as ideological allies of lettinger and Cummings

even more dangerous than Dondolo.

 

0. Ibid., p. 81. The italics are mine.

39. There are no American characters comparable as fascist ideologists

to General Cummings in the European novels. Not that the Eiropean

writers were not as shocked as Kailer at finding the enemy in the

pilot house, but with the Germans present as actual enemies, they had

no need to set up an American as a fascist spokesman. I may seem to

be attributing an artistically base motive to Kailer, Dibner, and

certain other ideological novelists of the Pacific; and in a sense, I

am: because the Japanese lacked ideological propensities as enemies,

and because the Pacific novelists wished to portray an ideological

Conflict, they frequently resorted to character exaggeration. The

European novelists, on the other hand, could stop short of General

Cummings in their characterizations. They could personify those as—

pects of fascism present in the American ideology in unorganized, un-

political form. They could leave them more believably American, and

as a consequence, present us with more believable character and a

more convincing ideological argument.
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"'Dondolol'" Thorpe, the maltreated combat veteran cries after

the mess sergeant's anti—semitic remarks to Bing:

'He's just one of them: It goes up all the way!....

Willoughbj, Parrish: I've seen Parrish come through

our hospital in Hortn Africa. There was a guy with

shock, crazy. The guy stands before his bed, at

attention, and has to listen to Parrish calling him

names. Afterwards, they had to take the guy to tne

other ward wnere they don't allow visitors. I tell

you, I was grateful I at least had a couple of honest-

to-goodness shrapnel holes in my body to show.‘

We took a deep breath.

'30 I fight for democracy, against fascism. wenderful

idea, you know? Government of the people, by the

people, for the people. Then I think about it, and

I see: Everybody free to out everybody else's throatflbrO

And a few pages further on, Thorpe crashes an officers' party to tell

his fears and issue his warning to Lt. Yates:

'You're an honest man.... You're in the same boat.

Don't you see this war is being lost? We're losing

it every day. The fascists are all over us. I'm

not sick. I see it, with my own eyes I see it,

creeping up on us. Right here, in this room, in

this Chateau, in this Army, at home....'hl '

Thorpe is a soothsayer, a prophet of doom, trying to focus

Yates'-and the reader's~-attention on the true nature of the ideological

conflict. These passages occur early in the novel, while the Propaganda

Intelligence Detachment is still in Normandy; but their full impact does

not strike Yates until he is in Germany after the war has ended. It

hits the reader sooner, however, since, unlike Yates, he is privileged

 

ho. The Crusaders, p. hO. The similarity of Parrish to General

Patton is apparent here. Patton also seems to have been the inspir-

ation for Calmer's General Mellon in The Strange Land.

 

 

bl. Ibid., p. 57.
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to watch Farrish and Willoughby in action at crucial moments, to

hear their words and read their thoughts.

After Farrish has discovered that a Parisian black market in

gasoline has drained off his supplies and kept his armor from moving

past hetz, he calls angrily for "'a purge. We must weed out the unr

desirables--the crooks, the politicians, the guys who talk back and

always have dozens of considerations. There is too much democracy in

the Army, and that doesn't work."'h2

He speaks these sentiments to Col. Deflitt, another American who,

like Lt. Yates, becomes convinced over the course of the novel—-

largely through his exchanges with Farrish—-that fascism is a near and

present danger; and who, in company with Yates, finally acts to stop

it.

"'What do you mean by democracy?'" DeWitt asks, and Farrish

answers: "'What I said. Talk, inefficiency, politics, double-crossing,

stealing my gas. A war has got to be run on.the basis of dictatorship—-'"

And to Deflitt's disapproving stare, he replies:

'You can't get around it old man: Afterwards, when

there's peace, they can have it all back—~the politi—

cians their politics, and the crooks their graft.

'We've got to take our lesson from the enemya—much as

we might hate doing it. God, if one tenth of the gas

sold in Paris nad been stolen on their side, hundreds

of them would be lined up against the wall, and justly

so: My record is spotless, and yours is spotless, and

there are many others like us. Let's get together and

clean out that stabiezthB

 

h2. Ibid., p. 258.

h3. Ibid..
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Dewitt hints that this is fascistic, and Parrish answers:

"'I don't care what you call it. As long as it works,'" and DeWitt

argues that it does not work with the Germans, that "'Fascism is

the most corrupt system ever.'" "'I didn't say I wanted fascism,'"

Parrish replies. "'If we want to win.this war, it's got to be a

soldier's war, it's got to be handled of, by, and for soldiers. Citi—

zens' army...Sure, we've got to have citizens in it—-whom else? But

soldiers have got to run it, according to the laws of a soldier....'"hh

This naive eXpedient pragmatism becomes farxnare dangerous once

the war has ended and Farrish is commanding occupation troops in

Kremmen, the city in which the hintelen Works are located. Willoughby,

now the General's chief sycophant, has put the city back into smooth

operation-back, as deym comments, into "a setup in which everybody

had his place—-the Chamber of Commerce men running their businesses,

and the other people working for them."h5 And it does not much matter,

either to Willoughby or to Farrish, that these same Chamber of Commerce

men were running fliings under the Nazis. Willoughby "'talks about

reopening the Rintelen'Works,'" Parrish tells Dewitt:

'About city planning. I'm very much interested

in that. Don't you see the great chance we have.?

we can really do things here: If we had one tenth

that power in the States! Look at the mess there--

strikes: Here, I put my finger on the map, and

tomorrow they start cleaning up where I had my

finger. You see results: For my money, the

Krauts aren't so bad. They're willing, they're

accustomed to discipline.‘

 

uh. Ibldo, p. 2590

us. Ibid., p. 551.
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IYou seem to know a lot about them.‘

'What is there to know? I know Americans, don't I?

There's the difference?'h6

Willoughby has convinced the General that he should allow him-

self to be drafted to run for Senator on the strength of the record he

has made in Kremmen. "'I thought you hated politicians,'" DeWitt says,

and Farrish answers: "'I'd be the politician to end all politicians.'"

I've got my strategy all lined up. It's like at Avranches. I break

through, and then there's no holding me.'" And "DeWitt's hand trem-

bled slightly and he rested it on his knee. He was afraid of something.

Not of Farrish, not of any one person—-he didn't know of what."h7

He obviously fears ambition, but ambition is not terribly dan-

gerous unless it is coupled with unscrupulous cunning. The cunning

which Farrish lacks, Willoughby is capable of supplying. He has taken

control of Farrish for two reasons: First, because he truly sees the

General as a potential political force, and secondly, because his prox-

imity to the General is a good cover for his "'plunge into international

cartelization'"h8 with Prince Yasha and the Delacroix and Rintelen steel

empires.

The Pettinger—Yasha alliance at the fall of Paris is repeated at

its liberation by Yasha and Willoughbf. A lawyer in civilian life,

Willoughby has assumed the task of tying American and European steel in-

terests together to the advantage of the law firm in which he is a

 

he. Ibid., p. 573.

h7o Ibid., p. 57h.
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junior partner. He calls on Yasha, knowing "that by no stretch of

the imagination could his mission be called :13 333 £513 2.? 3333:,"119

and eXplains "'that in the delicate balance of the play of free econ-

omic forces, lack of hannony, undue competition, and so on can be

damaging not only to your House and to my friends whom I represent,

but to the general ta3k of reconstruction which confronts all of us.'"5O

When Yasha asks for protection, says he fears Rationalization

or Socialization of the steel industry, Willoughby sympathizes: "'Na-

tionalization, socialization--I don't give a damn what you call it—-in

effect, it means a decrease of efficiency which we cannot tolerate in

an emergency situation. The Army needs the knowehow of Management.'" 51

And later, when Yates, having discovered the alliance between Yasha and

Willoughby, protests that it is undemocratic to permit an ex;collaborator

to continue to operate so important an industry as steel, Willoughby

answers that it is just the magnitude of the industry which makes it

imperative to keep:men like Yashairlcontrol: "'Democracy, Yates, is

purely a matter of form. What we're concerned about, it: Will Yasha

Bereskin, who knows about production and management, control the Dele-

croix mills? Or will it be a committee of the great unwashed, men

 

h9. Ibid., p. 18h. It is interesting to note that, in 1937, General

Cummings performed a similar service for international chemical ins

terests. war had not at the time been declared, but Mailer shows that

the effects of Cummings' machinations are more farreaching even than

Willoughby's: American foreign policy toward Spain is entrenched

against the Loyalists through an industrial alliance with France-an

alliance achieved through an appeal to the forces of conservatism and

compromise which, inevitably, inspired or evolved into Vichy, the

epitome of conservation compromise. See The Naked and the Dead,pp. h2l—

2h.

50. The Crusaders, p. 187.

 

 

51. Ibid., pp. 188‘89.



 



 

from the DP camp, perhaps, who know only one thing-~to work with their

hands?'"52

Such expedient arguments are difficult to combat, and Yates at

this point in the novel is no match for Willoughby. And as Willoughby

moves upward, promoted to Lt. Colonel after he has been named Farrish's

Adjutant, it appears that he will remain unmatchable. He protects

Pettinger, who is posing as the Widow Rintelen's son-in-law, though

Willoughby knows that the son-in—law is dead, because as the son-in-law,

Pettinger controls the Rintelen works. He works indefatigably toward

a tripartite agreement among American, french, and German steel interests.

"The war, after all, had ben a good investment," he thinks. "Some

people went in for paintings and diamonds, others collected caneras, or

sold watches to the Russians, or soap and Chocolate and cigarettes to

the Germans. Shall fry, breaking the law for petty booty. Laws were

not made to be broken, laws were made to stay within. He had always

maintained that war was like peace; except that in war the stakes

were bigger, the opportunities greater...."53

EMt'Willoughby cannot resist an easy dollar. He discovers

that Captain Loomis, an underling, is taking a ten per cent graft

from every business which he allows to function in Kremmen. ’Instead of

putting a stop to such a relatively small-fry operation, Willoughby cuts

himself in, and finally, it is his own petty greed, coupled with

Pettinger's petty lust, which descredits Willoughby and destroys

Pettinger. The Nazi had literally posed as the Rintelen son-in-law,

living on the estate as man and wife with Pamela Rintelen Dehn; and

 

520 2332-20, p. 2920

53. Ibid., p. 598.
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when Willoughby had ensconced Marianne, his German mistress, in the

Rintelen house, Pettinger took her also, causing Pamela, in a jealous

rage, to turn him in to Yates and DeWitt. 'Willoughby is relatively in

the clear-~no one can prove that he knows the true son-in—law is dead

--but vhen he refuses to protect Harianne, she angrily accuses him of

the ten per-centing, and suddenly, Yates and Deflitt have the ammunition

to become a match for'Willoughby and Pettinger.

Yates, along with Capt. Troy, kills Pettinger. Deflitt proves

to Parrish that Willoughby is guilty of graft and corruption, and

that Parrish has been his willing tool:

'General, in your nice clean Dragoon Barracks, in

your nice, comfortable apartment, you've been pre-

siding over a nest of corruption that's falling

apart right now, under your very eyes that never

saw a Sign of it. You don't see anything because

you're smug as all hell, sitting on top of your

victories and forgetting that they're not an end

in themselves, but a means to an end. 'Well, maybe

you didn't forget it. But the end that you have

in.mind: to use them to climb higher, to become

Senator or Governor of your State and maybe

President of the whole United States-~that's not

the end that counts.'5u

And Parrish, convinced, dismisses‘filloughby, shipping him back to the

States. But Willoughby has landed on his feet, has come up with the

Rintelen shares and has achieved his cartelization. "They imagined

they had won—-" he thinks. "Yates, DeWitt, the whole faction of

Crusaders. But they hadn't. They couldn't win. They would never

win."55

 

5h. Ibid., pp. 628-29.

55. Ibid., p. 633.
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To a degree, Willoughby is right. he has his cartel; Farrish

still has his reputation and his political future. But the man of

albition and the man of cunning have been unmasked and sundered by

DeWitt and Yates, the men of principle newly awakened to a conscious—

ness of their social responsibility. There is hope in their victory,

minor though it might be.

Farrish and Willoughby are not fascists in the sane sense that

General Cummings is. They have no ideological commitment; they are

not political philosophers. They are Americans within whom, along

with Dondolo, Stefan Heym has blended most of the potential evil of

Americanism. Ironically, Heym permits Yasha Bereskin to summarize the

evil:

Yasha could not help being amazed at Willoughby . What

ability to blend a concern for the welfare of mankind

with sound business practice: The Germans were orphans

compared to it; they had covered their unashamed bullya

ing and grabbing with love for the Fatherland—-lately,

they had dropped even that pretense. But the Americans

really believed their own liberalism, at least this

kajor did. A healthy people. They had achieved the

perfect amalgam of God, democracy, and the interest

rate. Too bad that they were running up against the

unashamed decadence of Europe.

 

56. Ibid., p. 187. Cf., The Naked and the Dead, p. hZh. As Cummings

leaves Sallevoissiux' office after completing the international chem-

ical agreement, he says: "What we're doing is really in the long run

what is best for France and America." "Of course, Major Cummings,"

the Frenchman replies. "A peculiarly American statement, do you know?"

Cf. also the comparative discussion of world War I and World war

II novels in Chapter II. Both groups of writers were highly critical

of America; both would see Willoughby as a villain. But he would be a

villain for the World war I writer because he is not enough an indivi-

dual, he is a business-man conformist who cannot think beyond business,

and who consequently materially contributed to the cause of the war.

For Heym he is villainous because he is too much an individual, too

selfish, refusing to see himself as part of the great Crusade-refusing

to contribute to and participate in a necessary and just war.
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Many of the novelists of both theaters of operation struck

out at the actual and incipient fascism inherent in 100% Americanism,

but few of them were so eXplicit or so well-organized in their criti—

cism as are Norman Mailer and Stefan Weym. Anton Myrer in the Pacific,

and John Horne Burns in Europe, for instance, did not personify in a

Cummings or a Willoughby or a Gallagher those unfortunate aspects

of the American ideology which had helped to cause the war and which

endangered the peace; nor did they cast these aspects into a fascist

mold. That the aspects might be labeled fascistic is almost inci-

dental; that they are American is most important. Hyrer and Burns

make all Americans feel the lash as they whip, editorially, American

tendencies toward materialism, pragmatism, and eXpediency in thought

and action. There are no scapegoats in The Big war and The Gallery;
  

each American is demanded to realize that much of the guilt for the

war was his, as is much of the responsibility for the peace.

Alan Newcombe, intellectually the most important of the three

heroes in The Big war, concludes that Anericans

...had been reared incorrectly...they had been brought

up to believe that life was easy and good, that possess-

ions and vitamins were the unfailing buttress against

ill fortune (for ill fortune did not need to happen

really, it was somehow or other only the result of care—

lessness or self-destructive impulses, a consequence

of some inherent weakness that good people--really good

people--never permitted tO'take root): that they were,

in short, Americans--the privileged ones of this

earth, endowed with good clothing and good teeth,

with destinies sure and sound as the orbit of the

moon. The handsome young boy always got the beauti-

ful young girl. The concept of disaster, of an im-

placable, hostile fate, of a life swept irreparably

away from comfort or superiority or even individual

identityh-such a concept never penetrated their minds;
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it was not consonant with tile bathrooms and tweed

jackets and built-in cabinets, all the good things

of this world...

They had lost that, he saw with sudden burnished

clarity: and for this dereliction they had paid-

as he himself ha -—with a terrible estrangement from

the rest of the world-~an alienation they dimly

sensed and which had filled them with a peculiar

raging dissatisfaction. And so they had seized on

the false trappings, the old economic superiority,

had clung to it, flung it riotously in each others'

faces, in fevered pride climbed out of bulbous

flashing cars and thrown open the doors of extra-

vagant mansions, thrown half-dollars from the rails

of liners to dripping divers, chucked the chins of

brown—skinned children in picturesque streets, whipped

out fantastically eXpensive cameras and snapped and

snapped and snapped—-all to veil from themselves

their sense of self-repugnance, their guilt, their

isolate despair....

Here, in the Constitutional inability of Americans to face theme

selves and the world clearly and straight, Kyrer is saying; in their

tendency to substitute materialistic superficialities for values, rests

on ever-present danger to peace. The Japanese are evil. Myrer shows

this in the concentration camp scene as well as in the scene where

O'Neill rescues the little girl from the rape of four Japanese sol-

diers--a scene unfortunately sentimental, and more than a little

"gung—ho"58 and certainly, a war against such evil, a war to "comfort

man where he is in misery," is justified. But much of the built for

war must be assumed by short-sighted, complacent-Americans.

This conclusion is reinforced in John Horne Burns' The Gallery,

primarily in the "Pbrtrait" of Hal and in certain of the introspective,

 

S7. The Big war, p. 392.
 

58. Ibid., pp. 371—75.
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first—person sections of the novel called "Promenades."59 Consider

this passage from the "Third Promenade": "There was something abroad

which we.knericans couldn't or wouldn't understand. But unless we

made some attempt to realize that everyone in the world isn't Ameri—

can, and that not everything American is good, we'd all perish to-

gether, and in Unis twentieth century...."50 Or consider these edi-

torial snatches from the "Seventh Pranenade":

I found that outside of the propaganda writers (who

were making a handsome living from the deal) Ameri-

cans were very poor spiritually. Their ideals were

something to make dollars on. They had banmrupt souls....

Our propaganda did everything but tell us Americans

the truth: that we had most of the riches of the

modern world, but very little of its soul. we were

nice enough guys in our own country, most of us;

but when we got overseas, we could not resist the

temptation to turn a dollar or two at the eXpense

of the people who were already down. I can speak

only of Italy, for I didn't see France or Germany.

But with our Hollywood ethics and our radio net-

work reasoning we didn't take the trouble to think

out the fact that the war was supposed to be a-

gainst fascism-—not against every man, woman, and

child in Italy....But then a modern war is total.

Armies on the battlefield are simply a remnant from

the old kind of war. In the l9hh war everyone's

hand ended by being against everyone else's. Civili-

zation was already dgad, but nobody bothered to ad-

mit this to himself. 1

 

59. The Gallery is a collection of nine story-portraits loosely bound

together by eight first—person interludes, and by the fact that the

Galleria Umberto Primo in Naples figures prominently, often climactic-

ally, in the lives of each character. It is not a novel in the trap

ditional sense: there is no overall story development which carries

all of the characters forward, letting them interact, and bringing

them to a common climax and denouement. It is a frame novel, a novel

in the sane sense that QfiA and Winesburg, thg are novels. The reader

arrives at an awareness of war and of peace which grows out of the

novel as a whole, and which, gestalt-like, binds together its parts at

the same time that it transcends their sum.

 

60. Ibid., p. 970

61. Ibid., pp. 259—60.
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Then, becoming more specific, Burns comments on black marketing

and related evils:

I remember that there were not a few really big cri-

minals who stole stuff off the ships unloading in

Naples harbor, stuff that didn't belong to them by

any stretch of the imagination. For all this that

I‘an I could only attribute a deficient moral and

humane sense to Americans as a nation and as a

people...I saw that we could mouth democratic catch-

words and yet give the Neapolitans a huge black

market. I saw that we could prate of the evils of

fascism, yet be just as ruthless as Fascists with

people who'd already been pushed into the ground....

The arguments that we advanced to cover our delinquen—

cies were 23 childishly ingenious as American ad—

vertising. 2

These excerpts recall the words of Antonio, an anti—fascist

Italian ex—soldier, addressed to Robert in Alfred Hayes' Girl 93 the

Vii Flamineag

'When we go into the street...wnat do we see? Your

Colonels, in their big cars, driving with women whose

reputations were made in the bedrooms of fascist bu-

reaucrats! With my country's enemies'. Or your sol-

diers, drunk in our gutters. Or your officers, pushing

us off our own sidewalks: Oh, the magnificent pro—

mises the radio made us: oh, the paradise we'd have:

wait, wait-—there will be bread, peace, freedom

when the allies come: But where is this paradise?'63

Where, indeed? It can never be realized as long as Americans

remain peculiarly American. Burns makes this most articulately clear

in his "Portrait" of Hal. Hal is an extremely sensitive, young Amer-

ican officer whose attempts to square nis pacifist convictions with the

necessity of the war (reflecting Burns' intellectual struggle with the

paradox of necessary evil discussed in Chapter I, above) complicated by

 

62. Ibid., p. 261.

63. The Girl on the Via Flaminea, p. 109.
——.————_—_
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his attempts to understand the conflicting forces in his own nature-

forces which include impotence and latent homosexualism-lead him fi-

nally to a megalomania in which he conceives of himself as Jesus Christ.

And in the process, hal's mind plays strange tricks; all of his repressed

anger pours forth in a figment of his imagination: the ghost of an

ex—Broadway chorus-boy paratroop Captain who had been killed in Sicily.

The vision appears to Hal in a bar in the Galleria, and it speaks Hal's

repressed thoughts concerning Americans freely and Openly. One passage

in particular is worth quoting at length:

-—¥ou don't like Americans? Hal said....

—-Tho does, except themselves? Automatons from the

world's greatest factory....They have no souls, you see...

only the ability to add up to one million. Did you

ever hear them try to carry on a sensible conversation?

...Oh, they've got quite an ingenious system of govern-

ment, I grant you. ~But none of them gives a damn about

it except Wish it gets them into a war....They've got

less maturity or individuality than any'other peoples

in the world. Poetry and Husic to them-why they're

deaf to anything that isn't sold by an advertising

agency....They don't know how to treat other human

beings. With all their screaming about democracy,

none of them has the remotest conception of human

dignity....Listen to the sounds that Negro band is

making. That's their American music. Sexual moans

and thumpS...They don't know how to make love to a

woman, and all their hatreds are between football

teams or states of the same Union or for people

they don't understand. Victims of the mob spirit

and regimentation....Tney've never really suffered.

but when they get the first twinge of toothache of

the soul, they start feeling sorry for themselves

instead of learning any wisdom from pain.

-——You're talking treason, Hal said....

-—-Truth is always treasonous, the captain said,

clicking his glass with a soft ferocity on the bar.

And now these poor dears are involved in a war. This

war is simply the largest mass murder in history.
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Theirs is the only country that has enough food and

gasoline and raw materials. So they're expending

those like mad to wipe out the others in the world

who'd like a cut of their riches. In order to pre-

sume their standard of living for a few more years,

they've dreamed up ideologies. Or their big business

has. So they're at war with nearly everybody else in

the world. The rest of the world hates Americans be-

cause they're so crude and stupid and unimaginative...

They will win this war. They‘ll reduce Europe to a

state of fifteen hundred years ago. Then their busi-

nessmen and their alphabetical bureaucracies will go

into the shambles of Milan, Berlin, and Tokyo and open

up new plants....lnternational carpetbaggers....

Killions of human beings will be dead, and most of the

human feelings will be dead forever....Hurray for our

side....We're destroying all the new ideas and all the

little men of the world to mahe way for our mass pro-

duction and our mass thinking and our mass entertain-

ment. Then we can go back to our United States, hat

green little island in the midst of a smoking world.

Then we can kill all tbe‘fiegroes and the Jews. Then

we'll start on Russia. on

The prtnary trouble with America and Americans as Myrer and Burns

see it, is Americanism: a way of thought and action materialistically

oriented and pragmatically justified. Mailer, fieym, and the other novel-

ists discussed here found in Americanism the potentiality, often the

realization, of fascism. That Myrer and Burns did not push their think—

ing to this extreme makes very little difference. The point is that

all of these novelists knew the enemy to be not.merely physical but

ideological as well; and not merely German and Italian and Japanese

therefore, but mnerican as well. That the ideology was on the one hand

unformed and inchoate and on the other fully developed only'made the evil

of it that much more dangerous. Fascism and Anericanism were not the

same, but finey differed only in degree. A conflict with one was necessarily

 

6h. The Gallery, pp. 75-76. The ellipses are Burns', as are the hyphens.
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a conflict with the other; and the destruction of both was devoutly to

be desired.

Actual fascism among Germans, Italians, and Americans; incip-

ient fascism, represented by 100% knericanism, the values and ideals

of American businessmen, and the non-thinking "average" Americans who

let the values and ideals prevail by tacitly supporting them--all of

this has come under concentrated attack in the world War II novels.

However, most of the novelists were not satisfied with a simple por-

trayal of good versus evil or hero versus villain; nor were they satis-

fied merely to point out the irony inherent in a situation which found

an army of fascists carrying the fight against fascism. This sort of

positive—negativism is at the core of the novels, but the meat of them

is a concern with a search for a positive, constructive answer to the

problem of fascisn; with a search for the means to resolve the paradox

from which the irony stems.
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Chapter V

Herman wouk and James Gould Cozzens supply an extremely sim-

ple solution to those problems whicn so vitally concern the other ideo—

logical war novelists. It is so simple tiat it is hardly a solution at

all; in effect, it is a denial of the validity, perhaps even of the exis~

tence, of the problems. In both The Caine Mutiny and Guard of Honor
 

the sacrifice of human rights and dignities is demanded fbr the sake of

victory in the war. WOuk and Cozzens both seem to feel that one's

duty in a crucial situation such as war is to close his eyes to ironies;

to relinquish his conscience to men and institutions which, bad as they

might be, operate for the greatest good of the greatest number; to

postpone willingly any desire to reform the men and the institutions

until the physical enemy is defeated, the times are more propitious,

and reform is "safe." The man who is reluctant to make such a sacri—

fice, who insists that such times do not exist, who finds that the

danger which inspires reform is either lacking or so completely in con-

trol that reform is impossible at apparently "safe" times, is portrayed

as suspect by both novelists.

Captain Queeg, of the mine sweeper, Caine, is a mean, ignorant

career officer with paranoiac tendencies manifested as petty acts of

viciousness. But he functions at all times within his rights as ship's

captain, and though the officers and men in his command alternately find

him ridiculous or hate and fear him, they must obey him. Lt. Keefer-

wit, intellectual, novelist-—convinces the other officers, especially
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Lt. Maryk, the Caine's executive officer, Unat there is a latent danger

in Queeg's obvious mental problem. The officers do not need much cons

vincing; Queeg's arbitrary and capricious actions speak for themselves.

He frequently cuts off water or coffee for the whole creW'as punishment

for minor infractions. He suspends movies for six months because someone

failed to inform him that a performance was about to start. He de-

velops the habit of summoning his officers at the oddest hours of the

day or night, demanding written reports and investigations of the

trivia which has assumed such gigantic proportions in his own.mind:

things like a burnt-out silex or a seaman caught with his shirt tail

hanging out.1

Lt. Maryk, sincere, slow~witted, methodical, keeps a secret

log of Queeg's actions after Keefer has sown the seeds of suspicion

in him. Besides these relatively minor abuses of authority, the log

records Queeg's vindictive attempt to rig a summary court-martial so

that a seaman named Stilwell—awho had tried fraudulently to obtain a

Red Cross leave in order to check up on his wife's rumored unfaithful-

ness—-would receive a Bad Conduct Discharge.2 It records also two in-

stances of apparent cowardice on Queeg's part. The first of these oc-

curs while the Caine acts as a landing craft escort at the invasion of

Kwajalein Atoll. Under Queeg's command, the ship outspeeds the escorted

vessels to the departure point, drops a yellow dye marker as a guide

for the vessels, and proceeds at full speed away from possible shore

 

1. The Caine Kutiny (New York, 1951), p. 271.
 

2. Ibid., pp. 258-70.
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battery fire.3 The second instance of cowardice occurs at the invasion

of Saipan: a destroyer 1000 yards on the Caine's beam is hit by shore

batteries, and, though the Caine's guns are on target and ready to fire,

Queeg orders the ship to pull away from the impending battle at twenty

knots.LL

Slowly, with some prodding from Keefer, Maryk comes to admit

that the captain may be a dangerous paranoiac. The evidence in the

log is undeniable: the most damning entry is a pathetically comic in-

cident in which all of the officers are forced to search the ship from

top to bottom, and to search the enlisted man's clothing as they stand

naked before them, trying to find a hey which an unknown seaman had ap-

parently u ed to pilfer the wardroom stores olequart of strawberries.

Everybody, including Queeg, Knows tnat no such key exists.5

At this point, Maryk resolves to report Queeg as unfit to com-

mand by reason of illness under Article 18h of Navy Regulations. Aware

of his own shortcomings in an argument, and of Keefer's articulateness,

Karyk tries to convince Keefer to go with him to make the report, using

the log as evidence. At the crucial moment however, Keefer reneges,

claiming that they could never buck the system, that while the log would

convince any psychiatrist, it could not possibly convince an admiral;

and action is postponed.6

But Article 18h provides not only for the relief by Navy De-

partment order of a commanding officer unfit, for physical, ethical, or moral

 

30 Ibid., pp. 237-39.

h. Ibid., pp. 272—7u.

50 Ibid., pp. 287-99.

6. Ibid., pp. 311-16.
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reasons to command, but "When reference to such higher authority is

undoubtedly impracticable," it also provides for his immediate re-

lief by a subordinate without such an order. And when the Caine is

caught in a typhoon, and Queeg's orders become contradictory; when he

becomes firmly convinced that Queeg's continued command will endanger

the ship and its crew, haryk finally talces over, bringing the Caine

safely through the typhoon, but leaving himself open to the charge of

mutiny.7

His defense of course is based upon Article 18h, and after a

long and bitter trial in which Maryk's log is Exhibit A for the de-

fense, ani Queeg unwittingly its chief witness—-snillfully led to be-

tray his megalomania and his paranoia in cross examination by Lt. Greenwald,

the defense attorney-eharyk's action is partially vindicated, and the

charge of mutiny is dismissed.8

Lt. Greenwald dominates the novel's denouement, acting as author

Wbuk's spokesman in one of the most drastic and inexplicable shifts in

intention among all of the war novels. Half drunk, Greenwald attends the

party celebrating haryk's acquittal-—and incidentally, celebrating the

acceptance of Keefer's war novel for publication--and declares that the

trial was a miscarriage of justice, that Maryk is guilty, and that

Queeg actually is a hero. Greenwald is Jewish, and he argues that the

only thing that kept the Nazis from invading America and melting his

 

70 Ibid., pp. 328-145.

8. Ibid., pp. 3h8-hh0. The Caine Lutiny Court-Lartial became a quite

successful broadway play,’f0116wing 1aithiully section VI of the novel,

"The Court-1artial, " pp. 3118-11118.
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mother down for soap were "'these birds we call regulars-these stuffy,

stupid Prussians in the Navy and the Army.'"9 "'Yes, even Queeg, poor

sad guy, yes, and most of them not sad at all, fellows, a lot of them

sharper boys than any of us, don't kid yourself, best men I've ever

seen, you can't be good in the Army or Navy unless you're goddamn good.

Though maybe not up on Proust n' Finnegan's the and all.”10
 

Queeg is not a dangerous paranoiac and a coward, all of the

evidence of hOO pages to the contrary; and Maryk had no right to usurp

Queeg's authority under Article 18h or any other-the action was really

mutinous. But Maryk is only partially responsible for thinking Queeg

ill, and is consequently only half guilty of the mutiny. Greenwald turns

on Keefer, the reader of Proust and Joyne, the writer of novels, and

suddenly unmasks him as the true villain of the piece:

'I defended Steve (haryk) because I found out the

wrong guy was on trial. Only way I could defend

him was to sink Queeg for you. I'm sore that I was

pushed into the spot, and ashamed of what I did,

and thass why'I'm.drunk. Queeg deserved better at

my hands. I owed him a favor, don't you see? He

stopped Hermann Goering from washing his fat be-

hind with my mother.‘

And with this, Greenwald sloshes champagne into Keefer's face.11

The Queegs in the armed services must be tolerated, indeed, ac—

cepted and respected, simply because they-are in the services. The man

most apt to be intolerant is the witty intellectual, WOuk is saying; and

in this, he is probably correct. But it is doubtful that he is correct

 

9. Ibid., p. 11116.

10. Ibid., p. 11117.

110 Ibid., p. Lilla.
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in implying that intolerance of evil and stupidity are even greater

evils, and consequently, in implying that the intellectual must, for

the sake of the war effort, disavow his intellectualism. A victory

over German fascism on these terms would seem to be a hollow victory

indeed.12

Essentially the same sort of thinking underlies James Gould

Cozzens' treatment of Negro~white relationships in the South and within

the armed services. One of the principal plot lines in.§3§i§.€£.§2§9§

concerns the proposed training of an all-Negro medium bomber group at

Ocanara, a Florida air base. The Negroes of course are denied the

freedom of the Florida city near the base, but, largely to placate

the delicate sensibilites of the civilian population, they are also seg-

regated on the base, given separate but equal living, mess, and Officer's

Club facilities. A good deal of the book is given over to a discussion

of the integration-segregation issue in the services. Cozzen's position

is clear. At best he feels that, if integration will upset the delicate

balance between servicemen at an American base and the civilians sur-

rounding the base, and thus hamper the war effort, it must be sacrificed;

at worst, Cozzens is an eXponent of segregationism; an articulate

 

12. William H. Whyte, Jr. devotes Chapter 19 of The Organization Kan

(New York, 1957), pp. 269-75 to a discussion of The Caine hutini:

Whyte's conclusions and mine are quite similar; though he sees in

WOuk's peculiar message an unfortunate manifestation of the modern

American's tendency toward conformity, and does not tie this in with

fascism as I have done. Whyte's thinking is solid, but he is a bit

careless with his evidence. He calls Keefer an ex—writer, and he says

that Greenwald's grandmother was boiled down for soap in Germany, whereas

it was really his aunt and uncle in Cracow. These sorts of offhand

errors in scholarship can cast the pall of doubt over otherwise useful

secondary source material. I find them extremely unfortunate.
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spokesman for one of the most deplorable manifestations of 100%

Americanisa, Southern variety;

There is no Captain Queeg in Guard a: honor-~no narrow-minded,

stupid bully with paranoiac-fascist tendencies. But there is a

Lt. Keefer, His name is Lt. Edsell, and he is a liberal—intellectual

writer in the Public Relations Office at the base. He is potentially

as dangerous to the status quo as Keefer, though not nearly so success-

fu;,in his attempts to upset it. Edsell is a loud-mouthed, Northern,

non—combat troubleemakerl3 who argues nastily against segregation with

anyone who will listen to or challenge him. But, unlike Keefer, largely

because of his intolerant integrationism and because of his brashness,

Edsell convinces no one and antagonizes everyone, even fellow Northerners

who might be eXpected to sympathize with his views. Capt. Nathaniel

Hicks, Special Projects PRO visiting the base to do a magazine story

which is to include the training of the Negro pilots, asks Edsell: "'For

God's sake, Jim, do you have to argue all the time? Can't you just

think. what you think, keep still, and let us wormwlh And we Lt.

Amanda Turck——who, along with Hicks, supplies the love interest in the

novel—-after being told by Edsell that "'something might be made out of

 

13. Guard of honor (New York, l9h8). The fact that Lt. Edsell is not

a combat soldier is extremely important. Lt. Col. Carricker, who is

court—martialed and acquitted for striking one of the Negro pilots af-

ter an error in judgment by the Negro had almost resulted in a serious

air tragedy (pp. 87-88), is the holder of the Distinguished Service

Cross with oak leaf cluster; and Captain Wiley, a Southerner with whom

Edsell argues integration, holds the British Distinguished Flying Cross

for his services to the RAF before the United States entered the war.

Furthermore, there is a strong suggestion that Edsell is a coward-are

not all big-talking reformers actually cowards deep down within?-—in his

too-violent protest to Lt. Turck that he is not (pp. Bob-OS) and in his

double-talking backing down.when he is accused of calling Wiley a liar

(p. 339).

lb. Ibid., p. 337.
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you. You have a nasty disposition, which is the first thing you need

if you're going to stand up to those sons of 1itches....Don't tell me

you like swallowing their crap: I don't think you want to see people

'walked on either:'" replies "'Oh n01....Ho, you don't. I don't have

to join up with you-or else: This is a free country, my fine big-

. m. r’

hearted liberal iriendz'"lp

But Cozzens allows the utter deflation of Edsell to be accor-

plished by Capt. Wiley, a gentleman, a fighter pilot, and a Southerner.

Edsell argues for a form of mutiny by the Jegro flyers, argues that

they ought to get themselves arrested by trying to force their way

into the Officers' Club:

'They have a chance to force the issue, and

maybe end this whole segregation business, once

and for all. The Army can't afford to practice

segregation, if it's known they do. They'd have

to allow Negroes the same rights as white men;

and once that was established, I don't think

the rights could later be taken away, even in

the South-—'

‘'They don't rate the same rights as white men,

Captain Wiley said gently [@dsell simply speaks,

but clearly without gentleness; he is given to

"thoughtfully picking his nose" (p. 333) when he

does speak gentki]. 'That's why the same rights

aren't and can't be allowed them. The worst thing

hat could happen to them would be to end segrega—

tion. That would mean that a white man in the

South would have to act every day as an individual

to protect himself. That would be very bad for

the Negroes. With segregation, now, both parties

know where they stand, so there's almost no fric-

tion, see? Except when somebody from outside

comes in and stirs it up. Ybur idea is mighty dan-

gerous, Lieutenant.t

 

15. Ibid., p. 3050
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'The dangerous idea is Wiley's . It is very

dangerous to deny people tieir rights. It means

that, in the long run, you drive them to take

their rights by force....'

'That, friend, they never will do, because

they can't....What you're trying to say is that

a Legro is equal to a white man. Don't you see

that if he was equal, you wouldn't have to be

demanding "rights" for him? Like you say, he'd

have them by force, if no other way. He hasn't

got them, though they gave them to him, and more,

after the War Between the States. But he couldn't

keep them; he wasn't up to it. That's where the

North was wrong then, and that's where you're

wrong now, The two races just aren't equal. Anye

one who says they are, either doesn't have good

sense, or doesn't know Negroes....

'Eo amount of chances, and nothing I could

do, would change the fact that a Negro happens

to be a member of a relatively inferior race;

physically, mentally, every way. It may be too

bad, from his standpoint, and yours; but it's

trueo'

Edsell calls this an unscientific statement which no anthropologist

Could or would accept, "'Outside some of hitler's phoneys;'" to

which Wiley replies, "Please don't call me a liar, Lieutenant.'"

Edsell rapidly backs and fills:

'Who called you a liar?....A liar is a per-

son who says what he knows isn't true; but it

never occurred to me that you would know it wasn't

true and still be saying it. That leaves you

out, as far as I'm concerned. However, if you

mean I'm not free to say that a statement which

I know to be untrue is a lie, get rid of the no-

tion, Captain. I believe you can't help your

prejudices. I think if you could, you surely

would; because nobody likes to make himself ab—

surd. I wish I could help you straighten out

your thinking; but it doesn't look as if I could,

and I've got to get downtown; so we may as well

drop it.‘
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'I believe that would be a right smart thing

for us to do,‘ Captain Wiley said. 'I appreciate

your wanting to help me, Lieutenant; and I'm glad

that you did not call me a liar.'16

The argument is a tour de force;'Wiley says all of the ideo-

logically wrong things, but the reader has far more sympathy for his

honest error than for Edsell's hypocritical, apparently short-sighted

righteousness. Now, it is perfectly true that a man like Edsell can

look bad even when he is in the right, can actively rub a person the

wrong way to the point where one could not agree with him if he were

the voice thundering over Mt. Sinai. But a very important question

transcends this observation: 'Why'did Cozzens make Edsell such a

man? Except possibly for The Caine Eutiny, in any of the other ideo-
 

logical novels discussed here, Wiley would have been so portrayed as

to attract the reader's ire, and Edsell his sympathy.

Cozzens may have been trying to be_"different" simply for

reasons of artistic integrity, having seen that the portrayal of

the intellectual in the ideological war novel had been pretty much

one-sidedly favorable up to the time he wrote guard gf‘flgggg. If so,

he was quite successful. Nine years after its publication, in a re-

 

view Of.§l Love Possessed, Malcolm Cowley called EBEE§.2£ Egngr“still

the most thoughtful, the most brilliantly organized and the best

written of all the American novels of World War IINl7

But, granting Cozzens' artistic integrity, it is reasonable to

assume that Edsell is obnoxious to the reader for the same reason that

 

16. Ibid., pp. 336) 37’ 38’ 390

17. The flew York Times Book Review, LXII (August 25, 1957), l.
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Gen. Cummings, or fete Dondolo, or John C. hexel is obnoxious: be-

cause their creators found tnem and the things they stand for Oh-

noxious. This is not to say tnat Cozzens agrees wholly with the

things which Wiley stands for-he has made Riley's question-begging

irrelevancies far too vulnerable--but clearly, he leans toward

'Wiley's argument.

Cozzens' ideological position is best expressed by Col. Norman

nose, the older and wiser head who actually operates the Ocanara air

base for the boyish flying hero Xajor General "Bus" (for 'Buster")

Peal. Ross opposes the original segregation order, issued impetuous-

1y by a foolish colonel named Nowbray, on the grounds that it might

result in bad public relations, andxnight even draw a rcpr'mand from

the Pentagon. No principles are involved; Ross is concerned purely

with the practical aspects of the situation. The Pentagon does react,

but again, only in terms of expediency, not on principle. It orders

that the potential trouble on the base Le somehow averted. Ross han—

dles the situation very cleverly, explaining to the negro pilots that

racial considerations have nothing to do with placing such buildings

as the Officers' Club off limits: "'This is the Army. There are no

Army'Regulations that make any distinction on the basis of race,

creed, or color.'" The buildings have been placed off limits be-

cause, "'The use of them, along with permanent party personnel having

no connection with your group, would work against the development of

that group Spirit which it is one of the most important objects of

this project to inculcate.'"18

 

18. Guard 2£_Honcr, p. 238.
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This is the sort of speech an institution like the anny wants;

Ross is perfectly equipped, psycnologically, morally, andemhically

to deliver it. He holds to no principles, outside of loyalty to the

status quo represented by his superiors in the army hierarchy from

the Pentagon on down to Gen. Beal. Principles are nonsense, be—

lieved in only by the grossly ignorant; "Though the level of intel-

ligence in the average man might be justly considered law, in very few

of them would it be so low that they accepted notions that they fought,

an embattled band of brothers, for noble 'principles.'"l9 He holds

to_the idea of eXpediency in justification of all his thought and

actions, and he searches confidently for an explanation in these terms

of the thought and actions of others. When his wife protests that the

hegro officers have a point, he answers:

'Whether you like it or not, there are things you

can't buck--no matter how much you want to, how

vital it is to you....For reasons of justice and

decency; and also for reasons of political policy,

the War Department decided that colored men must be

given the chance to qualify as officers. 'we have

about a thousand of them in the Air Force, we have

now somewhere around three hundred thousand white

officers. .A certain number of these, I don't know

how many, but in relation to the whole, a proportion

infinitely larger than that of colored to white offi-

cers, hold that a nigger is a nigger. They will not

have anything to do with him socially. That is their

decision, inculcated in them from their first con-

scious moments, handed down to them with the sanctions

of use and interest. I don't say that this couldn't

be changed, or that it won't ever be; but it won't

change today, tomorrow, next week: A man cannot

choose to see what he cannot see.

 

190 Ibid., p. 2750

200 Ibid., pp. h39‘hoo
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Furthermore, a man does not always truly see what he thinks he sees.

Ross' wife argues that since the majority is for Negro rights, then

they should prevail. The colonel answers:

'That a big majority may feel that a fiegro is a

human being all right; but when you add that they

want to see him treated fairly, you're wrong. That

is not the condition. The condition is that the

big majority doesn't mind if he's treated fairly,

a very different thing. The big majority'does not

'want him to marry their sister. The big majority

does not want to insult or oppress him; but the

big majority has, in general, a poor opinion of

him.'21

The wonderful thing about all of this is that Ross is perfect-

ly correct; the terrible thing is that he feels nothing about it all,

that his interest goes no further than a statement of the problem it-

self. Ahd Ross is portrayed in a highly favorable light by Cozzens;

in a much more favorable light than Edsell, or even than Wiley. He

tightropes down the center of a dangerous problem, army discipline

acting as the balancing pole, and eXpediency as the rope. When he

teeters, it is in the proper, white-supremacy direction:

Behind the black faceznight be a courageous spirit

and a sharp intelligence; but you must eXpect both

to be damped and spoiled by the inbred resignation,

the experience of generations bitterly resenting,

yet always resenting impotently, the white man's

yoke. Every day the white man's greed and folly

proved that his claimed superiority was a lie. He

was not clever; he was not strong; he was not good;

he was nobody's born master. All he was, was, to a

black man's sorTOW'and his shame, a little too much

for most black men.22

 

21.

22.

Ibid., p. hhoo

Ibid., pp. 166-67.
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And through Col. Ross, Cozzens brings the segregation problem

neatly to a solution: the order stands, and the Negro officers who

challenged it are gently reprimanded. They do not like it, but there

is nothing they can do about it; the inevitable showdown is postponed

indefinitely, or at least until the war should be won. And all is ac-

complished without benefit even of a Jewish lawyer who fears for the

life of his grayhhaired old mother. The war must be won, will be won,

but for no intellectual or emotional reason. Ross opines that the

American soldier's

...war aim was to get out as soon as possible and go

home. This didn't mean that he wouldn't fight-~on

the contrary. Brought within fighting distance of

the enemy, he saw well enough that until those people

over there were all killed or frightened into quit-

ting, he would never get home. he did not need to

know about their bad acts and wicked principles.

Compared to the offense they now committed by being

here, and by shooting at him and so keeping him

here, any alleged atrocities of theirs, and evil
'3

schemes of their commanders, were trifles.23

Don't think, is the advice Cozzens seems to be giving; don't

worry. Thinking and worrying are the cause of your problems, not

vice versa. Above all, don't try to change things, bad as they might

be. Concentrate on doing your job from day to day, on making things

run smoothly, and all will be well. And in spite of the contrast be-

tween Ross' cool detachment and Greenwald's emotional involvement, one

can hear Neuk echoing agreement. There is a war to be won; your object

is to win it, whether in order to keep 3 mebody's mother from being

boiled dovn to soap, or merely in order to get back home and forget the

whole mess.

 

23. Ibid., p. 275.
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As an end to the search for a positive, constructive solution

to the problem of fascism, this sort of wise-guyhism (to use Arthur

Miller's most appropriate term) would be as unacceptable to the other

ideological novelists under discussion here as the "gung—ho" pseudo-

ideology of Robert Sxidmore who let the bomber mechanic "fix...up" the

Heartless Harpie'for Congress."2h In fact, most of them would find

such a solution to be potentially as dangerous as fascism itself. "His—

tory was in the grasp of the Right," Lt. Hearn thinks: "and after the

war their big political campaigns would be intense. One big push, one

big offensive, and history was theirs for this century, perhaps the

next one. ‘The League of Omnipotent Lien."25 The Power of Positive

Thinking approach which makes a virtue of viciousness for the sake of

the status quo ("All discord, harmony not understood;/All partial evil,

universal good--" Col. Ross quotes mentally26), supplies a perfect

climate for the growth of the League and makes fertile the ideological

seedbed nouriShing the Cummingses and Hilloughbys.

What then must be done? What positive, constructive steps must

be tamen to prevent the formation of the League or to combat it once

it has been formed?

First of all, the novelists other than Wonk and Cozzens insist,

one must be able to see the danger; one must be able to generalize from

the physical to the ideological, so that the war stands as it were meta—

phorically or symbolically for the conflict in thought and idea which

precipitated it. Thus, one may see fascisn as the exclusive property of

no nation or race, may see it not simply as the primary cause of the war,

 

2h. Valley of the ggy, p. 62.
 

25. The flaked and the Dead, p. 391.
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but more importantly, as the inevitable result of the very anti—in-

tellectualism, indifference, and complacency advocated by Wonk and

Cozzens.

And finally, one must see that only through caring, through a

sense of personal, individual responsibility for the actions and fate

of his fellow man-—a sense of respons bility totally incompatible with

’indiiference or complacencyh—througn a feeling even of culpability if

one has been indifferent to the justice of the cause for which the

great Crusade was begun, can the cause prevail.

And seeing uiis, one may then in complete rational and emotional

awareness, Voluntarily involve himself in and commit himself whole-

heartedly to the waging of the great Crusade. Notice the use of the

singular here; notice the stress on the word "voluntarily." Enforced

commitment is negation. Morality cannot be legislated; hypocrisy may

not cause physical defeat, but it can prevent ideological victory. Each

man must not only act, he must choose to act. In the choice rests the

positive, constructive aspects of action. Here, say the novelists,

is the only hope of a sick world. If fascism is to be defined as prag-

matic expediency and a buck-passing refusal to accept responsibility,

only the responsible man positively committed to an unpramnatic moral-

ity can pernanently destroy Diestl and Pettinger; only such a man can

hope to prevail against the League.

In order to make these points clear, many of the novelists intro-

duce protagonists who are nearly, in John W. Aldridge's terms, "beyond

the possibility of disillusion and denied even the impetus of revolt."27

 

27. After the Hlost Generation, pp. llB-lQ. 

 





 

 

At the outset, Norman Mailer's Robert Hearn, Stefan Heym's David Yates,

and Irwin Shaw's Kichael Whitacre are men uncommitted to values and

principles. Their minds have rejected the pinkisn socialsim of the

1930's as well as the so-called integrity of free spirits of the 1920's

but they have found no convictions strong enough to replace either of

these. They cannot want war, but they cannot not want war either. They

are sterile, and their sterily breeds cynicism, and out of this combi-

nation.grows an individualism which stands apart from an acceptance or

even a realization of its own responsibilities.23

 

28. Indifferent, uncommitted individualism is attacked by the majority

of the ideological novelists besides the three to be discussed here,

though not usually with the same skill and affirmative fiorcefulness.

Carl Jonas in Beachhead on the Wind portrays a sailor who had hidden in

his foxhole on the beachufromuthe tremendous struggle with the elements

with which the book is primarily concerned. As the sailor lay there, "It

had come sharply to him that he was the whole war, that on what he did

about it, whatever it was, depended the future not just of this operap

tion but that of the campaign, of the country, of the world and the

people in it. He was shaking there where he lay in his sack, not with

cold but with guilt and fear." (p. 202). And he rises, and goes back,

and thi? act becomes for him "a.marvelous burning iridescent thing."

(p. 20 0

As Lt. Potnik in'William Fridley's é Time 33 gg Home carries his

himself "What am I doing here?...What is my purpose here, across the sea

and across the continent from home?" (p. lh7). As if in answer, a short

time later one of use partisans speaks:

'We are still afraid, my son, because we do not

know what you will do when the time of peace arrives.

‘Will you continue the parable of the children and re-

main both generous and cruel? Will you, with the truce,

wish to return to your cars and your pictures and your

ice cream? Will you desert us when most we need you?‘

'For you must understand that this war in which

you are engaged is a holy war, and though you have

beat down the devil, he was alive and fouled the air

and his spoor is everywhere. It is then, my son, that

that the true war begins. It is then that you must

climb, naked and shivering, from your steel shelter and

grapple in the mud with the powerful spirit of evil.’ (p. 160).
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But the novelists, by putting these men into close contact with

war and with fascism, with death, with love, with good and with evil,

gradually give each of them the sense of responsibility essential to

valies and principles, essential to involvernent and commitment. Gra-

dually the men are converted to a belief in the rightness and justice

of the war, to the necessity of action and the worth of sacrifice; gra—

dually, they are converted to a belief in the great Crusade.29

 

And Pbtnik decides that the time to go home is only when the job is

done, and that may be never, but this realization must make no dif-

ference. He returns to action, thinking: "...among the good ones,

among the men of good will, the strong survive and the weak fall by

the way. And of the men of good will, the strongest shall have the

greatest duty." (p. 22h).

' And Leggett, in Edward Loomis' End of a war, loses his touch

with reality as his conscience advancesto”destroy his indifference.

Much of the novel is concerned with his struggle to justify the war,

and his own actions once he is no longer able to share his respon—

sibility with others, with his fellow soldiers or with the Hesse fa-

mily. At the end of the novel, he is slowly finding a new self,

rising out of his purgatory:

ggett pulled off his shirt and socks and

lay down on the bed, remembering the oversimple

scheme which he had spoken to himself at the dis-

placed persons' camp, the words which meant that

a.man had to do his duty as he saw it, and then

bear the private consequences; and as part of the

consequences endure a private light. 'What I

didn't know was that the private consequences.

could hurt so!‘ he said. 'What I didn't know

was that you have to be so all alone.' (pp. 2h3-hh).

It would be possible to carry this discussion through a dozen

or more novels—~including even certain of the non-ideological works,

such as Vance Bourjailly's End of‘”y Life and Prudencio De Pereda's

All the Girls fie Loved—-but*thediscussion would be necessarily far

too repetitive.

 

29. These four, and a sizable number of the other war novels, are

actually "conversion" novels. This term ordinaril/ is acplied to those

proletarian works of the 'teens in which the hero nearly always is a

close relation of the wealthyumhermill—factory-owner villain. Through

accidental or subversive contact with the downtrodden workers, he

slowly comes to see the error of his ways, and becomes an active con-

vert to the workers' cause. See Upton Sinclair, King Coal (New York,

191?), for an excellent exam?ole of this kind of novel.“
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As a civilian, Hearn had been rootless both physically and ideo-

logically. He had disowned his wealthy father while a student at Ear-

vand. He had been a moderate success as a student writer; he was a not-

able failure as a student Communist. After graduation, he was a moder-

ate success as a publisher's reader, and again a notable failure as a

union organizer. He succeeds in doing the things which he is apathetic

about; he fails at those which he feels strongly about. he fails

largely because of the strength of his feelings: he demands action from

the Communists, but they want discussion; he demands that the union

strike once it has been organized, but it develops that they had organ-

ized simply to keep another union out. Such situations provide good

conditions for the growth of cynicism, and Hearn succumbs, returning

to his wealthy family in Chicago and trying to live the life dictated

by the conventions of Lake Shore Drive. This does not work either; he

is at once not enough and too much the cynic to succeed in the world of

carloads and contracts, high finance and wife-trading. In November, l9hl,

he enlists in the Army.30

This action is clearly a means of escape; no convictions, no

beliefs motivate it. But then Mailer juxtaposes Hearn to Cummings, and

out of the clash of the uncommitted liberal intellectual and the totally

committed fascist intellectual grows a Hearn newly capable of strong

feelings, capable of hatred, fear, and the desire for action. After the

incident of the cigarette butt, Hearn thinks:

 

30. Mailer, "The Time Machine: Robert Hearn, The Addled Womb," The

Naked and the Dead, pp. 328-53.
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'The only thing to do is to get by on style.‘

He had said that once, lived by it in the absence

of anything else, and it had been a working guide,

almost satisfactory until now. The only thing that

had been.important was to let no one in any ultimate

issue ever violate your integrity, ard.this had been

an ultimate issue. Hearn felt as if an immense cyst

of suppuration and purulence had burst inside him,

and was infecting his bloodstream now, washing

through all the conduits of his body in a sudden

violent flux of change. He would have to react or

die, effectively, and for one of the few times in

his life he was quite uncertain of his own ability.

'It was impossible; he would have to do something,

and he had no idea what to do.3l

But it is not until he is on the mountain with Croft and the

Recon platoon that Hearn decides that there is hope in a struggle as

gainst all that Cummings represents; not until he is up and away from

Cummings that his latent cynicism operates to help him choose meaning-

ful action:

If you granted Cummings that man was a sonofabitch,

then everything he said after that followed perfectly.

The logic was inexorable.

But the history wasn't. All right, all the great

dreams had blunted and turned practical and corrupt

and the good things had often been done through bad

motives, but still it had not all been bad, there

had also been victories where there should have been

defeats. The world, by all the loeics, should have

turned Fascist and it hadn't yet.3

He realizes that "if the world turned Fascist, if Cummings had

his century," there would be small hope. Underground terrorism was one

possibility; the concerted action of the Left--to which thought Hearn

replies "Aaah, horseshit." There was also reliance on the blunder

factor. One could "sit back and wait for the Fascists to louse it up."

 

31. Ibid.,

32. Ibid.,

pp. 32 6-2 7.

pp. 5850
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But concerted inaction is as unsatisfactory as concerted action; and

‘both alternatives, since they argued for postponement of action, were

actually dangerous: "For whatever reason, you had to keep resisting."33

But how is a.man to resist when the opportunity for resistance

is denied him? Mailer's answer is deceptively simple: he lets Hearn

_ resolve that, onlmis return to headquarters, he will resign his com-

mission. It is a small thing, insignificant, perhaps silly: "Hearn

and Quixote. Bourgeois liberals."3h It is never even put into ef-

fect, thanks to the treachery of Croft. But it is decided upon; this

is the important thing. Hope rests within the individual, Mailer is

saying. Constructive action begins with the individual. It is absolu-

tely essential that each man choose rightly at each moment to do what

he can do. Hearn's death signifies only that the action.must not be

postponed. hearn dying is a far better man than Hearn the living dile-

ttante; Hearn dying underlines Mailer's message imperatively.

Unlike Hearn, Lt. David Yates is not a cynic at his entrance into

the war, though he is the next best thing: a complacent, lazy, lover of

mental comfort who convinces himself that the war and the struggle a—

gainst fascism are none of his business. He had taught German at a small

university, had embarked upon a reasonably successful career by judicious

politicking, and by making of himself a good mediocrity who would mind

his own business, taking it easy and biding his time. He refuses his

wife's insistence and plea that he come out publicly for the Spanishv

Loyalists though "heldznvjust as well as She did what was wrong in the

world," on the grounds that it might cost him his job. At the outset,

 

33. Ibid., p. 586.

3h. Ibid.
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he is a compromiser, a man not lacking in principles really, but lack-

ing integrity.3S Through the course of the novel, through his assoc—

iation with good men and evil, his principles are strengthened to the

point where they cannot be denied and action on them is inevitable.

The evil cast of characters, as we have Seen, includes Pettinger,

Willoughby, Dondolo, Farrish, and Prince Yasha. In these men, Heym has

personified every aspect of Nazi-fascism, both physical and philosophical.

Pettinger is a murderer, Dondolo a brute, Yasha an example of the total

amorality of international business. All five of them are greedy; all

five, but especially Farrish, are ambitious. And all five justify their

thoughts, words, and actions in terms of pragmatic eXpediency, tending

at the same time to reject whatever responsibility'is rightly theirs to

accept.

Heym puts Yates into relatively close contact with each of these

men, lets him gradually become aware of the motives as well as the

actions of each. He constantly places before Yates a challenge to his

complacencyh-from Dondolo's brutality to Thorpe which sends Thorpe in,

to madness, through Willoughby's complicity in the nearly successful

escape of Pettinger. And Yates, ever so slowly taking only one step at

a time, comes finally to recognize his own indifference to the evil

around him as responsibility for the evil, comes finally to commit hims

self unselfishly to the Crusade and acts accordingly. ‘Through Yates'

action, primarily, Pettinger is destroyed and Farrish's headlong rush

into political prominence is stalled.

 v,

35. .Heym, The Crusaders, pp. 218-19.
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Willoughby and YaSha and Dondolo, though discredited, 848 actually

successful in what they had set out to do. Eeym leaves it this way for

the same reasons that Mailer permits Hearn to die: as a prophetic

warning that the war against fascism is not ended with the success of

the physical conflict, and further, as a warning that postponement of

individual commitment, for what ever reason, makes the ideological

struggle much more difficult and places the outcome much more danger—

ously in doubt.

But Yates' progress toward conversion is aided not only by a

growing awareness of evil, but as well by a developing consciousness

of good fed by a number of admirable people who surround him even more

closely than do the evil people. And in spite of himself, their in-

fluence upon him is enormous. There is Tolachian, too old to fight,

but who fights anyway because mWhen you see a bad weed, you tear it

out, roots and all. otherwise it will swallow the whole field'";36 and

who is killed because Yates did not insist strongly'enough that a

younger man should have been given his assignment. There is Thorpe

_ whose fate alsazrests on Yates' conscience since it was to him that

Thorpe's mad pleas were first addressed. The memory of these men prods

him, goads him, helps to force him into action: "In Tolachian's as

well as Thorpe's case, he had gone part of the way, and then stopped

and said to himself: Somehow, it'll work out. Well, it hadn't. It

never did, because you couldn't let things ride you; you had to be in

the saddle . "37

 

36. Ibid., p. hl.

37. Ibid., p. 175.
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There is Mme. Glodin, the French schoolteacher at Isigny whose

house has been destroyed and whose son has been left a cripple, but

who can declare that "'It was worth while to lose everything just

to see the boches run.'"38 About her, Yates says: "'When the war's

over...and it is going to be over someday...how will they ever live

together? So much hate: A schoolteacher talking that fanatically£'"39

But recalling her a short time later, he thinks: "there must be some-

thing more to it than he, himself, knew or cared to aduit."b0 There

is Kavalov, an escaped Russian slave laborer in a German coal mine who

had led a.May Day strike and had been hung by the wrists and flogged;

who had escaped to become a guerilla fighter, eventually joining

American troops in Germany for a short time, then drifting off to

fight in his own way again. He becomes a symbol for Yates of dogged

purposefulness, of joyful certainty of the rightness of the present and

the glory of the future--a symbol of all of the things which Yates has

not felt or known and, at the end, wants desperately to feel and know.

On the Russian side of the Elbe, getting drunk with Russian troops,

Yates toasts the missing Kavalov;

'...you have the joy. Maybe the joy doesn't come from

resting and looking back. Maybe it comes with looking

ahead, seeing life as a struggle, burning yourself out

in it, giving yourself to it. You're a sonofabitch.

You force me into this. I didn't want it. I was cone

tent. I thought I'd done enough. But all right. We'll

go on from here, you, and I. Only give me your joy.

Give it to me. 1 need it....!hl

 

38 0 Ibid. , p. 220

39‘ Ibid. ’ p. 23.

LLO- Ibido , p. 310

hl. Ibid., p. 512.
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There is Deflitt, whose soul-searching parallels Yates', and

who arrives with Yates at the decision to act. There is Capt. Troy,

honest, tough, whose company was massacred at Pettinger's order. Shh—

ply by being what he cannot help being, by suffering but continuing to

fight, Troy teaches Yates tnat "You can't be just a Sharer of burdens....

You must work with people, join in with people, be one of them, even

if you have to trim some of your fineryJi2

And finally, there is Sgt. Eing, a German-Jewish immigrant

American under Yates' command who knows exactly why the war is being

fougit, and who acts Consciously as an antagonist to Yates' conscience.

Bing hates the German prisoners he interrogates as part of his job in

the Propaganda Intelligence Unit, and Yates argues: "'Hate....This is

a scientific war. You want to understand the Germans, don't you? If

you have to guage their state of mind, you have to put yourself in

their place. HOW'can you, if you hate them?'" "'You talk like the

German prisoners,'" Bing answers, and adds: "'They believe they know

what they're fighting for, and they think we don't!" This exchange

takes place in the first few pages of the novel, and Yates' reply re—

flects his early thinking: "'They don't know either. Nobody knows.

You start out into the war equipped with newspaper headlines. Flrisy

,stufr.ruh3

Ring is equipped with finn, not flimsy, stuff however. When

General Parrish advances a plan to fire hB rounds from hG guns on the

 

h2. Ibid., p. u92.

A3. Ibid., pp. 9-10.
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Fourth of July, Yates opposes the plan because of its corniness, be-

cause of the General's obvious pablicity consciousness, and because

"the leaflet imposed upon him the necessity of facing questions he

was not prepared to answer."hb "...what we are fighting for was a

maze of motives, some clear, some hidden, some idealistic, some selfish,

some political, some economic...one would have to write a book instead

of a leaflet; and...even then, the issue would be anything but straight."h5

But Bing seizes the opportunity, in spite of the grandiosity

of the plan, to eXplain his beliefs to his former countrymen. The

leaflet is written and fired; it is too long to quote in its entirety

here, but part of it must be cited as evidence not only of Bing's but

also of heym's ideological attitude and conviction:

On July Fourth, 1776, the United States was born as a

nation-a nation of free men, equal before the law, and

determined to govern themselves.

For these rights and liberties, we went to war in 1776.

For these rights and liberties, we are fighting today.

For, wherever they are threatened, we are threatened.

Wherever the dignity of man is affronted, we feel that

it happens to us. fnerever people are oppressed and

suffering, we are affected. Because we are that kind

of nation, we have come to Europe to stop a tyrant

from imposing hifiswill on a nation, on Europe, and on

the whole world.

The naivete so evident here grates on Yates' sophistication, but

gradually Heym brings Yates around to thinking and feeling about the war

and fascism quite as strongly as does Bing. The change is impelled by

all of the people with whom Yates associates, the evil as well as the

good; but of all of them, Bing is the most influential. The infantry

 

m. Ibid., p. 130

LL50 Ibid., p. 150

h6. Ibid., p. 63. In a "Note" to the novel, heym points out that such

a leaflet actually was fired on July h, l9hh.
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company to which the unit is assigned takes part in the conquest of

Neustadt, Bing's German birthplace. His experiences in the town dis-

illusion and depress hing terribly. He loses his enthusiasm; he loses

hope, and as Yates comes to realize Bing's condition, and to care about

it, he begins to find himself: "He knew Bing needed help, now, or at

least straightening—out, and he had learned that in war this help is

an obligation as holy as that of the medic who pulls ymi, wounded, out

of the line. He had denied it to Thorpe, once; he had paid the penalty."h7

Ironically, the realization comes too late. Bing is killed be-

fore Yates can help him. But even in death, in fact, especially through

death, he figures most importantly in the conversion of Yates to a con-

sciously responsible individual. In effect, Bing's death is a sacrifice

necessary to spur Yates on toward the destruction of Pettinger and to

make of him an obstacle to the growth of Willoughby and the League.

Noah Ackcrman in The Young Lions’functions much as Bing does in
 

The Crusaders. It is through Noah primarily that Michael Whitacre
 

achieves a sense of purpose and direction. Whitacre, like Hearn, is

rootless at the outset of the novel; and like Yates, he is complacent

and mentally lazy. But unlike Hearn, he is not utterly cynical; and

unlike Yates, he is not given to compromising or explaining away his

principles. 3e lacks conviction; he is so uncertain of his beliefs that

he has trouble articulating them, and he is equally uncertain of those

he can articulate. All three heroes progress toward belief, but

Whitacre has a head start because he wants to believe.

 

h7. Ibid., p. u91.
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His civilian life mirrors too closely, in its artificiality and

superficiality, the world of the theater to which it is so closely

bound. 'flhitacre is a Broadway stage manager; Laura, his wife, is an

actress; heir friends are playwrights, actors, directors, producers.

Tiey do not like one another, yet they gather together for gay parties;

they do not love one another, yet tiey form adulterous alliances. "A

nest of snakes hibernating for the winter," Whitacre thinKS‘wnile at-

tending one of the parties. "There was no honor to this life, no form...

Martinis, beer, brandy, scotch, have another, and everything disappeared

in a blur of alcohol--decency, fidelity, courage, decision." He sees

himself: "too fat, too much liquor, too many attachments, a wife who

was practically a stranger...doing God knows what with how many other

men...while he frittered away the years of his youth...making a little

money, being content, never making the bold move...ha

The restleSsness behind such thoughts takes slow and inconclusive

form. At a garden party, Whitacre gets into an argument with a post

Russo-Gennan pact, party-line pacifist who declares that the impending

war (Paris is about to fall) is simply a step toward tne consolidation of

ruling-class power. Whitacre answers that there must be hope, that per~

haps America should enter the war. "'You want Americans to get killed

too, in this swindle....Is that it?!" "'If necessary,'" Whitacre answers.

"'That's something new for you....Nar—mongering.'" "'It's the first time

I thought of it.... This minute.unh9

 

hd. Shaw, The Young Lions, p. hO.
 

h9. Ibid., p. 98
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And the thought stays with him. At his enlistment, he turns down

a chance to enter Special Services. A we have seen, he rejects the

economic interpretation of the cause of the war. Later, when tne party-

1ine pacifist has become a party-line militarist demanding a second

front, Whitacre refuses to sign the petition. His friends displease him

greatly, he finds: "Either they were insensitively militant like Johnson

the pacifist , in their untouchable civilian occupations, or, under a

thin veneer of patriotism, they were cynical and resigned. And this was

no time for resignation....This was no time fbr saying no or perhaps.

This was a time for great yea—saying.50

But Whitacre has nothing to say "yea" to. He is a willing con-

vert, searching hungrily for a "faith to die by," and he enlists in the

infantry hoping to find it there. Instead he finds that his support of

a committee to send ambulances and blood banhs to Spain has given him a

dossier with the FBI, and will keep him out of ocs;51 he finds that

Captain Colclaugh, his company commander, "'is crazy on the subject of

Reds. You'll do KP from now till we go overseas, and you'll be the first

scout on every advance in combat, and I wouldn't give a used condom for

your chances of coming out alive;'"52 he finds that, in the army, there

is no appealvfrom the FBI or from the Colcloughs. But most importantly,

he finds himself in the same company as Noah Ackerman, finds himself an

unwilling witness of the anti-semitism climaxed by the ten merciless

beatings. And because he had no firm belief to begin with, his strong

 

50. Ibid., p. 2&0.

51. Ibid., p. 337.~ Cf., Christian Diestl's inability to obtain'a com-

mission in the German army because of previous communist affiliations.

52. Ibid.
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desire to believe is badly shaken. Disillusioned, approaching cynicisn,

he uses the influence of a civilian friend to obtain a transfer to

Special Services.

He goes to England in this capacity, his cynicism becoming more

and more entrenched. But because he is not sufficiently politic, not

respectful enough of rank, he finds himself in France as chauffeur for

a Civil Affairs Colonel. Col. Pavone is a fine and sincere man worried

more about the peace than about the war, seriously concerned about the

present and the future of innocent civilians caught up in the invasion.

Through his influence, Whitacre's cynicism melts, and he begins to feel

once more the desire to act. His petitions for a transfer to the infan-

try are denied by Pavone on the grounds fihat'Whitacre is needed where

he is; but when the Colonel is killed, Michael is shipped to a Replace-

ment Depot, marked for front—line duty.

There, Whitacre finds Noah Ackerman, who had been wounded and was

waiting for reassignment. But this is a new Ackerman, sure of himself,

tough, but not bitter. He has shaken off the physical and psychological

effects of the beatings; through courage and conviction he has made a

Spot for himself in the company, and he intends to find his way back to

it. Whitacre goes with him, his hope renewed, feeling that

Somewhere just ahead of him...under the constant

trembling of the artillery among the hills, he was

going to find that America he had never Known on its

own continent, a tortured and dying America, but an

America of friends and neighbors, an America in which

aznan could finally put away his over-civilized doubts,

his book-soured cynicism, his realistic despair,_and

humbly and gratefully lose himself.53

 

53. Ibid., p. 636.
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He finds it—-in Noah's grief for the death of his friend,

Johnny Burnecker; in Noah's willingness to teach and protect him; in

Noah's and his own, physical repulsion at the anti—semitism of the

liberated concentration camp inmates; in Noah's wailed hope that "'The

human beings are going to be running the worldz'"5h He finds it tra-

gically in the death of Noah, and it becomes a conviction upon which he

can and must act. Alone, disregarding the consequences, certain of the

rightness of his choice to act, Whitacre commits himself finally and un-

alterably to the conviction and to his own responsibility to it: he

stalks and kills Christian Diestl.

 
Noah, like Bing in The Crusaders, is sacrificed in order that

the potentially good among mankind, personified by Yates and Whitacre,

may be redeemed from indifference and sent forth enlightened, apostle-

like, to defeat consummate evil and to do battle with the forces of

evil still prevalent anong their fellow men. In The Naked and the Dead,
 

the converted hero himself is sacrificed upon the same altar; it is

Mailer's prayer that the reader, not simply a personification, may be

the newly enlightened apostle.

At the conclusion of The Young Lions, as at the conclusions of
 

The Naked and the Dead and The Crusaders, hope for the future is pro-
  

ferred by the authors in Hearn, Yates, and'Whitacre, who voluntarily

involve themselves in the fate of humanity. If Whitacre had stalked

Diestl under orders, if Hearn's commission had been stripped from him-

if a man takes the abuse of Queeg or allows himself to be convinced by

 

5h. Ibld., p. 680.
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the SWOllen sophistries of Col. Ross because he must, not because he

‘cnooses tgf-then no conversion could result; than there would be no

hope.

Interestingly enough, in U18 light of the discussion of The

Caine Hutiny'and Guard of 52223 earlier in filis chapter, Mailer, Heym,

and Shaw portray their protagonists at the outset as intellectuals.

Hearn is a Harvard literature graduate, Yates has been a professor of

Germanics, and Whitacre has received a liberal enough education in the

theater to see the relationship between his own indecision to commit

himself and Hamlet's.SS These authors 310w clearly that they believe

this intellectualism to play a major part in a man's indecision or lack

of conviction; for it is only after the intellectualism of Hearn, Yates,

and Whitacre has been supplemented by enotionalism, only after they have

begun to feel and to care, that their conversion is possible. This is

not to say that Yailer, Teym, and Shaw are anti—intellectual in the

same sense that wouk and Cozzens are, for they find intellectualism to

be dangerous for almost exactly the opposite reasons. While Nouk and

Cozzens see its danger in its active challenge to the status quo,

Nailcr, Teym, and Shaw find its danger to be in its passively cynical

tendency to accept the status quo.

Furthenaore, these three authors do not demand emotionalism to

the exclusion of intellectualism; they simply ass filat emotions be ad-

ded to reinforce intellect. The necessary first step toward voluntary

involvement, fliey feel, is caring enough about someone or semething to

desire to be involved. This in part explains tne emphasis upon human

 

55. Ibid., pp. 379-50.
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love in these and the other serious novels. Most war novels contain a

good deal of loving, a great deal of sex. It is frequently the novelists'

‘way of portraying the chaotic letting down of bars that accompanies

war; it is as frequently his way of assuring a good sale. In the ser-

ious novel it is more than either of these. To love means to accept re—

Sponsibility and implies an ability to hate; loving therefore is beyond

the capacity of an indifferent man. The love affairs in these novels

help to convert the heroes by giving them something to feel strongly

about; it is then a simple matter to transfer the strength to other

feelings. Yates has ThErese Laurent, Whitacre has Margaret Freemantle,

Leggett has Chrystel Hesse, Robert has Lisa in.§hg 933$ on the 333

Flaminea, Newcombe has Helen, whom he remembers, just before he is

killed, as the girl who "had freed him, even while he had thought her

inferior, unworthy of him—~who had healed him of his ruthless indiffer—

ence....56 Only Hearn has no one, but Mailer clearly makes the same

point as the other novelists by showing blighted love to be oneof the

principal motivations of the physical evil of Croft, and the intellectual

evil of Cummings.

But there is more than physical, sexual love involved in caring.

There is the kinship which Yates comes to feel for Bing, which hhitacre

comes to feel for Noah—-there is the kinship which makes the deaths of

Bing and Noah sacrificial. It is a mystical sense of oneness, illogical

ineXplicable, transcending far a simple esprit €2.22323. It can only

be called love.

 

56. Hyrer, The Big'har, p. 393.
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When Danny Kantaylis tells Andrea, his new wife, fliat he is re-

turning to combat because he believes he must, she asks him to tell her

exactly what he believes in. "'Love Letween people,'" he answers;

"'and the love of God. The feeling in the heart and soul....That stands

fast. That's the only thing they society can't twist around and

foul up and make into something else. Everything else slithers under

your feet like mud.'" "'How do you know that7'" Andrea asks; and

Danny answers: "'I don't know. I just know it, that's all....57

Caring is sufficient; emotions cannot be articulated. Reason

tells Danny it is foolish to return; reason tells Fete Donatti "to quit,

to get out of it any way he could," because, "When you went to the

front, you knew the only way you'd go back was feet first unles you

were very, very lucky."58 But Pete, like Danny——and like Noah Ackerman——

returns to tie front, unable to explain why, knowing only that he must.

And Pete, like Danny and Noah, does go back feet first.

Colonel Robson, Pete's doctor, refuses Pete's request to return

to action but does not prevent him from returning unofficially. Hobson

has not seen combat, but (or perhaps, therefore) he is able to explain

the feelings of men like Pete and Danny and Noah:

ferhaps, he thought, it is love of,a sort, love that

they would never understand, because it was not re—

lated to passion but a deep feeling of belonging to

men they had lived with for many'months. It could be

a love they needed, or thought they brought to flue

men with whom hiey served, or fliat they wanted des-

perately to believe they brought those comrades.

 

57. Ibid., p. 69.

58. Jaxes Garrett, And Save Them for Pallbearers, p. 238.
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Or it could be, Robson decided, that, despite the

carnage, the iilth, the hunger and thirst, the cold,

the obscene terrors to which they were subjected,

they knew already that these were the times whose

passage they would remember forever afterward, if

they survived, with regret and a knowledge that life

would never again be so uncomplicated and full. 9

The desire to be involved; the desire to know by being part of;-

this is motivation enough for sacrifice. The growing sense of responsi-

bility in each of the protagonists discussed on these pages is accom—

panied by a growing realization that every man is at once island and

not island, that every man who stands alone stands necessarily not

alone, that the bell tolls for each and all if it tolls for one.60

 

60. Ernest hemingway's For them the Bell Tolls (New York, l9hO), though

not technically a World War II novel, was the first important war novel

to deal with the responsibility of the individual in the struggle with

fascism.
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Chapter VI

The ideological World war II novelists have shown that fascism

is a moral evil; that as such, it is universal, not the exclusive

property of any nation or race. They have assumed that the evil can

and must be destroyed, and they have shown that the greatest impediment

to its destruction is intellectual indifference. They have shown that

emotionally traumatic eXperiences with war and with fascism, coupled

frequently with love, will wash away indifference. And they insist that

a man's conversion from indifference implies his conversion.to an accep~

tance of responsibility, and results in his commitment to involvement

in a world he did make and is continuously'making. Such involvement

must be voluntary in order to remain compatible'with individualism.

At this point the majority of the novelists veer most sharply from the

ideological position of Herman'fiouk and James Gould Cozzens. For while

Wouk and Cozzens espouse enforced involvement, and consequently, the

postponement, perhaps the destruction of individualism, heym, hailer,

Shaw, Kyrer and the rest let their heroes choose freely to relinquish

individual rights. Clearly, they believe that only through such a

free choice to forego his rights may aznan involve himself with dignity

and justice in the struggle to retain and buttress those rights. They

believe that only through choosing to become part of what he hates may

a man earn the freedom to attack all things, men, and institutions—-

whether enemy or ally, regardless of national taboos-—which constitute

what he hates.
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One of the most striking aspects of this Neltanschauunc is

that it is non-political or apolitical, even anti-political, yet re—

mains ideological. Aaziism and Fascism, as political institutions,

were merely surface manifestations of the universal moral evil. To

see and fight and win the war politically would be to see and fight

it superficially, and to stand in danger of a victorious defeat.

Therefore, the novelists refused to juxtapose any political philoso-

pny to fiaziism and Fascism. Neither Democracy nor Communism, the two

great antagonists of gazi—fascism during the war, are offered as so—

lutions to the problems Miich led to war—-though the novels are fastened

together by the same idealism which ostensibly unifies the philos>phies

of both Democracy and Communism: justice, dignity, human rights, and

freedom. The novelists simply have little faith in political institu—

tions as forces either for the destruction of evil or for the propaga-

tion of good, though paradoxically, they ask all men to stand together

for just these purposes. Herein, the novels are ideological. No poli—

tical institutions are praised or reinforced, the formation of no new

ones is suggested; yet the novelists clearly believe that moral reform

will necessarily lead to political reform, that the League of Omnipotent

Men will be impotent in the face of the collective individualism which

must result as men probe beneath the surface of their problems to their

solutions.

Paradox is ra;pant here, upon a field of irony. War is a necessary

evil; the battle against fascism is waged by basically fascistic civilian

and service institutions, the most successful members of which are
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incipient fascists; the most obvious, most hopeful solution to the

problems introduced by these anamolies is a sort of collective indi-

vidualisn, in‘M1ich all men agree singly to act concertedly; and a

necessary condition to a firm agreement is the innocence which can

only arise from an awareness of guilt.

The familiarity of this is readily apparent. These novelists

are on the threshold of existentialism, the philosophical position

resurrected if not spawned and bred by the second world war. The

free individual, capable of choice—~indeed, incapable of not choosing-

is the fundamental unit in existentialistic thought. The necessity of

choice is a terrible moral responsibility' choosing not to choose may

presult in the emasculation of the individuality of the self or another,

and leads therefore to the most awful form of guilt. Herein is the

pain called anhst, the pain which grows out of being alive.

The war novelists do not cross the threshhold, though they

pause perilously close to it—-withess the anguished cry of the guilt-

ridden Leggett wlo is faced with the postffacto choice of accepting re—

sponsibility for blindly choosing to participate in war: "'What I

didn't know was that the private consequences could hurt 303.... What

I didn't know was that you have to be so all alone.'"1 The war is

present, ominous and urgent. The novelists' minds are fastened upon

it and its reality, and upon file reality of the essential evil which

was its cause. Their individuals are fiiose who have been affected by

war; their anxiety is bounded and limited by the desire on the one hand

 

l. Loomis, End of a f
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to destroy the cause, and on the other, by the hope that it may even—

tually be destroyed utterly. The resolution of the paradoxes however,

for both the war novelists and the existentialists—-in spite of the war

novelists' belief in essential evil and essential good, in spite of

.their particularized rather than universaliaed anxietye—is individual

commitment and involvement, is conscious action.

This has not been an attempt to set up a cause and effect re-

lationship between the war novelists and existentialism, nor even to

suggest the possibility of influence. The war novelists discussed here

have been Americans; existentialism was primarily a French intellectual

movement which has never gained a firm foothold in American thought.

The same world; the world from 1939 to l9h5, produced both. But exis-

tentialism is a logical, unified system of thought, complete with philos—

‘9,

ephers and apostles, with answers and with dialigtic. It grew out of

chaos, out of a need to rebuild a society which had capitulated its

dignity and pride. At the time existentialism rose, America was a

strong, confident, self-assured nation, dangerously in need of an

examination of conscience and of reform, but hardly in need of rebuilding.

The thinking of the war novelists paralleled that of the existentialists,

but remained unformalized, a mixture of philosophy and social criticism

held together by the facts of war and fascism.

Now that the war and fascism have become a part of the past, the

unformalized thought of the American war novelists has appeared to lose

much of its vitality, its ability to speak clearly to an audience which

is no longer engrossed in a life or death struggle with a hated ideology.





 

9
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In fine context of war, in the context of the cheapness hence the dearness

of life in combat, the novelists' beliefs and conclusions bear the marks

of truth and certainty. It is clearly evident why Yates considers

helping hing to be a holy obligation, why Whitacre stalks Diestl, why

Danny Kantaylis and Pete Donatti voluntarily return to combat. Equally

clear, in context, is the angry optimism which inSpired the indignant

outbursts of Myrer and Burns and the wonderfully sarcastic proposal by

a character in The Young Lions of a "Guided Tour System of Democracy"
 

under which America would continue, in peacetime, to maintain a large

standing aniy and to build and destroy ships, tanks, and planes for

the sane of prosperity and the good life.2 war and fascism are gone,

and it is difficult to see the application of the conclusions which

they forced men to render to a worLd no longer beset by them. The book

reviewers, whose favorite terms to describe the war novels seem to be

concerned only with the vividness of their portrayals of violence, have

not seen the application; nor have the readers, who made a best seller

out of The Caine Mutiny: nor have the moviemakers, who turned Christian
 

Diestl into a hero. Nor, much more importantly, have the Beat, the

Angry, and the generally disaffiliated postwar creative intellectuals,

who find the world to be naturalistically oriented (or disoriented),

who find the universe capricious or irrational, and who consequently

deny both the validity of social critical optimism and the efficacy of

involvement.

PErhaps the crusading emotionalism of the war novelists, like

the fearful logic of the existentialists—-and the social criticism

 

2. Shaw, The Young Lions, pp. 395-97
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implicit or explicit in both—~actually'does not apply to postwar

America. Perhaps the disaffiliates are right, and the best a.man can

do is retreat from and live outside his world, and the worst he can do

is involve himself in his world, since involvement necessitates com—

promise with the world. The serious thinker, novelist or not, must

knOW'and believe before he can act either negatively or positively.

And the process of learning, of arriving at convictions is, as we have

seen in the case of many heroes in the war novels, a 51 w and tedious

one. Perhaps the disaffiliates will never arrive at convictions as

strong as filose held by the war novelists; certainly they can never

arrive at the same convictions. but it is far more comforting to

think that disaffiliation is merely a pause on the way toward a re-

birth of that individual and social responsibility represented by the

best of the ideological novels of'World war II.
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BIBLIOGRAPH'

This bibliography is or anized into two sections: 1) Secon-

dary source matcrial——books, articles, and novels--—which has been

useful in writing the dissertation; and 2) As complete a listing

of world War II novels written by Americans concerning Americans

in the uniforms of any of the Allied powers as I could compile.

Those world war II novels mentioned, either briefly or at length

in the body of this work, are asterisked in the left—hand margin.

A prefatory word should be introduced here concerning the peculiar

bibliographical problems presented by the subject, and the methods

pursued in solving them.

Aside from John W. Aldridge's After the Lost Generation,

there is very little seCOndary source material directly related

to the subject of the World war II novel. Two doctoral dissertas

tions, two articles——one of them my‘owns—and part of a chapter in

Malcolm Cowley's Literary Situation bear immediately on the subject.

On the other hand, dozens, perhaps hundreds, of publications in

many fields have been influential on my thinking. I cannot list

all of these; I cannot even remember all of them. But I have listed

those-like Beach's American Fiction: 1920~12QO, Schlesinger‘s

223 Coming of £22 flew Egal, 223 Secret Eigry'gf Harold L. EEEEE’

ranging though they may be, have made the most recent and most

obvious impression on the thinking which has gone into this book.
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The reviews of the novels were generally cursory, superficial,

and worthless; few of them have been included here, since I used

them primarily only as sources of bibliographical information.

Compiling a list of world War II novels was a far more

difficult task even than selecting items for the list of secondary

sources. Nowhere is current American fiction catalogued under

subject headings. And since the title of a novel rarely betrays

its subject matter, the Library of Congress Catalogue, Books in
 

Print, and the Cumulative Book Index were of very little help.
 

Publisher's weekly was unreliable simply because all publishers
 

do not list all of their publications in it all of the time, and

because their listings, when they appear, are not always assorted

according to subject. The same statement holds true for the

Publisher's Trade List Annual. I used four methods to compile
 

the list presented here: 1) I haunted book stores, new and used

book lists, and the standard reviewing organs-—I also picked the

memories and shelves of my friends; 2) I raided the bibliographies

of Oldsey's and Feigenbaum's theses; 3) I obtained, on microfilm, a

list of all the war fiction in the New York Public. Library; h) And

finally, I requested all publishers, large and small, who appeared

from their entries in the Trade List Annual to have possibly brought
 

out a war novel, to supply me with bibliograpiical data. This last

was the most satisfactory method, though hardly infallible.

Alfred A. Knopf informed me that they had published no war novels,

though A walk in the Sun came from them. E. P. Dutton left A Time

EE.§2 Home off their list. And Little, Brown refused twice flatly
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to cooperate. Furthermore, many of U18 publishers padded their

lists with nonrAmerican war novels.

The only foolproof method would have been to get the novels

into my hands, preferably at the Library of Congress, for at least

a cursory exaiination of t;eir contents. The preSent list is ins

Complete, and, I am sure, unreliable; but I am also certain that it

is the lengthiest and most complete list yet brought together.
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